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COMPRESSOR STALL AND BLADE VIBRATION

By Robert W. Graham and Eleanor L. Costilow

SUMMARY

The extent of the useful operating range of the multistage axial-

flow compressor is greatly influenced by its stalling characteristics.

Over the entire range of possible compressor speeds there is a minimum

flow point for each speed where the compressor will either surge or stall 3
depending upon the geometry of the compressor receiver. If surge does

not occur, the efficiency will be so poor in the stalled condition that

the compressor will limit the useful operation of a turbojet engine.

These surge or stall points define the familiar surge or stall-limit

line. In addition to this stall line, stall of the front and rear stages

occurs at part-speed and overspeed operation, respectively. Serious blade
vibrations may occur for either of these conditions as a result of stall.

Compressor stall may be manifested as rotating stall 3 individual

stall of each blade, or stall flutter. From experimental evidence, the

first of these seems the most prevalent.

Several theories of rotating stall in single-stage compressors ap-

pear in the literature, none of which can be used to predict propagation

rates with .any appreciable degree of reliability. However 3 these theories

are useful in evaluating the significance of parameters pertinent to the

stall-propagation mechanism and thus in planning experimental research

programs. The prediction of rotating-stall data for multistage compres-

sors is even more complicated 3 because of interaction effects among the

stages.

INTRODUCTION

Historically_ it is interesting that one of the earliest references

to rotating stall appeared in 1945 in a British report on the performance

of a centrifugal compressor (ref. 1). In 1950 an NACA publication

(ref. 2) reported the occurrence of an asymmetric flow pattern in an im-

pulse axial-flow compressor. In both of these early investigations 3 flow
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patterns were detected by meansof wool tufts. This asymmetric flow
phenomenonwas labeled as a propagating stall in reference 3 (1951), which
presented the stalling characteristics of an axial-flow compressor. The
rotating-stall patterns found in that investigation were detected with
high-frequency-response hot-wire anemometers. During the past three
years_ muchresearch effort has been devoted to the study of rotating
stall in both single- and multistage compressors.

Off-Design Operation

With the use of aerodynamic theory_ the design-point performance of
a multistage compressor can be predicted with reasonable accuracy. How-
ever, as is pointed out in chapter X (ref. 4), current design techniques
cannot be used to predict compressor operation that deviates markedly from
design. Since the compressor of a turbojet engine must operate at part
design speed during acceleration of the engine and also at high flight
Machnumbers3 analytical methods for accurately predicting part-speed
operation are desired by compressor designers. In addition, designers
are concerned with blade vibrations that occur during operation in stall.

The internal aerodynamics of the compressor must be thoroughly under-
stood at off-design conditions before design techniques applicable to this
region of operation can be developed. During compressor off-design opera-
tion, degeneration of the performance of a stage is accompaniedby a se-
rious flow separation in the blade passages. This unfavorable operating
condition is termed stall. Twosignificant areas of off-design performance
are labeled in figure l_ which is a representative multistage compressor
map: (1) inlet-stage stall and (2) the stall-limit or surge line. These
conditions result from stall of someof the compressor blade elements.
The occurrence of separated flow at each of these regions can be explained
without an elaborate analysis.

Inlet-stage stall. - At low speeds, insufficient pressure rise in the

stages causes the density level of the fluid to be too low in the rear

stages. The resulting high relative velocities and incidence angles cause

choking iu the rear stages. This choking limits the flow through the

front stages and causes excessively high angles of attack or stall.

Stall-limit or surge line. - The stall-limit line represents the

locus of minimum-flow points just before the performance of the compres-

sor deteriorates abruptly. This deterioration in performance, which is

attributed to the operation of one or more of the stages in severe stall,

is sometimes called "complete compressor stall." In chapter XIII, the

stages instigating the stall limit are analyzed and the significance of

the shape of the stall-limit line and its relative position on the com-

pressor map is discussed. The stall-limit line is often referred to as

O

_o
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the surge line, since surge may occur, depending on the geometry of the

compressor receiver. An analysis of surge in the multistage compressor

is presented in chapter XII.

In addition to the part-speed stalling conditions discussed earlier 3

the possibility of rear-stage stall at near-design and overspeed opera-

tion of the compressor must be admitted. Experimental evidence for over-

speed stall is lacking_ but such a stalling condition seems possible. At

these conditions, continuity requirements in the rear stages cause some of

the blade elemsnts to operate at stalled angles of attack. Chapter XIIT

concludes that stall of the rear stages determines the stall-limit line at

high part-speed and overspeed operation.

I

o
F_

Stall Phenomena

Experimental data and analyses give credibility to the existence of

at least three distinct phenomena during stall operation_ the first two

being aerodynamic phenomena 3 and the last an aeroelastic phenomenon:

(i) Rotating or propagating stall, which consists of large stall

zones covering several blade passages and propagating at some fraction

of rotor speed in the absolute direction of rotor rotation. These stall

zones can produce resonant blade vibrations. The number of stall zones

and the propagation rate vary considerably. Compressor investigation has

shown rotating stall to be the most prevalent type of stall phenomenon.

(2) Individual blade stall# which is characterized by the development

of large separated-flow regions or zones of low flow in the wake of each

blade.

(3) Stall flutter_ which is a self-excited blade oscillation that

must be distinguished from the more familiar classical flutter. The lat-

ter# which is a self-sustained oscillation caused by the coupling of the

inertia, damping_ elastic# and aerodynamic forces on a wing section_

takes place at low angles of attack (unstalled flow) when a certain criti-

cal velocity that is a function of the wing design is reached. In con-

trast 3 stall flutter takes place at high angles of attack and is associat-

ed with individual blade stall.

The present report summarizes the pertinent experimental and theo-

retical work that has been done on these three stall phenomena. The

assumptions and analytical techniques are emphasized in presenting the

theories. Wherever possible# theoretical results are compared with ex-

perimental data. The discussion includes experimental data on blade

vibration incurred during rotating stall.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this chapter:

rotational speed, rpm

rotor speed, ft/sec

air velocity, ft/sec

air angle_ angle between air velocity and axial direction, deg

ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level tempera-
ture of 518.7 ° R

P density, lb-sec2/ft 4

2_oV/_ amplitude of pV fluctuation divided by average

average anemometer current

Subscripts:

t tip

z axial direction

1 station at exit of guide vanes

2 station at rotor exit

5 station at stator exit

Superscript:

' relative to rotor

pV based on

C_
O
_D

ROTATING STALL

Mechanism of Stall Propagation

Rotating stall has been depicted as the propagation of large stall

zones relative to the blade row. The propagation mechanism can be de-

scribed by considering the blade row to be a cascade of blades similar to

that shown in figure 2. Assuming that some flow perturbation has caused

blade 2 to reach a stalled condition before the other blades in the cas-

cade, then this stalled blade does not produce sufficient pressure rise

to maintain the flow around it. Consequently, effective flow blockage or

a zone of reduced flow develops. This retarded flow (shaded in fig. 2)

diverts the flow around it so that the angle of attack increases on blade
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3 and decreases on blade 1. The stall propagates downward relative to

the blade row; the diverted flow stalls the blades below the retarded-

flow zone and uustalls the blades above it. The retarded-flow or stall

zone moves from the pressure side to the suction side of each blade (the

opposite direction of rotor rotation). The stall zone may cover several

blade passages. From compressor tests, the relative speed of propagation

has been observed to be less than absolute rotor speed. Consequently, as

observed from an absolute frame of reference, the stall zones appear to

be moving in the direction of rotor rotation.

Experimental Detection of Rotating Stall

At present, the hot-wire anemometer is generally used at the NACA

Lewis laboratory to detect and measure the flow fluctuation of stall.

However, since a pressure change accompanies these flow fluctuations, a

high-frequency-response electronic pressure pickup is also a suitable

detection device. The hot-wire-anemometer probe and two types of hot-

wire-anemometer amplifying systems, the constant-current and the constant-

temperature, are discussed iu references 5 to 7. A method of determining

from hot-wire-anemometer data the number of stall zones in a given pattern

and the magnitude of the flow fluctuation in the stall zones with respect

to some mean flow v_lue is given in reference 8.

The testing procedure generally followed in determining the rotating-

stall characteristics of a compressor is to operate the compressor at a

constant speed and gradually decrease the weight flow while observing the

resulting changes in the hot-wire-anemometer output. The hot-wire-

anemometer signal, usually observed on an oscilloscope, follows a definite

evolutionary process as the weight flow is decreased. As an illustration,

this process is described in conjunction with the performance character-

istic of a single-stage axial-flow compressor (fig. 3).

When the test is begun, at high weight flows near the best operating

point of the compressor, the hot-wire signal viewed on the oscilloscope

indicates sharply defined blade wakes in region A. Typical oscillogTams

showing these blade wakes are given in figure 4. As the weight flow is

reduced below the peak-pressure-ratio weight flow denoted by region B of

figure 3_ the blade wakes become wider and less well defined, indicating

flow separation and the possibility of stall somewhere along the blade.

A momentary or unstable stall zone covering several blade passages is

occasionally observed on the oscilloscope. The sporadic stall zone is

often the herald of a periodic rotating-stall pattern that develops at

lower weight flows. Periodic rotating-stall zones are observed as the

weight flow is further reduced to region C of figure 3. A typical

rotating-stall pattern for this area is shown by the oscillogram of fig-

ure 5. Further throttling of the compressor weight flow may promote

changes in the rotating-stall patterns with respect to the number and
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size of the stall zones. If the weight flow is gradually increased, gen-
erally the samerotating-stall patterns will appear; however, the stall
pattern will be instigated at higher weight flow, as shownin figure 3.
This behavior of stall instigation is called hysteresis.

Characteristics of experimentally observed stall patterns. - Single-

stage compressors: Rotating-stall characteristics have been investigated

in a considerable number of single-stage experimental compressors, with

symmetrical, solid-body, or free-vortex velocity diagrams and a variety

of blade shapes. The rotating-stall data obtained embrace a wide range

of stall-propagation rates and number of zones in each stall pattern.

The number of zones varies from 1 to 12, and the absolute propagation

rate varies from approximately l0 to 85 percent of rotor speed. Gener-

ally, more than one stall pattern occurs; that is, the number of zones

and the geometric configuration of the stall-zone region change as the

flow is varied in a given compressor. Figure 6 is a typical single-

stage-compressor performance map with the stall patterns observed and the

weight-flow range of each pattern indicated on the figure. Generally,

as in the example used in the figure, the propagation rate remained essen-

tially constant over the entire stall region, notwithstanding changes in

the number of stall zones. Some exceptions to the consistency of the

stall-propagation rate have been observed when appreciable changes in the

radial extent of the stall zone take place.

Multistage compressors: Multistage compressors exhibit stall char-

acteristics similar to those of the single-stage units. The stall zones

appear to extend axially through the compressor, that is, with little or

no spiraling. As the weight flow was throttled at a constant speed, the

number of stall zones in the annulus varied from i to 7 among the several

compressors investigated. Rotating stall in multistage compressors may

exist from choked flow to surge at low speeds. The rotational speed of

the stall zones ranged from 43 to 57 percent of the rotor speed, and the

stall propagated in the direction of the rotor rotation (absolute frame

of reference) for all compressors investigated.

Rotating-stall characteristics are superimposed on a typical

multistage-compressor performance map in figure 7. For this compressor,

stall existed throughout the compressor in the intermediate-speed range.

The number of stall zones increased with a decrease in the weight flow

at a given speed.

Single- and multistage stall data summary. - Tables l(a) and (b)

give a general summary of the stall data from single- and multistage

compressors, respectively. More information regarding stall has been

taken for single-stage units than for multistage compressors. Single-

stage-compressor design data are given in table II.

0
_o
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Classification of Stall

Rotating stall may be classified as progressive or abrupt, according

to the performance characteristic of the compressor. In addition, the

stall pattern is described as partial or total span and steady or inter-

mittent, according to the geometry of the stall zone and the periodicity.

Progressive or abrupt stall. - Classifying rotating stall by the

type of stage performance characteristic associated with it is probably

the most important way to denote stall types. A smooth, continuous stage

performance characteristic in the stall region similar to that shown in

figure 6 indicates the gradual increase in blocked annulus area due to

stall. Appropriately, this type is called "progressive" stall. In

contrast, a discontinuous stage performance characteristic like that shown

in figure 3 has also been observed during stall. Generally, for this

type of performance curve a single stall zone covering as much as half

the annulus area and extending over the entire blade span has been ob-

served. Because of the discontinuity in the pressure curve, this type

of stall is called "abrupt."

The term "complete compressor stall" is applied to multistage com-

pressors to describe a discontinuous performance curve similar to that

for abrupt stall of single-stage compressors. The complete-compressor-

stall points on the performance map define the stall-limit line.

The magnitude of the pressure drop at the discontinuous point of the

performance characteristic is shown in figure 8 for abrupt stall of blade

elements. Here the pressure drop due to stall divided by the pressure

rise immediately before encountering stall is plotted against the com-

pressor pressure ratio measured Just before compressor stall. Both

single- and multistage data are included_ that is, both abrupt and

complete-compressor-stall data are plotted. Evidently, abrupt stall of

some blade elements and complete compressor stall are similar. From this

figure it is apparent that the pressure drop accompanying complete com-

pressor stall is severe and will result in appreciable penalties in com-

pressor efficiency.

Partial- or total-span stall. -The radial extent of the stall zone

along a blade is another convenient characteristic for classifying rota-

ting stall. In addition to extending circumferentially over several

blade passages, the stall zone also covers part or all of the blade span.

Thus, the term partial-span stall is used to denote stall covering part

of the blade span, and total-span refers to stall covering the whole

blade length. Figure 9 shows the type of oscillogram obtained during a

radial traverse with a hot-wire-anemometer probe. The large-amplitude

pulsations from hub to tip (fig. 9(a)) are typical for total-span stall.

Figure 9(b) shows a partial-span stall concentrated at the tip, as shown

by the disappearance of the stall "blip" from the anemometer trace at

the hub.
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Steady or intermittent stall. - It has been observed that compressors

may also have an intermittent type of stall pattern for a given operating

point. In this case one stall pattern exists for an instant, then changes

to a new stall pattern. Intermittent changing among three different stall

patterns has been observed in one multistage compressor.

General Observations on Rotatlng-Stall Phenomena

The following general observations concerning rotating-stall phe-

nomena are made from examination of the existing data. The remarks apply

to both single- and multistage compressors. Exceptions to the generaliza-
tions are also discussed.

H_teresls effect. - When a compressor is being run at a constant

aerodynamic speed and a rotating-stall pattern is encountered during a

throttling of the weight flow, usually that same stall pattern will be

observed for subsequent repeated tests. In fact, for single-stage tests

over a range of speeds the stall pattern will be repeated for all speeds

if the compressor is operated at the same flow coefficient in each case.

However, it is interesting that_ once a stall pattern has been established

during a throttling process_ if the flow is allowed to increase the pat-

tern will persist above the value of the throttled weight flow (or flow

coefficient for slngle-stage compressors) to a higher weight flow before

disappearing. A graphical superpositlon of this apparent reluctance of

the stall pattern to change on a compressor performance curve resembles

the well-known hysteresis loop of other physical phenomeua. Consequently,

it has been labeled "hysteresis," although no time-dependency is involved.

The resemblance is most striking for abrupt stall, because a distinct

loop is formed.

This so-called hysteresis effect is also present when a change in

the stall pattern occurs. The weight flow marking the inception of a

pattern during the throttling process is lower than that marking the

disappearance of the pattern when the flow is increased.

Stall-propagation rates. - Single-stage compressors exhibit a wider

range of stall-propagation rate than multistage compressors. Most multi-

stage compressors have stall patterns with propagation rates of about

half the rotor speed; whereas, single-stage-compressor stall patterns

rauge from approximately l0 to 85 percent of rotor speed. Both multi-

stage and single-stage compressors usually exhibit one stall-propagation

rate for all stall patterns, if the geometry of the stall pattern does

not change. Exceptions to this generality have beeu mentioned in the

discussion of single-stage stall data. No exceptions have been observed

for multistage compressors.

O
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Flow and pressure fluctuations. - Table l(a) includes a column in

which the flow fluctuation accompanying rotating stall iu a single-stage

compressor is listed in terms of the parameter _oV/_. The magnitude of

AOV/_ varies from 0.6 to 2.14. No apparent correlation of the magnitude

of the parameter with the size or number of stall zones can be obtained

from the existing data on single-stage compressors.

The magnitude of _oV/_ for blade wakes measured during design

flow conditions may range from approximately 0.1 to 0.2. By comparison,
the stall disturbance is rather severe.

The magnitude of the parameter _oV/_ in the inlet stage of a 10-

stage research compressor was found to be similar to that observed in

single-stage compressors. The stall data reported in reference 9 were

obtained at 50, 60, and 70 percent of design speed. This operating region

is the inlet-stage stall region indicated in figure 1. By locating hot-

wire anemometers at various axial stages, the magnitude of the flow fluc-

tuation throughout the entire compressor was measured. The data of fig-

ure l0 (ref. 9) show that the intensity of the flow-fluctuation level

diminished appreciably after the fourth or fifth stage of the compressor.

The pressure fluctuations peculiar to the abrupt stall that occurs

along the stall-limit or surge line of multistage compressors are signifi-

cant, because the attendant efficiency drop limits the useful engine

operating range. In discussing figure 8, it was pointed out that an ab-

rupt (40- or 50-percent) drop in pressure rise may occur when the compres-

sor operating point reaches the stall-limit line. In reference l0 the

drop in the discharge pressure and the pressure fluctuation accompanying

abrupt stall were measured during stalled operation. At 82-percent design

speed, when the compressor reached the stall-limit line, the mean level

of the discharge pressure dropped 50 percent and the discharge pressure

fluctuated 25 percent above and below the mean pressure level of the

stalled operation.

Usually, the rotating-stall pattern observed when the stall-limlt

line is reached is a single-zone total-span stall. Because of the dis-

continuity in the performance curve, the stall is classified as abrupt.

Multistaging effect. - Experimental evidence has shown that data on

propagation rate or number of stall zones in single-stage compressors do

not apply to the rotating-stall characteristics of multistage units com-

posed of these stages. In reference ll, the single-stage stall data for

three identical stages composing a multistage compressor are compared

with the multistage stall data. In order to explain the difference in

the stall of stages tested individually and as a part of a multistage

compressor, multistaging or interaction effects must be considered.
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In multistage compressors, each stage operates in an aerodynamic
environment determined to someextent by all the compressor stages. This
environment comprises two multistaging or interaction effects :

(i) The radial gradients in axial velocity emanating from a stage at
off-design operation, which maybe sufficiently severe to cause a
stall angle of attack over a part of the blade span of somedown-
stream blade row

(2) The influence of low-flow or stall zones emanating from other
stages of the compressor

The result of the radial gradient in axial velocity might well be
the development of a rotating-stall pattern considerably different from
anything expected from single-stage stall data alone. In a series of
tests conducted at the NACALewis laboratory on a production turbojet
engine, it was observed that the stall characteristics of the compressor
could be changed by altering the velocity profile entering the first blade
row. Wire screens were used to partially block the flow into the compres-
sor inlet. Whenthe screens were arranged to produce circumferential
variation in the flow, no appreciable changes in the stalling characteris-
tics were evident. However, when radial gradients in the flow were
achieved by partial blockage of the whole annulus of the inlet passage,
the stalling characteristic of the compressor was altered significantly.

It was previously pointed out that, when rotating stall occurs in
multistage compressors, the stall zones extend throughout the entire axial
length of the compressor, as shownin figure lO. This meansthat each
stage in the compressor will experience periodically recurring low-flow
zones. If a stage or stages operate sufficiently near the stall point,
the presence of the low-flow zones may cause stall angles of attack to
occur whenthe blades pass through the stall zones.

Variation in stall patterns. - One of the objectives in presenting

table I is to emphasize the great variety of stall patterns that have

been observed. At present, there appears to be no way of cataloging the

stall with respect to any type of compressor design. Among several com-

mercial engines of one type, each of which was installed in the same test

facility, the stall patterns were different, although the propagation

rate remained essentially the same. Apparently, in this case the stall

pattern was sensitive to such small changes in compressor geometry as

would result from production tolerances. Such minute differences in

geometry would be difficult to include in a theory that would predict the

stall pattern from design data.

Effect of inlet temperature. - Stall frequency for a given stall

pattern is proportional to actual engine speed and is independent of in-

let temperature. The speed range over which a given stall pattern is

t_
c_
O
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observed is a function of equivalent speed and, therefore, varies with

inlet temperature. If the mechanical speed is changed to accommodate inlet

temperature changes, so that the corrected speed N/_ is constant, the

stall frequency will vary with the mechanical speed. Consequently, it

will be impossible to tune the natural frequency of the compressor blades
to avoid a resonance with the fundamental stall disturbance or its harmonics

over a range of compressor-inlet temperatures.

Blade Vibration Incurred during Rotating Stall

Since rotating stall consists of one or more low-flow zones that ro-

tate in the compressor annulus, usually at constant speed_ the blade rows

experience periodic aerodynamic forces as the low- and high-flow zones go

by the blades. In reference 12 the fluctuating forces due to rotating

stall were measured on the guide _anes and stators of a single-stage com-

pressor. The blade-force fluctuations during rotating stall were compara-

ble to the steady-state blade force measured during unstalled operation.

This periodic force can therefore be a source of resonant blade vibration,

where the frequency of the stall relative to the blades excites the blades.

From current evidence, the compressor designer must always be concerned

with the possibility of blade failure due to resonance between the blade

frequency and the stall frequency.

Single-stage compressors. - When the high stresses accompanying ro-

tating stall are investigated, it is necessary first to determine the

magnitude of the blade stresses when accompanied by rotating stall. An

investigation of the effect of rotating stall on the blading of a single-

stage compressor with a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.5 is reported in ref-

erence 13. The experimental results show that stall zones can excite

blade vibration with resultant bending stresses sufficiently severe to

cause blade failure. Fatigue cracks were observed in the aluminum stator

blades. The blades were iu resonance with the first two harmonics, as

shown in figure ll, which is a plot of the ratio of the stall frequency

to the natural bending frequency of the blade against rotor speed.

Resonant vibrations occur at compressor speeds corresponding to the in-

tersection of the stall-frequency line with horizontal lines representing

resonance with the fundamental stall frequency and the first two harmonics.

Other fatigue failures of experimental single-stage compressors have

been attributed to rotating stall. Stall data were not obtained for all

the compressors that failed, but each compressor had been operated in the

stalled region. Most of these compressors were stages of 0.5 hub-tip

ratio. A fatigue failure with much shorter blades, where the hub-tip

ratio was 0.72, was attributed to resonance between the relative funda-

mental stall frequency and the natural bending frequency of the blades

(see ref. l_).
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Multistage compressors. - Although several multistage-compressor

failures at the NACA might be attributable to rotating stall, only one

was sufficiently instrumented with strain gages and hot-wire anemometers

to trace the failure directly to rotating stall. This investigation is

reported in reference 15, in which a resonant-vibration condition was

found in the first-stage rotor at approximately 62- and 70-percent design

speed, as shown in figure 12. The strain-gage data indicated vibratory

stresses of approximately +13,500 and _4,800 pounds per square inch,

respectively, at these operating points, which were sufficient to cause

fatigue failure of the aluminum blades. Typical hlgh-stress vibration

bursts caused by rotating stall as recorded from the strain gages are

shown In figure 13 for 62-percent design speed.

Methods of alleviating blade vibration. - To the axial-flow-compressor

designer, the most serious result of rotating stall is blade failure. The

theory of rotating stall developed thus far does not provide a method for

predicting stall frequency for new designs and thus "tuning" blades out of

dangerous blade-vibration frequencies. Furthermore, as mentioned in the

discussion of the effect of inlet temperature on the stall frequency, it

appears impossible to tune the blades for all the troublesome stall fre-

quencies over the range of inlet temperature encountered in flight.

Inasmuch as it appears impossible to tune blades to avoid critical

stall frequencies, other possible means of circumventing the blade-

_ibration problem must be considered. These include : (1) increasing the

damping of the blades, (2) preventing the operation of any compressor

blade row in a stalled attitude, and (3) disrupting the periodicity of

the stall patterns so that a resonant condition between the blade fre-

quency and the stall frequency cannot exist.

Increasing blade damping: The vibration-damping properties of a

blade may be changed markedly by changing the blade material. Some

materials exhibit greater damping properties than others; for example,

stainless steel has better damping properties than aluminum. Blades

fabricated from plastics are currently being investigated for their damp-

lug qualities. Obviously, the damping properties of a blade may also be

improved by changing the mechanical design of the blade. Such modifica-

tions as altering the thickness-chord ratio, the aspect ratio, or the

fillet radius may substantially increase the stiffness of blades. In

addition, the method of blade attachment or blade support is a design

variable that can alter the damping.

O
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Preventing stalled attitude: As was mentioned in the INTRODUCTION,

part-speed operation of multistage compressors causes the exit stages to

choke_ which limits the flow in the inlet stages and causes them to stall.

Any bleed-off system that unchokes the rear stages will alleviate the

stalling condition in the inlet stages and consequently will increase the

stall-free range of the compressor.

Another possible method of increasing the stall-free range of a com-

pressor is the use of adjustable guide vanes and stators. By this method,

the angle of attack on the inlet rotors is diminished so that stall of the

early stages is delayed. By increasing the angle of attack in the latter

stages_ the situation there is improved. This device is currently being

used in one commercial multistage compressor as a means of improving the

part-speed operation.

Disrupting periodicity of stall: As a means of controlling the

stalling characteristics of multistage compressorsj adjustable inlet

ramps or baffles have been used. Reference 16 reports the successful ap-

plication of ramps at the hub that appreciably reduced the range of inlet-

stage stall. The effect of the ramps or baffles is to reduce the inlet

flow area. In engines tested with the baffles, rotating-stall patterns

were no longer periodic_ and the danger of blade failure due to resonant
vibration was eliminated.

Theories of Rotating Stall

Several theoretical analyses have been proposed to predict the propa-

gation rate of rotating stall. In order to identify the theories for

discussion, each is referred to by the name of the first author. The

notation is that used in the original references.

Emmons theory. - In the presentation of the Emmons theory in refer-

ence 17, the authors did not produce a result involving the prediction of

stall-propagation rates. The purpose of the analysis was to establish the

necessary conditions for the amplification of small disturbances of asym-

metric flow corresponding to those observed in stall propagation.

The physical model analyzed was a cascade in which total-pressure

losses were considered by introducing a parameter _, which consisted of

the ratio of an isentropic flow area required to carry the inlet flow to

the actual exit flow area. A linear dependence between this parameter

and the tangent of the inlet flow angle of the cascade was assumed 3 and
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the static pressure behind the blade row was considered constant.
[NACAdata (ref. 18) show that the static pressure behind the blade row
varies appreciably.] Under certain circumstances, with the assumption of
an initial small asymmetric disturbance at the cascade entrance_ the
analysis showedemphatically that the asymmetric flow will develop into
a large disturbance.

As a result of the small-perturbation analysis_ the authors of the
Emmonstheory concluded that the velocity of propagation is proportional
to the wavelength. The Emmonstheory suggests that an analysis involving
finite disturbances will yield an answer to the size of the stall zones.

Stenning theory. - The Stemming theory (ref. 19) extends the work of

Emmons by more precisely defining the time-delay mechanisms on which the

velocity or propagation of rotating stall depends. The principal time

delays considered are the inertia of the fluid between the airfoils and

the response of the boundary layer.

Theory: The author bases his analysis on the same model setup used

by Emmons 3 where it was assumed that the effective outlet area of a chan-

nel representing the blade passage is reduced as a result of stall and

that the static pressure remains constant behind the cascade. By con-

sidering small perturbations in velocity from the steady flow 3 a solution
is obtained from momentum considerations within the cascade for the veloc-

ity of stall propagation in terms of inlet and exit angle_ chord to wave-

length ratio_ and effective-area to inlet-area ratio.

Results and conclusions: According to Stenning, the equation for

stall-propagation rate is

Um cot _i

C x

O52 COS _2 <--_ + COS _'I

(i)

where

Um stall-zone velocity relative to blade row

cx axial velocity

_i relative inlet-air angle

o_
0
t_o
t,o
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ratio of effective exit area to inlet area

_2 relative outlet-air angle

L blade chord

n integers givingharmonics

b one-half wavelength of disturbance

A carpet plot of equation (i) is shown in figure 14. The

inlet-air angle _i and the outlet-air angle _2 are treated as varia-

bles in the plot 3 and the ratio L/b is considered as a parameter. The

ordinate of the graph is the stall-propagation parameter (ratio of rela-

tive stall speed U to rotor speed at mean blade height _R) multiplied

by the square of the area-ratio parameter _. Data from table l(a) are

presented for comparison with the values predicted by theory. It should

be pointed out that the configuration of the compressors did not closely

correspond to Stenning's model. Because it is impossible to obtain re-

liable measurements of flow angles during stall_ the inl_t angle was

calculated from the weight-flow data_ and outlet angle could only be

estimated. In addition 3 the ratio _ is not a measurable quantity and

could only be estimated as some value less than unity. (Stenning con-

siders it to be 0.75.) Thus 3 only the inlet-air angle_ the propagation-

rate parameter_ and the value of L/b could be considered to be "data"

in the comparison. The carpet surfaces were drawn to extend over a wide

range of possible exit and inlet flow angles. Assuming _ to be 0.5,

most experimental data of table l(a) are within the values predicted by

the Stenning theory. These points are plotted on the interpolated L/b

carpet plots indicated by the dashed lines. If _ is taken as 0.75 as

Stenning suggests 3 the data do not agree well with the theoretical values.

These points do not appear in figure iA. It is not clear whether the in-

consistency of the predicted values as compared with the data should be

attributed to the limitations of the theory or to inappropriate applica-

tion of the theory to compressors not similar to the model used by

Stenning.

The theoretical results show that the velocity of stall propagation

relative to the rotor increases with the size of the stall zone. A com-

parison with the test results of Emmons also shows this to be true; how-

ever 3 stall data taken from the compressors of table l(a) indicate this

may not always be the case. The inclusion of a boumdary-layer time delay

in the analysis had the effect of decreasing the velocity of propagation

of the stall zone and indicated that rotating stall is possible for a

range of inlet angles.
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Sears airfoil theory. - Sears has published two papers on the subject

of stall propagation. The first paper (ref. 20) demonstrates that asym-

metric flow can exist in a cascade. It also presents a picture of the

model used by Sears for the second paper.

Theory: To represent a blade row in a compressor, an annulus of

infinitm-ZM many blades of small chord was chosen. This configuration

amounts to an actuator disk or vortex sheet simulating the blade row_ as

shown in figure 15. The flow pattern was considered steady with respect

to a rotating coordinate system (rotating slower than rotor speed), so
that the circulation distribution in the disk could be assumed to be a

function of the y-coordinate of figure 15. An incompressible flow field

was assumed_ and small-perturbation theory was applied in the analysis.

Since the blades of this rotor move relative to a fixed circulation dis-

tribution_ they experience unsteady flow. Unsteady-flow theory states

that airfoils will shed wakes at their trailing edges. The complete

model 3 then_ consists of a vortex sheet representing the rotor, an Jr-

rotational flow field representing the flow entering the rotor 3 and a

rotational flow representing the wake leaving the rotor disk.

The model proposed by Sears differs from that used by Emmons in the

following respects: Sears uses an actuator disk where Emmons used a

cascade of finite length_ and 3 while Emmons assumed constant static pres-

sure at the exit of the cascade_ Sears considers the vorticity following

the blade row to be uniformly distributed and does not impose any restric-

tions on the pressure field.

The principal object of Sears in reference 20 was to develop the

relation between the induced velocities at the rotor disk and the circula-

tion distribution. Briefly 3 the manner of solving the problem was to

divide the flow field into two parts, an irrotational part and a rotation-

al part, and then to devise relations between the x and y velocity

components in each type of flow (see fig. 15). The next step was to

develop expressions for the circulation in terms of the velocity distri-

bution. The induced inflow velocities at the actuator disk could then be

calculated when the circulation distribution was known. To complete the

solution_ airfoil theory was used to relate the circulation function to

the incidence angle of the blade row. This type of solution is called

the "a_rfoil theory" to distinguish it from another analysis in which

Sears substituted a so-called "channel theory."

Results and conclusions: Assuming a sinusoidal variation in the

circulation distribution, Sears found that no solution could be obtained

for a lift function that was linear with incidence angle, whether the

airfoil is stalled or unstalled. However, when a phase angle was intro-

duced between the lift and angle of attack so that the lift lagged the

o_
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angle of attack_ a solution was found, which means that a permanent asym-

metric flow pattern exists. The phase-angle concept used by Sears was
based on the work presented in reference 21.

Emmons and Stenning studied the stability of an asymmetric pattern

imposed on the flow field; Sears did not employ a stability study to show
that an asymmetric flow could initiate itself under the conditions men-

tioned in the preceding paragraph.

Sears channel theory. - Theory: The second paper by Sears (ref. 22)

presents an extension of the first theory. The analysis involving the

airfoil relations is repeated, but the final results are presented in a

somewhat different manner. The phase angle A is related to the

asymmetric-flow propagation rate and the properties of the cascade by the
following formula:

+ b_)(1+ b2tan A = b + _- k_ )
(2)

where

b _ - @ tan

flow coefficient

h/N ratio of stall-propagation rate to rotor speed_ absolute frame of
reference

absolute inlet-air angle

The analysis also presents an equation that relates the slope of the

lift curve m to the variables appearing in equation (2):

-m_ i + b2 V1
--_-- k2 + (b + k) 2 cos A (3)

where e is the solidity. The curves of the predicted asymmetric flow

patterns for the airfoil theory (fig. 16(a)) result from the simultaneous

solution of equations (2) and (3). It should be noted that the parameter

k used by Sears is the ratio of the stall-propagation speed to the axial

velocity.
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In this theory_ an analysis involving channel relations is substi-
tuted for the airfoil analysis. The so-called channel theory is based on
empirical relations derived from cascade tests. The two principal rela-
tions of the channel theory state that the relative outlet-air angle is
a function of the inlet angle and that the pressure rise across the blade
row is independent of the inlet-air angle. The principal distinction be-
tween the airfoil theory and the channel theory is an inclusion of the
total-pressure loss in the latter. Since stall implies large losses 3 it
would seemat the outset that the channel theory would conform more nearly
to the physics of the actual flow. The procedure of the analysis in-
volving channel theory is similar to that of the airfoil theory previ-
ously outlined. Also 3 a phase angle 5 comparable to the phase angle
A of airfoil theory is introduced.

Results and conclusions: Solutions for asymmetric flows satisfying

the conditions of the problem were found for both types of analysis. The

results of both airfoil and channel analyses are presented in reference

22 in graphical form and are reproduced here in figure 16. The ordinate

and abscissa are labeled with Sears' notation and in terms of the vector-

diagram terminology. The ordinate is the rotor tangential velocity rela-

tive to the tangential velocity of the stall propagation divided by the

axial velocity_ and the abscissa is simply the tangent of the mean rela-

tive inlet-air angle _'. The ordinate may also be expressed as the tan-

gent of the swirl angle of the asymmetric flow pattern relative to the
rotor.

For the airfoil analysis 3 solutions were found for a considerable

range of phase angles including zero. In reference 20 Sears assumed a

small swirl angle and did not obtain a solution for zero phase angle;

but in reference 22 the swirl angle considered was larger 3 and a solution

resulted for zero phase angle. However_ the zero-phase-angle solutions

do seem out of the range of the compressor data and consequently are of
little interest.

The channel-analysis solution shown in figure 16Cb ) indicates that

asymmetric flow patterns are possible for a wider range of conditions than

was evident from the airfoil analysis. For flow conditions comparable to

actual compressor data_ asymmetric flow solutions are possible with zero

phase lag. The equation for the phase angle 5 used in the channel

analysis is

I + b 2 - k2

tan 8 b(b + k) 2 + 2k + b

where k and b are the same parameters used in the airfoil analysis.

In the channel-theory analysis 3 the slope of the pressure-rise curve

plays a role analogous to that of the slope of the lift curve in the

o_
0
_0
_o
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airfoil theory. The expression for the slope m of the pressure-rise
curve is

m

+ 1 + (b+ k)2

The curves of the asymmetric flow patterns for the channel theory shown

in figure 16(b) result from simultaneous solution of equations C4) and

Experimental comparison: In reference 23, experimental rotating-

stall data from several single-stage compressors are compared with the

results of Sears' theory. Both the airfoil and channel analyses were

tried; however_ it was found that, in using the channel analysis, the

phase angle 5 was consistently negative. To the authors of reference

23, a negative phase angle seemed inconsistent with physical interpreta-
tion, and for this reason the comparison was limited to the airfoil

analysis_ where the computed phase angle _ was positive for all the
data used.

The points in figure 17 represent experimental data superimposed on

the theoretically derived curves. The data points for each stall-

propagation rate lie along curves of approximately constant phase angle.

Furthermore, if the phase angle is plotted as a function of the stall-

propagation rate_ a correlation exists 3 as shown by figure 18. The stall-

propagation rate diminishes as the phase angle increases_ which seems to

be in accord with the generally accepted mechanism of stall propagation.

Also apparently involved in the process of stall propagation is a time

constant that governs the propagation rata. The greater the time con-

stant 3 the slower the propagation rate. The correlation of phase angle

and stall-propagation rate of figure 18 does not permit the prediction

of stall-propagation rates, since the phase angle cannot be determined

from design data.

Marble theory. - A recent analysis of rotating stall is presented by

Marble in reference 2_. In this theory, an expression for the stall-

propagation rate and the peripheral extent of the stall zone is developed.

Theory: The model employed in the analysis is similar to that used

by Sears in his channel theory, in that the blade row is simulated by

means of an actuator disk across which pressure and fluid velocity change

discontinuously. Using an actuator disk to represent the blade row with-

out the introduction of a phase angle prohibits Marble from introducing

inertia effects within the blade row. The Stenning analysis demonstrated
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the significance of inertia in the blade passage and its effect on stall-
propagation velocity. Experimental characteristics of a cascade were
utilized to prescribe the change in pressure and velocity across the ac-
tuator disk. The pressure-rise curve across the disk (based on experi-
mental evidence) was assumedto be a linear function of the air inlet
angle for unstalled flow_ but for stalled flow the pressure rise was as-
sumedto drop discontinuously to zero. In choosing this discontinuous
lift curve_ Marble more fully described the performance of the channel
in comparison with the Sears linearized lift curve. Consequently, Marble
was able to obtain solutions for the peripheral extent of the stall zone
as well as the stall-propagation rate.

The expression for stall-propagation rate differs from that of Sears_
in that a phase angle was not included in Marble's equation. By consid-
ering the pressure-rise parameter to be a function of the air inlet angle
and to behave as described_ the increased losses attending stall were in-
cluded in the analysis. Marble simulated the asymmetric flow in his
model by considering a stall zone of variable circumferential width to
exist in the actuator disk. It was assumedthat small-perturbation theory
could be applied to describe the influence of rotating stall on the ve-
locity and pressure. The coordinate system used in the analysis was
selected to rotate at stall frequency so that the steady-flow equations
would apply.

In order to describe the flow field upstream and downstreamof the
actuator disk 3 it was assumedthat the pressure and angle perturbations
vanished far upstream and were at most a constant value far downstream.
Whenthese upstream and downstreamconditions were known_as well as the
pressure rise and flow angle for both the stalled and unstalled region of
the actuator disk3 the problem was to find a stall zone of suitable size
and propagation rate to satisfy these flow conditions. First of all_
Marble solved the problem for a "simple cascade/' one in which deviation
angle remained constant for all values of incidence angle. A very simple
expression for stall-propagation rate and circumferential extent of the
stall zone was obtained.

The equation for stall-propagation speed is

_R
--= csc 1 (6)
U

where

a_R stall-propagation speed

u axial velocity

O_
O

_i relative inlet-air angle
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The peripheral extent of the stall zone _ is given by the follow-

ing expression:

:_- _l-_l)_so2_1\Tf_-p/ (7)

where

_i relative inlet-air angle at stall

p density

Aft static-pressure rise at stall

After solving the problem for the simple cascade 3 a solution was

completed with "general cascade characteristics." For the general char-

acteristics the pressure rise across the cascade and the deviation angle

are considered functions of the incidence angle. This is a more realistic

representation of an actual cascade. Expressions were developed for the

stall-propagation rate and the circumferential extent of the stall zone

that were more complicated than for the simple case. The expression for

the stall-propagation rate based on general cascade characteristics is

= + a cso2_l (s)
u /

where a is the ratio of outlet-angle perturbation to inlet-angle per-

turbation; and _2 is the relative outlet-air angle.

The peripheral extent of the stall zone _ for the more general

cascade model is given by

= 2 - Ap* _°___s_+ a _o--_2 / 2_l + (9)

where b is a constant in the expression for pressure rise across the

cascade.

Marble concluded that the ratio a is generally a small positive

quantity_ and that variations in the deviation angle prescribed by the

"general cascade characteristics" would not alter the stall-propagation
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rate predicted from the simple-cascade equation. Consequently, variations
in the deviation angle do not influence the stall-propagation rate. This
conclusion agrees with most experimental evidence. As has been pointed
out in the general discussion of rotating-stall characteristics_ stall-
propagation rate remains constant over a wide range of weight-flow condi-
tions in the stall region.

Experimental comparison: Because of the lack of unclassified ex-
perimental rotatil_-stall data, Marble was able to use the data from only
one compressor to comparethe experimental stall-propagation rates with
predictions from his theory. Stall data from several NACAsingle-stage
compressors were comparedwith propagation rates predicted by Marble.
Included in the comparison were data on total-span rotating-stall pat-
terns in order to resemble more closely the geometry of the stall zone
used in Marble's model. Equation (6), which is the solution for the
simple cascadej was used to calculate the propagation rates. The equa-
tion wasmodified so that the guide-vane turning and the stall-propagation-
rate parameter of table I could be used.

The ordinate of figure 19 is the absolute stall-propagation-rate
parameter_ and the abscissa is the inlet-air-flow angle computedat the
mid-radius station. Goodagreement was obtained between Marble's pre-
dicted propagation rate and the data from compressor 4 of table l(a),
but the comparison with the other data on the curve was poor.

As is shownin figure 19# Marble's theory predicts that 3 for proper
inlet angle and counterrotating guide-vane turning, the stall zones should
rotate in the opposite direction (absolute coordinate system) to rotor
rotation. Experimental evidence has shownthat this does not occur. The
sense of the stall-zone rotation is the samefor counterrotating guide-
vane turning as for conventional guide vanes.

Remarks on stall theories. - In order to compare the results of the

Stenning, Sears, and Marble theories_ the phase angle introduced by Sears

in the channel theory is considered to be zero. For this condition the

results show that the Sears and Marble theories are identical in their

expression of propagation rate. A comparable result from Stenning's

analysis indicates that his predicted propagation rate is twice that of

the other two investigators.

Experimental evidence shows that the radial extent of the stall

zones varies considerably 3 but none of the existing theories include

radial effects. All the theories apply to a single blade row. There is

considerable doubt whether the theories can be applied to a single stage

including guide vanes_ rotor_ and stators, or whether the theories can be

further extended to the more complicated case of the multistage compressor.

0
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INDIVIDUAL BLADE STALL

A type of stall in which all the blades around the compressor annulus

stall simultaneously_ without the occurrence of a stall-propagation mecha-

nism_ has been observed. The circumstances under which individual blade

stall is established rather than rotating stall are unknown at present.

It appears that the stalling of a blade row generally manifests itself iu

some type of propagating stall and that individual blade stall is an

exception.

STALL FLUTFER

Distinction between Stall and Classical Flutter

Before discussing flutter_ the distinction between classical flutter

and stall flutter should be made clear. Classical flutter is a coupled

torsional-flexural vibration that occurs when the free-stream velocity

over a wing or airfoil section reaches a certain critical velocity. For

wings of low frequency_ this critical velocity can be calculated. Ac-

cording to reference 25, classical flutter cannot occur with compressor

or turbine blades_ because the critical velocity required would be un-

reasonably high. Stall flutter_ on the other hand 3 is a phenomenon that

has been explained on the basis of the behavior of the lift characteristic

at stall.

Mechanism of Stall Flutter

At stall the lift may decrease sharply as shown in figure 20_ where

a typical lift characteristic is plotted as a function of angle of attack.

According to reference 25, the aerodynamic damping of a blade is a func-

tion of the partial derivative of lift with respect to angle of attack.

When this derivative becomes negative 3 stall flutter is likely to take

place. That is 3 a reduction in the aerodynamic damping allows the air-

stream to feed energy into the blades and produce a self-excited
oscillation.

Another explanation for stall flutter is presented in reference 26,

in which the airfoil vibration is considered to result from a system of
f f

Karman vortices in the airfoil wake. Whenever the frequency of these

vortices coincides with a natural frequency of the airfoil_ flutter will
occur.
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The concept of an aerodynamic hysteresis was developed by Studer to

show that energy could be absorbed from the airstreamto promote blade

vibration (ref. 21). It was hypothesized in this explanation of stall

flutter that separation at the stall point was delayed until the oscil-

lating blade reached its position of maximum angle of attack 3 and then the

nonseparated flow was not established until the blade reached its minimum

angle of attack. The maximum and minimum angles of attack were considered

to be above and below the stalling angle of attack, respectively, giving

rise to the hysteresis effect.

Brief literature stmvey. The general theory of flutter, even for an

isolated airfoil in a potential flow, is not a very elementary mathematical

problem. The problem becomes much more complicated when flutter in a

cascade of airfoils is considered_ because the effects of the geometry of

the cascade must be included in the theory in order to account gor the

interference effects between the blades. Much of the early work on flut-

ter theory was devoted to airfoils with but one degree of freedom, a
torsional oscillation or vibration.

However s in the type of cascade that more accurately represents con-

ditions in a turbine or compressor, according to reference 27, the stall-

flutter oscillations may have at least two degrees of freedom_ torsional

oscillation and flexural bending. This latter type of flutter is treated

in reference 28. The experimental observations of such a cascade showed

that either torsional or flexural vibrations were obtained_ depending upon

the velocity of the airstream_ and the frequencies of each mode were

practically identical. The two modes of vibration were not coupled as

in the case of the classical flutter for wings. The flutter or bending

self-excited vibrations were explained as the result of variations in the

angle of incidence s which in turn caused the lift force to vary. However 3

the lift force always lags the elastic force by a phase angle. The forces

acting on a blade are shown in figure 21. Whenever the component of the

force parallel to the damping force exceeds the damping force 3 a self-

excited vibration of the blade takes place.

The authors of reference 28 observed that self-induced vibrations

occurred whenever the free-stream velocity entering the cascade reached

a critical value. They found that the critical velocity could be deter-

mined from a dimensionless velocity coefficient that was shown to be a

function of the geometry of the cascade [stagger angle and angle of

incidence) and the angle between the direction of the blade displacement
and the blade chord.

In a more recent paper (ref. 29) only one degree of freedom s a

flexural oscillation s is admitted as a possible mode of stall-flutter
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vibration in a two-dimensional cascade representing compressor blades.

A different interpretation of the mechanism of flexural vibration is also

presented in this paper. After rather extensive experimental observations_
it was concluded that no appreciable changes in lift were observed for

varying positions of the cascade in a separated-flow field; consequently_

no self-excited flexural vibrations could be established by this mechanism

as proposed in reference 28. However, it was observed that, when an

airfoil is translated in separated flow_ the lift force will feed energy
into the blade and thus sustain a self-excited motion.

Other more mathematically complicated treatments of flutter in cas-

cades have been considered in papers such as reference 30. Phase dif-

ferences in the mode of the vibration between the blades in the cascade

are considered mathematically in this paper.

Extension of flutter theory to compressor blades brings up a most

complicated problem_ because not only cascading effects but also centrifu-

gal effects must be considered. The cascading or interference effects on

flutter are not well understood for the compressor.

Experimental evidence. - Although stall flutter has been considered

to be a cause of compressor blade failure, there is insufficient experi-

mental evidence to support this view. According to reference 27, condi-

tions where flutter exists do not correspond to operation at high angles

of incidence and low speed, the mode of operation that has caused compres-

sor blades to fail. The measurements required of rotating rigs in order

to investigate the possibility of stall flutter are almost impossible to

make with current research techniques.

C 0NCLUSIONS

Aerodynamic Aspect

The stalled operation of a compressor may be described as the degen-

eration of compressor performance accompanied by serious flow separation

in the flow passages. Three distinctively different phenomena may occur

during stalled operation: (1) rotating stall 3 (2) individual blade stall 3

or (3) stall flutter. The first two are aerodynamic effects and the third

an aeroelastic effect. Rotating stall has been found to be the most

prevalent type of stall phenomenon. A large amount of data is available

which demonstrates that poor performance of compressors may be directly
attributable to the occurrence of rotating stall.
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In this chapter, rotating-stall patterns are cataloged according to
their effect on the performance characteristic of single-stage compres-
sors. A progressive rotating stall is associated with a smooth continu-
ous performance characteristic_ and an abrupt rotating-stall pattern,
with a discontinuous performance characteristic that is coincident with
an abrupt drop in compressor pressure. Similar types of stall are ob-
served in multistage compressors_however, the discontinuous performance
characteristic for a multistage unit is defined here as complete compres-
sor stall. The pressure rise across a multistage compressor may drop as
muchas 50 percent after complete compressor stall is initiated. This
stalling condition is particularly important, because it determines the
limit of useful operation of the compressor (the surge limit or stall
limit shownin fig. 1).

With a single blade row as a model3 several theories have been de-
veloped showing the existence of asymmetric flow and in somecases pre-
dicting the rotative speed and the size of the pattern. The results of
the theories are in poor agreementwith experimental data.

o_
O

_o

Vibration Aspect

Although rotating stall seems to be the most significant cause of

blade vibration in compressors, it must be recognized from cascade data

that stall flutter may be a possible cause of blade vibration. No ex-

perimental evidence is presently available to show that stall flutter

has been the cause of compressor blade excitation. If the rotating-stall

frequency coincides with the natural bending frequency of the blade or a

harmonic thereof 3 a resonant condition will result that may cause blade

failure. Other possible causes of blade vibration include: (i) resonance

of the rotor blade frequency with the frequency of wakes from stators or

supporting struts 3 and (2) mechanical failures resulting from a resonance

between the natural bending frequency of the blade and transmitted vibra-

tions emanating from the gearing or shafts. These effects are considered

unimportant compared with the problem of rotating stall.
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Com- Num-

pres- ber
sor of

num- stall

ber zones

1 3

4

5

6

7

2 4

5

6

5 1

4 1

2

5

4

5 1

2

3

4

5

6 1

7 1

8 1

TABLE I. - Concluded. SUMMARY OF ROTATII_-STALL DATA

(b) Multistage compressors

Propagation rate_

Stall speed_ abs

Rotor speed

0.57

_r

O. 55

0.48

0.57

0.57

Radial

extent

of stall

zone

Partial

I

!

Par tial

,l
Partial

Partial

I,
Partial

Periodicity

St e ady

I

1

Int ermitt ent

Steady

Steady

Intermittent

Type of
stall

Progressive

Progressive

Progressive

Progressive

Progressive

!

Reference

Unpublished
data

I

15

Unpublished

data

16

lr '[ 'i ' '

0.47 Total Steady Abrupt Unpublished

data

0.45 Total Steady Abrupt i0

0.53 Total Steady Abrupt 16
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Figure 4.  - Oscillograms of blade wakes. 
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CHAffER XII

COMPRESSOR SURGE

By Merle C. Huppert

SUMMARY

Experimental data indicate that there are two principal types of

surge in compressors: (1) surge due to an abrupt stall 3 and (2) surge

due to progressive stall. Surge due to abrupt stall is generally violent

and audible, whereas that occurring with progressive stall is generally

mild and inaudible. The violent surge obtained in jet engines during

engine acceleration is identified as surge due to abrupt stall.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of unsteady flows on compressor performance and life ex-

pectancy has become of considerable interest and importance in the appli-

cation of axial-flow compressors to jet engines. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant flow fluctuations are Shose associated with stall of blade

elements within the compressor._ In the past_ any audible flow fluctuation

or rumbling noise emanating fro_ a compressor was loosely defined as

surge. Comparatively recent investigations show that certain flow fluc-

tuations are not due to surge in a strict sense, but are due to a phe-

nomenon called propagating or rotating stall. Rotating stall_ which is

discussed in detail in chapter XI_ consists of zones of low flow that

revolve about the compressor axis.

The term surge, as used herein_ defines flow fluctuations distinctly

different from those due to rotating stall. Surge involves fluctuations

in the net flow through the compressor_ whereas rotating stall consists

of low-flow zones revolving about the compressor axis 3 but with a con-

stant net or average flow through the compressor.

This chapter presents a discussion of surge in axial-flow compressors.

Pressure- and flow-fluctuation data obtained from surging compressors are

presented and discussed. Data obtained from both compressor test facili-

ties and jet engines are included. Some theoretical aspects of surge are

discussed_ and a distinction is made between surge due to abrupt stall

and surge due to progressive stall. The surging compressor is compared

with other types of oscillators.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this chapter:

/'stall

/surge

P

_Pc

APstall

APsurge

V

w

w /8

k

P

frequency of flow fluctuations due to rotating stall, cps

frequency of flow fluctuations due to surge 3 cps

total or stagnation pressure, ib/sq ft

compressor total-pressure rise at stall point, ib/sq ft

decrease in compressor-discharge total pressure due to abrupt

stall 3 ib/sq ft

amplitude of total-pressure fluctuation due to surge, ib/sq ft

air velocity_ ft/sec

weight flow, ib/sec

equivalent weight flow_ ib/sec

angular spacing of hot-wire-anemometer probes, deg

ratio of total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure

of 2116 ib/sq ft

ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level tem-

perature of 518.7 ° R

number of stall zones in stall pattern

density, ib/cu ft

amplitude of pV fluctuation divided by average

average anemometer current (see eh. XI)

Subscripts:

i station at compressor inlet

2 compressor-discharge station

pV based on

to
oa
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STEADY-STATE COMPRESSOR CHARACTERISTIC

Before considering the phenomenon of surge, "steady-state" or

"surge-free" compressor operation should be discussed. Steady-state op-

eration (sometimes called static operation) is operation under conditions

in which the net flow through the compressor and the torque required to

drive the compressor are constant for any given operating point. From

this definition, operation with rotating stall is considered a steady-

state condition. (Rotating stall is discussed in detail in ch. XI.) Fig-

ure 1 shows the range of flow for each of several compressor speeds over

which steady-state operation occurred in a 10-stage axial-flow research

compressor. The shaded areas indicate the flow range where rotating stall

existed. At 50 percent of design speed, rotating stall occurred over the

entire range of flow from the surge point to the maximum flow obtainable.

The number of zones in the stall pattern, however, varies from 3 at the

highest flow attainable to 7 at the surge point. At higher values of rota-

tional speed, rotating stall existed over only a part or none of the flow

range between maximum flow and the surge line. The surging obtained was

due to abrupt stall of the compressor, as will be discussed later.

Stall may, in most cases# be classified as either progressive or

abrupt (ch. XI). Progressive stall results in a gradual reduction in

stage pressure ratio and efficiency as the flow is decreased and gener-

ally results in the formation of a rotating-stall pattern consisting of

more than one stall zone. The shaded area of figure 1 represents the

condition of progressive stall in the inlet stages. Abrupt stall in

single- or multistage compressors results in an abrupt or apparently dis-

continuous drop in compressor pressure rise and efficiency and a "hyster-

esis" loop between stall and stall recovery. A single-zone stall pattern

is associated with abrupt stall.

In the intermediate-speed range, the steady-state performance at "a

given compressor speed is not always unique. As discussed in chapter

XIII, several steady-state performance characteristics may be obtained

at a single compressor speed.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SURGE

On the basis of experimental evidence, two types of surge may be

distinguished as follows:

(1) Surge associated with discontinuous compressor characteristics

due to abrupt stall

(2) Surge associated with apparently continuous compressor charac-

teristics where blade-row stall is progressive rather than abrupt
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Surge Due to Abrupt Stall

In order to describe the flow fluctuations due to surge associated

with abrupt stall, the results of recent investigations in which fast-

response pressure and flow instrumentation were used will be reviewed.

10-Stage subsonic axial-flow research compressor. - The investiga-

tion reported in reference i was conducted with a 10-stage subsonic

axial-flow research compressor. The test facility incorporated a large

inlet tank and a large receiver at the compressor discharge. The over-

all compressor performance map showing the speed and flow range where

rotating stall occurred is presented in figure i. At all rotational

speeds investigated, the useful operating flow range was terminated at

low flows by a violent surge.

The flow fluctuations associated with surge at 50 percent of design

speed were investigated in some detail; the variation in compressor-inlet

and -discharge total pressure and the variation in flow rate measured

behind the first rotor due to surge are shown in figure 2. The amplitude

of the compressor-discharge total-pressure variation (fig. 2(a)) was 75

percent of the compressor pressure rise at the surge point. The varia-

tion in compressor-inlet stagnation pressure was somewhat smaller. The

compressor-discharge pressure recovered to the value at the surge point

at the end of each surge pulse. The hot-wire-anemometer signal (flow

fluctuations, fig. 2) indicates that the initial drop in compressor-

discharge pressure was coincident with a sharp drop in flow. As the

compressor-discharge pressure continued to decrease_ however_ the flow

increased and exceeded its value at the beginning of the surge pulse.

The flow is maximum when the compressor-discharge pressure is

minimum. The recording oscillograph used to obtain the oscillogram re-

produced in figure 2 was not capable of recording frequencies greater

than about 90 cps. Consequently_ these oscillograms indicate only the

low-frequency components of the variation in flow and pressure during

surging operation.

The flow fluctuations that occurred during a surge pulse are shown

in much greater detail in figure 3. The oscillograms shown (film strips)

were obtained from hot-wire-anemometer signals recorded from a dual-beam

direct-coupled cathode-ray oscilloscope (signal filtered to pass fre-

quencies from 0 to 10,000 cps). Signals from anemometer probes installed

behind the third_ seventh, and tenth stators are shown along with the

signal from an anemometer probe installed behind the first rotor. A

rotati_-stall pattern with a single stall zone is shown at all four

axial stations at the beginning of the surge pulse. As pointed out in

chapter XI, single-zone rotating stall is typical of abrupt stall. As

the flow was reduced following the formation of the single-zone stall

pattern, the stall zone evidently spread to cover the complete annulus of

uo
04
_9
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the compressor. Stall-zone spreading to cover the complete annulus dur-

ing surge, as noted in this investigation, is not typical. Surge data ob-

tained from several jet engines and from other compressors operating in

compressor test facilities indicate that the single-zone rotating-stall

pattern usually exists up to the time of stall recovery. Stall recovery

resulted in a marked increase in flow followed by a comparatively gradual

reduction. As the flow was reduced following stall recovery_ the first

stall pattern indicated on the oscillogram was the one consisting of three

stall zones. Although not shown in figure S, the stall patterns with

four_ five_ and six stall zones appeared in succession as the flow was

further reduced. Just before abrupt stall (end of one surge pulse and

beginning of next)_ the stall pattern with seven stall zones was indi-

cated (fig. 5). The stall patterns obtained after stall recovery (weight

flow decreasing) were the same as those obtained during steady-state

operation (fig. i). Abrupt stall without surge was not obtained during

this investigation.

16-Stage subsonic axial-flow compressor. - The test facility used

for the investigation of the 16-stage subsonic axial-flow compressor

was similar to that used for the lO-stage compressor. A large inlet tank

was used at the compressor inlet. The construction of the receiver at

the compressor discharge permitted the installation of flow-control de-

vices (throttles) at two stations. The throttle close to the compressor

permitted operation with a small receiver volume_ and the throttle some-

what downstream of the compressor permitted operation with a much larger

effective receiver volume. The large receiver volume was approximately

9 times that of the small receiver volume.

A violent audible surge was obtained at all compressor speeds from

30-percent design to design speed when the large receiver volume

was used. Figure A is an oscillogram showing the variation in total

pressure at the compressor inlet and discharge during surging operation

with the large receiver volume at 50 percent of design speed. The surge

frequency was about 1 cps. The compressor-discharge pressure reduction

during the surge was about AO percent of the compressor pressure rise at

the surge point. The inlet pressure increased about 8 percent during a

surge pulse. Rotating stall is indicated on the oscillograms during the

time interval in which the compressor-discharge pressure is decreasing.

The rotating stall is_ however_ shown much better by the hot-wire-

anemometer trace in figure 5. The oscillogram shown in figure 5 was also

obtained during surging operation at 50 percent of design speed. The

surge frequency_ however_ was 1.6 cps at the time the oscillogram was ob-

tained. The rotating-stall pattern contained one stall zone and was ro-

tating about the compressor axis iu the direction of rotor rotation (ab-

solute frame of reference) at about AS percent of compressor speed.

The pressure and flow fluctuations due to surge obtained with the

16-stage axial-flow compressor are quite similar to those obtained with

the lO-stage compressor. The surge pulse was initiated by the formation
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of a single-zone rotating-stall pattern 3 but, unlike that of the 10-

stage compressor, the stall pattern persisted until stall recovery was

effected. Actually, the persistence of the single-zone rotating-stall

pattern, until stall recovery occurs, is fairly typical of compressors

surging in jet engines.

When the compressor was operated with the small receiver volume,

audible surge was not obtained at 50 percent of design speed. Instead_

abrupt stall was obtained as shown by the oscillogram in figure 6. The

rotating-stall pattern obtained is the same as that indicated during the

surging operation when the large receiver volume was used. The decrease

in compressor-discharge pressure due to abrupt stall was approximately

the same as the amplitude of the compressor-discharge pressure oscilla-

tion due to surge (fig. 4). The compressor-inlet and -discharge pres-

sures increased gradually following stall because of the flow reduction

through the inlet throttle. The compressor pressure ratio following

abrupt stall was essentially constant. Audible surge was not obtained

when the small receiver volume was used, presumably because stall recov-

ery did not occur during the flow transient caused by abrupt stall. The

reduced receiver volume resulted in a more rapid adjustment in receiver

pressure following stall and consequently smaller oscillations in net

flow. It is of interest to note that_ although audible surge due to cy-

clic stall and stall recovery was not obtained when the small receiver

volume was used, stalled operation was not completely stable. A mild

inaudible surge with a frequency of approximately 5 cps was indicated

(fig. 6). The amplitude of these mild surge oscillations appeared to

vary in a somewhat random fashion.

Operation at 50 percent of design speed with the large receiver vol-

ume resulted in intermittent abrupt stall and surge, as shown in figure 7.

The oscillogram was obtained with a fixed setting of both the inlet and

discharge throttles. While the compressor remained stalled, a single-

zone rotating stall with a frequency of about 14 cps was indicated. The

stall zone was rotating at approximately 45 percent of compressor speed.

Also, during stalled operation a mild inaudible surge was indicated on

the oscillogram. The mild surge frequency_ about 2 cps, was somewhat

less than that obtained with stalled operation at SO percent of design

speed (fig. 6), where the mild-surge frequency was about 5 cps.

According to reference 2, the frequency of surge should be propor-

tional to the reciprocal of the square root of the receiver volume. The

large receiver volume was approximately 9 times that of the small

receiver volume. Then 3 according to reference 2_ the surge frequency

with the small receiver volume would be approximately 3 times that with

the large receiver volume. This is in agreement with mild-surge data.

The surge dataobtained for the 16-stage axial-flow compressor demon-

strate that surge may or may not result from abrupt stall, depending on

the volume of the receiver into which the compressor is discharging. In

UD
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addition_ the data demonstrate that_ with a given receiver volume 3 surge

due to abrupt stall is more likely to occur at high than at low compres-

sor speeds. In many cases_ abrupt stall is obtained without surge as

definea herein (e.g._ refs. 5 and 4). But 3 for high-pressure-ratio com-

pressors_ surge due to abrupt stall is common in compressor test facili-

ties and in jet engines.

Surge in jet engines. - Surge in the compressor component of a jet

engine is much the same as surge obtained with the 16-stage axial-flow

compressor operating in a test facility. The principal difference is

that the surge frequency in a jet engine is generally somewhat greater

(5 to 15 cps) than that for the same compressor operating in a test fa-

cility. The surge frequency in a jet engine is increased mainly because

the volume of jet-engine combustors is somewhat smaller than that of the

receivers used in compressor test facilities.

An experimental investigation of stall and surge in a jet engine is

reported in reference 5. Surge was obtained by subjecting the engine to

a step increase in fuel flow. For the particular jet engine used in the

investigation_ surge occurred as a result of abrupt stall at compressor

rotational speeds where the pressure drop due to stall was greater than

16 percent of the pressure rise at the stall point. The pressure ratio
at which stall occurred is referred to as the critical pressure in ref-

erence 5. Figure 8, taken from reference 5, shows the pressure-ratio

oscillations due to surge obtained by step increases in fuel flow at com-

pressor speeds of 72.8 and 78 percent of design speed. Also shown are

the pressure ratio at the stall point_ the pressure ratio after stall 3

and the steady-state or equilibrium operating line. The sequence of

events following the increase in fuel flow was as follows: The

compressor-discharge pressure increased until the stall point was reached.

Several cycles of surge occurred, and then surging ceased and the com-

pressor remained stalled. The engine speed increased even though surging

occurred. When the compressor quit surging and was operating stalled 3 the

rate of speed increase (acceleration) was markedly reduced.

During surge investigations in jet engines it has been noted that

surge does not 3 in all cases_ begin immediately after the stall point is

reached. In some cases_ surging does not begin until after the compressor

has operated in a stalled condition (abrupt stall) for a short time and

the engine speed has increased somewhat.

Surge Due to Progressive Stall

Surge due to progressive stall involves flow fluctuations in the

flow range of the compressor map where there are no apparent abrupt

changes in pressure ratio due to stall. Progressive stall may occur at

flows greater or less than that at which abrupt stall occurs. Surge
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associated with progressive stall is generally quite mild comparedwith
surge causedby abrupt stall. Mild surge obtained during stalled opera-
tion of the 16-stage axial-flow compressor is shownin figures 6 and 7.
The amplitude of the compressor-discharge total-pressure fluctuations
that occurred during mild surge is from 15 to 20 percent of that for
surge due to abrupt stall.

Mild inaudible surge is sometimes observed in single-stage compres-
sors operating near the peak of the characteristic curve. In these cases_
a partial-span rotating-stall pattern is generally associated with the
surge. The amplitude of the flow fluctuation due to rotating stall var-
ies as the net flow rate varies. An example of this type of surge ob-
tained with a siD_le-stage compressor is shownin figure 9 (taken from
ref. 6). The stall pattern obtained contained eight stall zones_ and the
flow-fluctuation frequency due to the stall pattern was 1420 cps. The
surge frequency was from i0 to 15 cps. The amplitude of the flow fluc-
tuations of rotating stall is greatest when the net flow is minimumand
smallest when the net flow rate is maximum. The amplitude of the net
flow variation due to surge shownin figure 9 was estimated to be i0 per-
cent of the average flow rate. The amplitude of the surge fluctuations 3
however_ increased and decreased in a somewhatrandomfashion similar to
the mild surge shownin figures 6 and 7.

Although a rotating-stall pattern is generally present during all
or part of the surge cycle_ mild inaudible surge without rotating stall
has been observed in single-stage compressors. Presumably3 individual
blade stall had occurred without rotating stall. (See ch. XI for dis-
cussion of individual blade stall.) Other examples of mild surge are
reported in references 2 and 7.

UD

THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SURGE

Theories of surge have been primarily concerned with the question of

the stability of the flow through the compressor and the system in which

it is operating. The complexity of the flow system associated with the

compressor considered in the theories has varied considerably. The analy-

sis in reference 8 involves a relatively simple system consisting of an

inlet throttle for controlling the flow and an inlet duct or tank fol-

lowed by the compressor. Reference 2 considers a somewhat more complete

system consisting of an inlet duct and an inlet tank followed by the com-

pressorj which discharges into a discharge tank or receiver connected to

an exit duct. The analysis presented in reference 9 is somewhat more

complex than those presented in references 2 or 8_ in that the inertia

and capacitance effects of each stage of a multistage compressor are

considered.
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The analysis of the stability of an operating point of the compres-

sor in equilibrium with a flow system involves setting up linear differ-

ential equations in an approximate way to describe the dynamics of the

system. The stability of the system may be determined without actually

solving the differential equations by use of the method of Routh (see

ref. i0 or ll, e.g.).

In general, the conclusions drawn as a result of all surge analyses

are essentially the same: The system becomes unstable at compressor

operating points where the slope of the compressor characteristic is zero

or slightly positive. When the system is unstable, the system damp-

ing is negative, so that any small disturbances will grow in amplitude.

A point of critical stability has no damping. As the flow varies, how-

ever_ the system damping also varies. That is, the system damping de-

pends on the slope of the compressor characteristic at the instantaneous

operating point during the flow fluctuation. As a consequence_ the linear

theory used to determine the stability no longer applies after the ampli-

tude of the flow fluctuations becomes finite. Surge occurs as a result

of the instability if the nonlinearities of the system are such as cause

oscillations to grow in amplitude until some limiting stable value of

steady-state oscillations occurs. The resulting cycle of oscillations

is called the "limit cycle" (e.g., ref. ii). So far as is known_ there

are no published analyses of surge that consider the nonlinear aspects

of the problem. It seems evident, however, that the flow oscillations

that result from an instability will depend to a great extent on the

shape of the compressor characteristic. That is_ the variation in the

slope of the compressor characteristic with flow, at flows greater and

less than that at an unstable operating point, probably constitutes the

principal nonlinearity of the system.

In chapter XI compressor characteristics are classified as either

continuous or discontinuous_ depending on whether stall-occurred in a

gradual or progressive manner or abruptly. It seems appropriate to

classify surge in a similar way. That is, surge may occur because of

the discontinuous decrease in pressure ratio due to abrupt stall_ or be-

cause of an instability resulting from a gradual reduction in compressor

pressure ratio due to progressive stall.

Surge Due to Abrupt Stall

Surge due to abrupt stall may be described in a qualitative manner

with the aid of figure lO. The compressor static or steady-state char-

acteristic is represented by the solid line. The throttle characteris-

tic is represented by the dashed line which crosses the compressor char-

acteristic curve at points A and B. Point C is the stall recovery point.

The compressor is operating at point A (the stall point). Point B is a

possible stable operating point. Point A is unstable, because a small
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reduction in flow will cause the compressor to stall and immediately be-
come incapable of producing a discharge pressure equal to that in the
receiver. If the receiver volume were infinite 3 the direction of flow
through the compressor would reverse after stall, and steady backflow
would occur with operation at point D. If the receiver volume were very
small_ its pressure would adjust very quickly after stall to that which
the compressor is capable of producingj and operation would instantane-
ously cometo equilibrium at point B.

In any compressor installation the receiver volume would be neither
large enoughto permit steady operation at point D nor small enough to
cause equilibrium to be established instantaneously at point B. In the
practical case_ then3 the pressure and flow fluctuations mayfollow paths
depicted in figure i0 as surge or abrupt stall. For the case of abrupt
stall_ the receiver pressure and flow may follow the path indicated.
After a few dampedoscillations in pressure and flow (indicated by the
spiral path)3 the system comesto equilibrium at point B. If3 however_
the flow oscillations are sufficiently large to exceed the value required
for stall recovery (point _), equilibrium will not be established at
point B. Instead_ stall recovery will occur and result in an increase
in flow followed by a gradual increase in receiver pressure and decrease
in flow. Following stall recovery 3 the system tends toward equilibrium
at point A. Stall will occur again3 and the cycle (called the limit
cycle) will be repeated as indicated in figure i0. Surging will cease
if the throttle is opened (throttle curve movedto the right in fig. i0)
sufficiently to prevent stall from occurring during the flow transient
following stall recovery. Similarly_ surging will cease if the throttle
is closed (throttle curve movedto the left in fig. I0) sufficiently so
that stall recovery does not occur during the flow transient following
stall. If equilibrium is established on the stalled branch of the com-
pressor characteristic and the throttle is then opened so that the throt-
tle characteristic passes through the stall recovery point Cj the situa-
tion is quite similar to that with operation at the stall point. A small
disturbance in the flow maycause stall recovery 3 and a surge cycle may
be established similar to that which occurs with the throttle character-
istic passing through the stall point. Equilibrium operation after stall
is not always completely stable. Mild surge may occur after abrupt stall
has occurred (figs. 6 and 7). The flow fluctuations of mild surge may_ in
somecases, becomesufficiently large to cause stall recovery 3 as indi-
cated by the oscillogram shown in figure 7.

_O

Surge Due to Progressive Stall

Mild surge due to progressive stall will be discussed in conjunction

with figure ii. The solid curve is the compressor eharaeteristic_ and the

dashed curve is the throttle characteristic 3 which crosses the compressor

characteristic at the highest flow at which the system is critically
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stable. That is, small oscillations about the intersection point are

undamped. Inasmuch as the slope of the compressor characteristic becomes

larger positively at flows less than point A, the damping becomes larger

negatively if the flow is reduced a finite amount. If the flow increases

to a value greater than that at point A, the slope of the compressor

characteristic becomes negative and the system damping becomes positive.

As a consequence of the variation of the system damping with compressor

flow, any small disturbance will grow in amplitude, as indicated by the

spiral path from point A, until the effective or average damping of the

cycle vanishes (see ref. ll). The resulting cycle of oscillation is the

limit cycle. Rotating stall may exist during all or part of the surge

cycle (fig. 9). Presumably, surge could occur at any compressor operat-

ing point where the system damping is negative, since the flow is un-

stable there.

As pointed out in the section on experimental investigations, most

data obtained with surge associated with progressive stall indicate a

mild inaudible surge. Although the relation between the shape of the

compressor characteristic and the amplitude of the flow fluctuations of

surge has not been established, it seems quite likely that surge with

progressive stall may, in some cases, become quite violent. In fact, if

the damping is sufficiently negative, the situation is not unlike that

for abrupt stall.

Comparison of Compressor Surge with Other Oscillatory Phenomena

Although surge in compressors is very undesirable, there are many

technologically useful devices that utilize oscillatory phenomena. Since

much of the theory of nonlinear effects has been developed through the

study of oscillators, it seems appropriate to apply some of concepts and

terminology used in oscillator theory to explain compressor surge.

According to reference ll, there are two principal kinds of oscil-

lators, feedback and relaxation oscillators. All oscillators depend for

their operation on some nonlinear action, and feedback and relaxation

oscillators are distinguished by the type of nonlinearity utilized to

control the amplitude of the oscillations. Relaxation oscillators oper-

ate by virtue Of some discontinuous or quasi-discontinuous effect. Cer-

tain trigger circuits used with relaxation oscillators are discussed in

reference 12. The effects of the discontinuous steady-state compressor

characteristic are evidently analogous to those of the trigger circuits

used with relaxation oscillators. Consequently, it seems justifiable to

refer to surge associated with abrupt stall as a relaxation oscillation.

Similarly, it seems justifiable to refer to surge associated with pro-

gressive stall as feedback-type oscillations. Progressive stall results

in a progressive nonlinearity. The theoretical treatment of compressor

surge could undoubtedly be enhanced by use of the theory of nonlinear

systems.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A survey of available data obtained from surging compressors indi-

cates that there are two principal types of surge: (1) surge due to

abrupt stall_ which is generally a violent audible surge 3 and (2) surge

due to progressive stall_ which is generally a mild inaudible surge de-

tectable by use of fast-response instrumentation. The violent surge ob-

tained in jet engines during engine acceleration is identified as surge

due to abrupt stall.
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CHAPTER XIII

COMPRESSOR OPERATION WITH ONE OR MORE BLADE ROWS STALLED

By William A. Benser

SUMMARY

An analysis of the part-speed operating problems of high-pressure-

ratio multistage axial-flow compressors was made by means of a simplified

stage-stacking study. The principal problems considered were poor low-

speed efficiency_ multiple-valued performance characteristics at inter-

mediate speeds 3 and poor intermediate-speed compressor surge or stall-

limit characteristics. The analysis indicated that all these problems

could be attributed to discontinuities in the performance characteristics

of the front stages. Such discontinuities can be due to the type of stage

stall or to a deterioration of stage performance resulting from stall of

adjacent stages.

The effects of campromises of stage matching to favor part-speed op-

eration were also considered. This phase of the study indicated that such

compromises would severely reduce the complete-compressor-stall margin.

Furthermore_ the low-speed stage stall problem is transferred from the in-

let stages to the middle stages_ which are more susceptible to abrupt-

stall characteristics.

The analysis indicates that inlet stages having continuous perform-

ance characteristics at their stall points are desirable with respect to

part-speed compressor performance. These characteristics must, however,

be obtained when the stages are operating in the flow environment of the

multistage compressor. Alleviation of part-speed operational problems

may also be obtained by improvement in either stage flow range or stage-

loading margin.

The results of this analysis are only qualitative. The trends ob-

tained, however, are in agreement with those obtained from experimental

studies of high-pressure-ratio multistage axial-flow compressors, and the

results are valuable in developing an understanding of the off-design

problem. In addition to these stage-matching studies, a general dis-

cussion of variable-geometry features such as air bleed and adjustable

blades is included.
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INTRODUCTION

High-pressure-ratio multistage axial-flow compressors frequently

exhibit extremely low efficiencies and severe blade-vibration problems

at intermediate and low rotational speeds. In addition, such compressors

may exhibit a sharp dip or kink in the surge or stall-limit line at inter-

mediate rotational speeds, so that the attainable pressure ratios in this

speed range are severely limited. Multiple performance characteristics

have also been observed in this intermediate-speed range. Operation

such as engine acceleration and high Mach number flight requires that

the compressor component of the engine operate satisfactorily in the

low- and intermediate-speed ranges. In order to alleviate these part-

speed compressor problems, an understanding of the flow mechanism that

causes poor part-speed performance is required. Such variable-geometry

features as adjustable guide vanes or compressor air bleed may solve

some part-speed operating problems, but satisfactory application of

such features also depends on a knowledge of the flow mechanism.

As indicated by the stage-matching analysis of reference i, the fun-

damental difficulty of low-speed operation results from stalling of the

front stages of the compressor. As compressor speed is decreased, the

density ratio across the compressor decreases rapidly; and at low values

of density ratio the small flow area of the rear stages seriously limits

the flow through the compressor. Thus, the inlet stages are forced to

operate at flows well below their stall limits. These trends have been

verified experimentally. For example, reference 2 indicated first-stage

stall for speeds below 80 percent of design speed, and reference 3 indi-

cated first-stage stall for speeds below 70 percent of design speed. It

should be noted that this mismatching of the front and rear stages of the

compressor at low speeds will, in general, be more severe for high-

pressure-ratio than for low-pressure-ratio compressors. A further

indication as to the source of the part-speed problem can be obtained

from chapter XI, which shows that rotating stall is the prevalent type

of stage stall, and that rotating stall originating in the first stage

of a multistage compressor results in flow fluctuations that extend

completely through the compressor. The flow fluctuations of rotating
stall are also a serious source of compressor blade vibrations (ch. XI).

As pointed out in chapter XII, serious compressor surge is a result

of a discontinuity in the compressor performance characteristics. This

discontinuity of performance may result from the abrupt type of stage

stall discussed in chapter XI or from a deterioration of the performance

of several stages as a result of the flow fluctuations imposed by the in-

stigation of rotating stall in the inlet stage. The dip or kink in the

surge-limit line of a 16-stage research compressor (ref. 2) was attributed

to these interaction effects or to deterioration of performance of several

stages as a result of stall of the inlet stage.

O_
ol
-4
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The existence of multiple-valued performance characteristics is shown

in reference 4, which presents data showing three separate and distinct

performance curves for a three-stage axial-flow compressor operating at a

constant value of rotational speed. Tests of a high-pressure-ratio multi-

stage compressor (ref. 5) show the existence of six separate performance

characteristic curves for a rotational speed of approximately 75 percent

of the design value. Hot-wire-anemometer data taken during this investi-

gation indicate a correlation between compressor performance and the num-

ber of stall zones in the rotating-stall pattern.

It is evident that the problems of poor part-speed efficiency, com-

pressor blade vibration_ intez_nediate-speed surge or stall limit_ and

multiple-valued performance characteristics of high-pressure-ratio multi-

stage axial-flow compressors are all related to rotating stall and the

attendant interactions or deteriorations of stage performance due to un-

steady flow. The experimental approach does not yield a complete under-

standing of the general part-speed performance problem, because the in-

herent performance of each stage is not easily obtained, particularly in

the range of speeds and flows where rotating stall exists in the compres-

sor. Furthermore, the range of stage operation that can be studied ex-

perimentally is limited because of compressor surge. Therefore, to ob-

tain a qualitative evaluation of the effects of stage stalling character-

istics and of stage interactions on the general part-speed compressor

performance problem, a simplified stage-stacking study was made. The

basic hypothetical compressor considered was a 12-stage unit with an over-

all pressure ratio of 7.75. The stage performance characteristics used

in the computation of multistage performance were assumed to be similar

to those obtained from single-stage compressors. Interaction effects

were evaluated by arbitrary modification of the assumed stage performance

curves. The first three cases considered herein (repeated from refs. 6

and 7) concern various severities of interaction effects. The last two

cases considered evaluate the effect of compromises of stage matching to

favor part-speed performance as suggested in reference i. When possible,

the results of these studies are compared with experimental data.

Because of the assumptions made in regard to stage performance char-

acteristics and stage interaction effects and because of the simplified

stacking technique used, the computed values of compressor performance

must be considered only as qualitative values. The general trends, how-

ever, are valuable in obtaining an understanding of the part-speed effi-

ciency problem, the intermediate-speed surge or stall problem, and the

multiple-valued performance characteristic problem of high-pressure-ratio

axial-flow compressors. An indication of desirable types of stage per-

formance characteristics is obtained; and 3 in addition, this analysis in-

dicates some of the factors that must be evaluated if accurate performance

predictions are to be obtained for the range of compressor operation where

one or more of the elements are stalled. This analysis, however, does

not consider the adverse effects of inlet flow distortion on the com-

pressor stall limit.
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GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

Single-Stage Stall Characteristics

As discussed in chapter XI, stage stall maybe divided into two
types: (i) progressive stall, characterized by a gradual but continuous
decrease in stage performance as the flow coefficient is decreased below
the stalling value, and (2) abrupt stall, characterized by a suddenor
abrupt drop in stage performance at the stalling value of flow coeffi-
cient. Either type of stage stall normally results in the formation of
one or more low-flow or stalled zones that rotate about the compressor
axis and are thus defined as rotating stall. Progressive stall is nor-
mally associated with rotating-stall zones that start at one end of the
blade and grow radially and circumferentially as the flow coefficient is
decreased. The stall pattern for this type of stall may consist of from
one to twelve stall zones, and the numberof stall zones generally in-
creases as flow coefficient is decreased. Abrupt stall is normally as-
sociated with a simultaneous stall of all radial elements of the blade,
and the stall pattern generally consists of a single stall zone.

Progressive stall is prevalent in low hub-tip ratio or inlet stages,
whereas abrupt stall is prevalent in high hub-tip ratio or exit stages.
Typicalmiddle stages of a multistage compressor or intermediate hub-tip
ratio stages may exhibit a progressive stall followed by an abrupt stall
as flow is further reduced. Both progressive and abrupt stalls exhibit
a hysteresis effect_ in that the flow coefficient at which stall recovery
is achieved is higher than that at which stall was first encountered as
the flow was decreased. This hysteresis effect is also discussed in
chapter XI.

LO
_0

Stage Interactions

The performance and stalling characteristics may be appreciably dif-

ferent when a stage is operated as a single stage and when it is operated

as a stage of a multistage compressor. These differences of performance,

which may be designated as interaction effects, result from the radial

and circumferential variations of stage-inlet conditions that may exist

in the multistage compressor. As pointed out in chapter XI, interaction

effects may be attributed to two main sources: (1) radial maldistribution

of flow due to off-design performance of adjacent stages, and (2) circum-

ferential maldistribution of flow or unsteady flow due to rotating stall

originating in adjacent stages.

Radial maldistribution of flow. - Radial maldistribution may be de-

fined as large variations from the design radial distribution of flow.

For any stage other than the first stage of a multistage compressor, these

radial maldistributions of flow result from off-design performance of pre-

ceding stages. For example, as the flow coefficient of the first stage is

decreased, the energy addition at the tip of this stage usually increases
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more rapidly than that at the root. Requirements of radial equilibrium

of static pressure at the exit of the first-stage stator, therefore, may

lead to a ratio of axial velocity at the blade tip to that at the blade

root that is larger than the design value. This radial variation from

design flow may be aggravated through the first few stages of the com-

pressor and may alter the relative rate of approach to stall for the tip

and root sections of subsequent stages. Thus, a stage that exhibits a

partial-span progressive stall when tested as a single stage may exhibit

an abrupt total-span stall when operated as a stage of a multistage com-

pressor. Furthermore, radial maldistribution of flow can result in ap-

preciable variations in average stage-work input for a given value of

flow coefficient as well as in variations in the stalling value of flow

coefficient for any stage.

Unsteady flow. - When rotating stall exists in a multistage com-

pressor, the resulting flow fluctuations extend through all stages (ch.

XI). These flow fluctuations of rotating stall impose a time-unsteady

circumferential velocity variation on all stages, and the instantaneous

loading of the blades is certainly altered from that for steady flow at

the same mean value of flow coefficient. Thus, when rotating stall is

instigated by an inlet stage, the performance of all subsequent stages

may be altered because of the resulting variations in circumferential
flow distribution.

Imposition of flow fluctuations of rotating stall on any stage that

is operating near its stall point may result in stall of that stage.

Thus, the flow fluctuations may be increased in magnitude, as was the case

for the lO-stage compressor discussed in chapter XI. In addition to

premature incurrence of stall in a given stage due to stall of an adja-

cent stage, the resulting stall pattern and performance of the giveh stage

may be appreciably different from those predicted by single-stage tests.

Stages operating at flow coefficients appreciably above the value for

stall or near their choke limit, however, tend to decrease the amplitude

of flow fluctuations resulting from rotating stall originating in preced-

ing stages. The effects of flow fluctuations on the performance of such

stages may, therefore, be small.

Complete Compressor Stall and Surge

Abrupt stall of one or more stages and progressive stall of the inlet

stage, which result in deterioration of the performance of several sub-

sequent stages, will both result in discontinuities in over-all perform-

ance of a multistage compressor. For the purposes of this analysis, dis-

continuity points in the over-all compressor performance characteristic

at a given speed are designated as complete compressor stall to differen-

tiate between stall of the over-all compressor and stall of the individual

stages. As discussed in chapter XII, discontinuities in over-all com-

pressor performance may result in compressor surge. The occurrence of
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surge will, of course, dependon the external system characteristics as
well as the compressor characteristics. If surge does not occur, stable
performance at a lower level of pressure ratio and efficiency will be ob-

tained. During component tests of a multistage compressor, these dis-

continuities in performance are not often observed, because compressor

surge is encountered. Complete compressor stall and surge, however, rep-

resent the same limit of compressor operation.

STAGE STACKING

As pointed out in chapter X (ref. 8), the off-design performance of a

multistage axial-flow compressor may be approximated by a simplified stage-

stacking technique if the generalized stage performance characteristics

are known. The main purpose of the analysis reported herein is to study

qualitatively the effects of various stage stall characteristics and stage

interactions on the part-speed operating characteristics of multistage

axial-flow compressors. In order to simplify the computations, effects

of radial maldistribution of flow and effects of Mach number on stage flow

range and efficiency were ignored. The detailed stacking procedure used

for these computations is given in appendix B of reference 6 and is simi-

lar to that outlined in chapter X (ref. 8).

For this analysis the stage curves are assumed in terms of adiabatic

efficiency and pressure coefficient as functions of flow coefficient.

The adiabatic efficiency is the ratio of useful or isentropic work input

to actual work input_ the pressure coefficient is a function of useful

work input divided by the square of the mean-radius wheel speed_ and the

flow coefficient is the ratio of the average inlet axial velocity to the

wheel speed at the mean radius. Study of the performance of numerous

stages indicates that stage performance for a range of speeds can be gen-

eralized to a single curve on the basis of these parameters. The effec-

tiveness of this manner of generalization of data is illustrated in figure

l, which is a plot of the performance of the first, fifth, and tenth stages

of the compressor reported in reference 3. Some random variations exist

because of the difficulty of obtaining accurate stage performance data in

the multistage compressor. The stage data, however, can be well approxi-

mated by a single curve for all speeds except for the maximum-flow points

in the tenth or last stage of the compressor. In this case the effect of

stage-inlet Mach number on the negative-incidence stalling angle tends to

decrease the choking value of flow coefficient as compressor speed is in-

creased. Similar Mach number effects may exist in the inlet stage. At

any given speed, however, the inlet stage covers only a small part of its

total range. Therefore, the Mach number effect is not noted on such a

plot of experimental data. The fifth stage does not cover an appreciable

flow range and, thus, does not exhibit a noticeable Mach number effect.

Inasmuch as the inclusion of Mach number effects would not appreciably al-

ter the trend obtained from the stage-stacking analysis, these effects

were not considered in the computation of compressor performance.
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Interaction effects were small for the compressor of reference 33
as indicated by the measured stage performance characteristics. For the

compressor of reference 2, however, appreciable interaction effects were

noted. For the computations reported herein, interaction effects due to

unsteady flow resultip_ from stall in the inlet stage were estimated by

altering the individual stage performance curves of several succeeding

stages for those conditions where stall existed in the inlet stage. Es-

timated hysteresis effects in the unstalling characteristics were also

incorporated in the stage curves.

For cases I to III, three combinations of stage stall# interaction

effects, and unstalling hysteresis were considered. In cases IV and V,

stage matching was compromised to favor part-speed operation. No effects

of interaction or unstalling hysteresis were evaluated for cases IV and V.

Hypothetical Compressor, Cases I, II, and III

The basic hypothetical compressor was identical for the first three

cases considered and was the same as that presented in references 6 and

V. The compressor had 12 stages of constant tip diameter. All stages

had identical performance in terms of pressure coefficient and efficiency

against flow coefficient, except for the stalling characteristics. Perti-

nent reference-point details of the compressor are as follows:

0ver-all total-pressure ratio ................... 7.75

Inlet specific weight flow, equivalent flow per

sq ft annulus area ....................... 35.5

Inlet corrected tip speed, ft/sec ................. 950

Absolute inlet-air angle at pitch radius of each stage, deg .... 22_

Flow coefficient for each stage .................. 0.69

Pressure coefficient for each stage ................ 0.3

Individual stage hub-tip radius ratios, area ratios 3 mean-radius ratios

and reference-point pressure ratios are listed in table I(a).

The assumptions of stall type, interactions, and hysteresis effects
for cases I to III are as follows:

Case

I

II

III

Type of stall

St age s I
to 4

Progressive

Progressive

Progressive

Stages 5
to 8

Progressive

and abrupt

Progressive

and abrupt

Progressive

and abrupt

Stages 9
to 12

Abrupt

Abrupt

Abrupt

Interactions

None

Stages i
to 4

Stages i

to 8

Hysteresis

effects

None

Stage 1

Stage i
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The individual stage curves assumedfor each configuration are discussed
in the section DISCUSSIONOFCOMPUTEDPERFORMANCE.

Hypothetical Compressor, Cases IV and V

Reference I suggested that improvements in part-speed performance of
multistage compressorsmight be obtained by matching the stages so that
at design speed the inlet stages operate at the high end and the rear
stages at the low end of their flow-coefflcient ranges. Case IV was,
therefore, considered to evaluate the potential of such stage-matching
compromises. Thus, the match-point flow coefficients for case IV were
arbitrarily varied from 0.76 in the first stage to 0.63 in the twelfth
stage, as comparedwith a constant value of 0.69 for cases I to III. The
stage characteristics used were identical to those for case I. Inasmuch
as the results of case IV indicated that this stage-matching compromise
greatly reduced the complete-compressor-stall or surge margin at design
speed, case V was considered, in which a thirteenth stage was added. The
performance characteristics for this added stage were assumedidentical
to those for stages 9 to 12, and the match-point flow coefficient was taken
as 0.626. As in previous cases, the compressor was assumedto have a con-
stant tip diameter.

Pertinent reference-point values for cases IV and V are as follows:

CaseIV Case V

Numberof stages ................... 12 13
0ver-all total-pressure ratio ............ 7.73 9.10
Inlet specific weight flow, equivalent flow per

sq ft of annulus area ............... 35.96 55.96
Inlet corrected tip speed, ft/sec .......... 950 950

Absolute inlet-air angle at pitch radius of each
stage, deg ................... 22_ 22½

Individual stage parameters for these two cases are listed in table
I(b).

_o

Range of Calculations

For each case considered, calculations were made for a range of speeds

of SO to llO percent of the reference value. The maximum flow considered

at each speed was the estimated exit-vane choke flow. For these examples,

choke flow was assumed to exist at a value of specific weight flow at the

exit of the last stage of _1.4 pounds per second per square foot of annu-

lus area. This value of specific flow is based on flow conditions at the

exit of the last stage. The minimum flow considered at each speed was that
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at which a discontinuity in the performance curve of any stage was en-

countered. As indicated in chapter XII, discontinuities in multistage-

compressor performance at a given speed may lead to either compressor

surge or complete compressor stall. In the computation of intezmediate-

speed performance for cases II and III, operation with the inlet stage

stalled and unstalled was considered.

DISCUSSION OF COMPUTED PERFORMANCE

Case I

The assumed stage performance curves for case I are presented in

figure 2. The first four stages were assumed to have only a progressive

stall, and the pressure coefficient and efficiency were taken as continu-

ous functions of the flow coefficient, as shown in figure 2(a). Stages

5 to 8 were assumed to have an initial progressive stall and an abrupt

stall at lower values of flow coefficient (fig. 2(b)). Stages 9 to 12

were assumed to have only an abrupt stall (fig. 2(c)) As noted in fig-

ures 2(b) and (c), a discontinuity of stage performance characteristics

was considered to result from abrupt stall. The stage characteristics

for stage pressure ratios below i.O0, which were the same for all stages,

are given in figure 3. As noted in appendix B of reference 6, a modified

computational procedure was used when stages operated at turbining pres-

sure ratios. Interaction effects were considered negligible throughout

the compressor.

Computed over-all performance. - The computed over-all performance

map for case I is given in figure 4 as a plot of over-all total-pressure

ratio against specific weight flow. The over-all total-pressure ratio,

which is the ratio of total pressure at the exit of last stage to that

at the compressor inlet, would not include an exit-vane or diffuser loss.

The specific weight flow is the equivalent weight flow per square foot of

annulus area at the compressor inlet. Also shown in figure 4 are contours

of constant efficiency, the estimated choking-flow condition for the exit

vanes, and the estimated complete-compressor-stall limit.

The computed maximum efficiencies for this case varied from slightly

over 0.70 at 50 percent of reference speed to approximately 0.87 at 100-

percent speed. The values of computed efficiency at the lowest speeds con-

sidered indicate that stage mismatching at low speeds will not completely

explain the extremely low efficiencies obtained experimentally for some

high-pressure-ratio multistage axial-flow compressors.

The exit-vane choke limit was the maximum flow considered at each

speed. Further decreases in over-all pressure ratio would not alter the

stage matching but would merely increase the losses downstream of the

point of choking.
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The complete compressor stall limit at each speed was the flow at

which a discontinuity of performance occurred because of abrupt stall of

some stage. Occurrence of abrupt stall in a stage results in very large

flow fluctuations that could seriously affect the performance of all

stages in the compressor. Therefore, the occurrence of abrupt stall in

the multistage compressor can logically be taken as the lower limit of

usable range at that speed. As pointed out in chapter XII, discontinui-

ties in over-all performance of the compressor may result in compressor

surge; and, thus, the complete-compressor-stall limit may also be con-

sidered to be the surge limit of the compressor. As noted in figure 4,

this limit does not exhibit the customary dip or kink at intermediate

speeds. If surge were assumed to occur at the maximum-pressure-ratio

points as in reference l, the general trends would be unchanged.

Variation of sta6e flow coefficients. - In order to illustrate the

stages that are stalled at various inlet flows and speeds, the stage flow

coefficient is plotted against stage number (fig. 5) for several values

of inlet flow at speeds of i00, 80, and 50 percent of the reference value.

The heavily shaded area on these plots represents the range of progressive

stall, and the lightly shaded area represents the range of abrupt stall

with the associated discontinuity of stage pressure coefficient (fig. 2).

At i00 percent of reference speed (fig. 5(a)), flow-coefficient vari-

ations are shown for the reference-point specific flow of 55.5, the ap-

proximate exit-vane choke flow of 33.68, and the complete-compressor-stall

flow of 33.06. The variation of flow coefficient in the front stages is

small, and thus the specific-weight-flow range at this speed is also small.

The maximum change in flow coefficient occurs in the last stage, and com-

plete compressor stall results from abrupt stall of this stage.

As the speed is reduced to 80 percent of the reference value, the flow

coefficients decrease for the entrance stage and increase for the exit

stage, as shown in figure 5(b). At this speed, the first stage operates

in the progressive-stall range even at the maximum specific weight flow of

23.40. Complete compressor stall results from stall of the ninth stage at

a specific weight flow of 17.16. It should also be noted that the number

of stages operating in the progressive-stall range increases from one to

eight as the flow is decreased from the exit-vane choke value of 25.40 to

the complete-compressor-stall value of 17.16.

As the speed is further decreased to 50 percent of the reference value

(fig. 5(c)), the front stages move deeper into stall and the rear stages

closer to choking flow. Complete compressor stall results from occurrence

of abrupt stall in the fifth stage. From five to seven stages operate in

the progressive-stall range at all flows.

A comparison of figures 5(a), (b), and (c) shows that at high speeds

complete compressor stall results from abrupt stall of the rear stages; and,

LO
_O
_D
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as speed is reduced, earlier stages in the compressor instigate complete

compressor stall. As shown by the variation of stage flow coefficient

and by the assumed abrupt-stall limits (fig. 5), complete compressor

stall will only be instigated by stages 5, 9, and 12 for this example.

In order to define more clearly the relation of stage stall to com-

pressor speed and flow, the individual stage stall limits are cross-

plotted on the computed performance map in figure 6. This figure shows

that progressive stall exists in from one to eight stages for all speeds

below 80 percent of the reference value and for the low-flow portion of

the flow range at speeds of 85 and 90 percent. It should be noted that,

near the complete-compressor-stall point at 90-percent speed (fig. 6),

nearly all the stages stall at approximately the same value of specific

weight flow. In fact, stages 2 to 5 stall at a slightly higher value of

inlet flow than stage 1. As pointed out in chapter XI, rotating stall

is a prevalent source of compressor blade vibration. Therefore, this

range of operation where progressive stall exists is extremely important

with respect to engine reliability.

In general, the computed progressive-stall limits of this hypotheti-

cal compressor (fig. 6) are verified by experimental studies of rotating

stall in multistage compressors. The speeds at which this type stall are

encountered are somewhat higher than discussed in chapter XI. The speed

at which inlet-stage stall first occurs, however, would be a function of

stage characteristics as well as design-point matching. For this example,

all stages were assumed to have identical characteristics up to the stall

point and were matched at a constant value of flow coefficient of 0.89.

Mach number effects, which were ignored in this analysis, may also vary

the speed at which inlet-stage stall is first encountered. As can be seen

from the stage curves of figure l, a reduction in rotational speed, which

corresponds to a reduction in stage-inlet Mach number, results in an" in-

crease in the maximum obtainable flow coefficient of the exit stage of a

multistage compressor. Correspondingly, a decrease in inlet Mach number

of the first stage would tend to decrease the flow coefficient at which

stall of this stage is encountered. Both of these effects would tend to

decrease the speed at which first-stage stall is encountered in the multi-

stage compressor but would not alter the trends indicated by the computed

compressor performance.

The lines of abrupt stall (fig. 6) show that, for speeds up to 70

percent of the reference value, complete compressor stall results from

abrupt stall of the fifth stage; for speeds of 75 to 90 percent, from

abrupt stall of the ninth stage_ and for speeds of 95 percent and higher,

from abrupt stall of the twelfth stage. The resulting complete-compressor-

stall limit, however, is free of the normal dip or kink that is fre-

quently encountered in high-pressure-ratio multistage compressors.
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Case II

Case II was computed to evaluate the effects of small discontinuities

resulting from interaction effects in the first few stages of a multistage

compressor, and also to evaluate the effects of unstalling hysteresis of

the inlet stage. Interaction effects were assumed to exist in the first

four stages. The detailed flow studies of the lO-stage research compres-

sor discussed in chapter XI reveal that flow fluctuations of rotating

stall increased through the first four stages and then decreased through

the remaining stages. Therefore, the assumption of interaction effects in

four stages appeared reasonable. The magnitude of the decrease in perform-

ance was arbitrarily chosen.

The stage characteristics used for stages i to 4 of case II are given

in figure 7. These stage performance characteristics were obtained by ar-

bitrarily modifying the pressure-coefficient characteristics used in case

I and computing the modified efficiency curves assuming no change in the

actual work input from that of case I. A small discontinuity in the per-

formance of stage i was assumed as shown i_ figure 7(a). The unstalling

hysteresis effect is also indicated in this figure. Stall recovery was

assumed to occur at a flow coefficient of 0.60, whereas stall originally

occurred at a flow coefficient of 0.565. To evaluate interaction effects,

stages i to 4 were assumed to operate on the lower or stalled portions of

their performance curves (fig. 7) whenever any of these stages encountered

stall. The stage performance characteristics for stages 5 to 12 were iden-

tical to those of case I (figs. 2(b) and (c)).

Performance with front stages unstalled. The calculated performance

map for case II for the condition of no stall in the front stages is pre-

sented in figure 8(a). This performance map is identical to the high-speed

part of the map for case I (figs. 4 and 6) except for the complete-

compressor-stall limit at speeds below 95 percent of the reference value.

In case II the stall of one of the front stages leads to a discontinuity

of over-all performance because of the assumed interaction effects. Thus,

an envelope of the progressive-stall limits for case I (fig. 6) repre-

sents the complete-compressor-stall limit for case II for speeds from 80

to approximately 95 percent of reference speed. No operationwith the

front stage unstalled is obtainable below 80-percent speed.

Performance with first stage stalled. The computed performance for

case II for the condition of stall in the first stage and interactions in

stages 2 to A is shown in figure 8(b) for speeds of 50 to 95 percent of

the reference speed. The upper limit of flow for speeds of 85, 90, and

95 percent of the reference value was determined by the unstalling flow

coefficient for the first stage. At 95-percent speed, the front-stage un-

stalling limit intersects the ninth-stage stall-limit line (fig. 8(b)).

Therefore, this was the maximum speed for which calculations of perform-

ance with the front stage stalled were made. Complete compressor stall

LO
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at speeds of 50 to 70 percent results from discontinuities due to the

occurrence of abrupt stall of the fifth stage, and, at speeds of 7S to

95 percent, from abrupt stall of the ninth stage.

The efficiencies for case II at intermediate speeds are somewhat

lower than for case I. This decrease in efficiency is a direct result

of the decrease in pressure coefficient assumed for stages 1 to _ for

the condition of progressive stall and stage interaction effects in

these stages.

Complete performance map. - The complete performance map for case II

is obtained by superimposing the performance maps for operation with the

inlet stage unstalled and the performance map for operation with the in-

let stage stalled and interactions in stages 2 to 4 (figs. 8(a) and (b)).

The resulting performance in terms of pressure ratio against specific

weight flow is given in figure 8(c) for a range of speeds from 50 to llO

percent of the reference value. For a range of speeds from 80 to 95 per-

cent of the reference value, operation with both the inlet stage stalled

and the inlet stage unstalled is possible. Thus_ in this intermediate-

speed range, the existence of double performance curves and two complete-

compressor-stall or surge points at a given speed is indicated. The dou-

ble curves of this analysis were obtained as a result of a amall discon-

tinuity in the performance characteristics of the first stage and inter-

actions in stages 2 to 4. These results are verified by the multiple per-

formance curves obtained in the experimental investigations reported in
references 4 and 5.

It should be noted that, for the computations of case II, a amall

discontinuity in the pressure-coefficient curve of stage 1 was assumed.

Similar results would be obtained, however, if the performance of stage

1 were assumed to be continuous, provided discontinuities of stage Rer-

formance as a result of interaction were assumed for any of the following

stages.

Transition from stalled to unstalled operation of inlet stage. - Ref-

erence 5 indicates multiple values of surge-point performance for

intermediate-speed operation. In these tests_ the particular surge point

obtained depended upon the schedule of speed and flow that preceded the

occurrence of surge. The double-valued curves of figure 8(c) and the

dependence of compressor performance on the manner in which a particular

operating point is approached indicate the necessity of studying the

transition from compressor operation with the inlet stage stalled to

operation with the inlet stage unstalled.

The usual operating schedule in compressor-component testing is to

start at maximum or choke flow for a given speed and increase the throt-

tling in successive steps until surge is obtained. Inasmuch as compressor

operation at maximum flow at low and intermediate speeds is normally set
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by the choke of the exit vanes, transition from stalled to unstalled op-
eration of the inlet stage can be considered to occur along the exit-vane
choke limit of figure 8(c). Thus, as the compressor speed is increased,
the choking limit of the exit vanes will prevent unstalling of the inlet
stages for this case until a speed of 85 percent of the reference value

is attained. Unstalling of the inlet stage and alleviation of the re-

suiting interaction effects will result in a transient change of opera-

tion from the exit-vane choke point on the dashed speed curve to the exit-

vane choke point on the solid speed curve. For this example, the specific

weight flow increases from 26 to 26.5 and the pressure ratio from 4.23

to 4.50. The efficiency is not changed appreciably. For the purposes

of this chapter, the transient conditions following unstalling of the

inlet stage are not considered, and the compressor operation is assumed

to change discontinuously from that for inlet stage stalled to that for

inlet stage unstalled.

The type of over-allperformance map obtained from the normal

compressor-component rating techniques described is given in figure 8(d).

For speeds up to 85 percent of the reference value, the compressor would

operate with the front stage stalled; and for speeds above 85 percent,

with the front stage unstalled. Therefore, both branches of the perform-

ance curve are given at this crossover speed of 85 percent of the refer-
ence value.

Complete-compressor-stall limit. The complete-compressor-stall limit

will follow the discontinuity points of the dotted curves up to the cross-

over speed and the discontinuity point on the solid curves above this

speed. Thus, a stall-limit line faired through these points exhibits the

dip common to most high-pressure-ratio axial-flow compressors. As indi-

cated by this analysis of case II, however, two discrete stall-limit lines

exist, the low-speed stall limit representing the mode of operation with

the front stages stalled and the high-speed stall limit representing the

mode of operation with no stages stalled. Inasmuch as these two stall-

limit lines may overlap in the intermediate-speed range where multiple

performance characteristics may exist, a continuous stall-limit line should

not be faired through the stall points for the complete range of speeds.

In presentation of experimental data, however, the compressor stall or

surge line is faired through a finite number of points and is generally

considered a continuous function of flow, pressure ratio, and speed.

The analysis of case II shows that the dip in the compressor stall

or surge limit that is experimentally found to exist for intermediate-

speed operation of high-pressure-ratio multistage compressors can be simu-

lated by assuming a small discontinuity in the performance characteristics

of the inlet stage and interaction effects in stages 2 to 4. Similar re-

sults would be obtained from any combination of discontinuous performance

characteristics of the inlet stages. For example, the performance char-

acteristics of the first stage of the 16-stage compressor reported in

UD
_O
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reference 2 were continuous, but discontinuities did exist in the char-

acteristics of a few stages after the first. It should also be noted

that relatively continuous stage characteristics will result in a fairly

smooth surge or stall-limit line, as indicated in reference 5.

The transition from the complete-compressor-stall limit for opera-

tion with the inlet stage stalled to that for operation with the inlet

unstalled depends on the manner in which this limit is approached. If

the compressor-discharge throttling is sufficient to cause the compres-

sor to operate appreciably above the exit-vane choke limit as speed is

increased, unstalling of the front stage may not be achieved until a speed

appreciably greater than 85 percent of the reference value is attained.

In the range of speeds from 85 to 95 percent of the reference value, the

complete-compressor-stall limit may follow that of figure 8(b). But, if

the speed is first increased above the value for unstalling of the inlet

stage and then reduced, complete compressor stall may occur on the limit

of figure 8(a) for speeds of 80 to somewhat over 90 percent of the ref-

erence value. Thus, for case II, double-valued compressor stall points

at a given speed may be obtained for the range of speeds from 80 to 95

percent of reference speed, as indicated in figure 8(c). As previously

discussed, this phenomenon has been observed in experimental studies of

multistage axlal-flow-compressor performance. For cases where unstalllng

of groups of stages or alleviation of interaction effects occurs stepwise,

even more than two compressor performance characteristic curves may be

obtained at a given value of speed.

For maximum engine acceleration, the campressor operating line in an

engine will be very close to the surge or stall limit at low and inter-

mediate speeds. Thus, the intermediate-speed complete-compressor-stall

limit obtained by normal compressor rating techniques may not be represent-

ative of the complete-compressor-stall or surge limit obtained during en-

gine acceleration. Therefore, when multiple operating curves exist at any

compressor speed, performance evaluations must include all possible oper-

ating conditions. This may be done by approaching a given operating point

by varying compressor speed at each of several fixed system throttle set-

tings, as well as by variation of throttle settings at a fixed speed.

Speed changes must include both increases and decreases in rotational

speed. An operating technique such as this will give performance maps

of the type shown in figure 8(c) for those cases where multiple perform-

ance curves exist for a given compressor rotational speed. The data of

reference 5 indicate six separate performance curves at approximately 75

percent of design speed. For this compressor, the performance character-

istic that exhibited no stall in the inlet stages was easily duplicated.

Points on the performance characteristics for the condition of stall in

the inlet stages were in general dupllcable, but minor variations in the

method of approach to this particular speed would result in operation on

different curves of the separate performance characteristics for the con-

dition of stall in the inlet stages. Thus, estimation of the compressor
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performance in the actual engine based on compressor-component tests may

be difficult for this intermediate-speed range. During cQmponent testing

of compressors, however, it is desirable to evaluate all possible perform-

ance characteristics in this intermediate-speed range where multiple char-

acteristics may exist.

Effect of unstalling hysteresis. - For case II a hysteresis effect

was assumed in the unstalling characteristic of the inlet stage. This

had no effect on the general trend of complete-compressor-stall charac-

teristics, except with respect to the speed at which transition from

stalled to unstalled operation of the inlet stage was achieved. For no

hysteresis effect, unstalling of the inlet stage along the exit-vane choke

line (fig. 8(b)) would be achieved at 81.5 percent of reference speed

rather than at 85 percent as for the case with hysteresis. Possible dis-

continuities in the complete-compressor-stall limit and the potential of

double-valued points between speeds of 80 to 95 percent can be seen from

fi e 8(o).

Part-speed efficiency. - At 8S-percent speed 3 the transition speed,

the maximum computed efficiency for operation with no stage stalled was

0.86; whereas the maximum efficiency was 0.8_ at this speed for the con-

dition of inlet stage stalled and interactions in stages 2 to 4. This

small difference in computed efficiency simply reflects the small changes

in stage performance that were assumed to result from inlet-stage stall

and the attendant interactions (fig. 7). Thus, no conclusive results can

be obtained from these computed efficiencies. Interaction effects or

sharp decreases in stage efficiency as a result of stage stall will, how-

ever, affect compressor efficiency adversely.

_D

Case III

In order to evaluate more serious interaction effects, calculations

were made for case III that assumed the same conditions in stages 1 to

as for case II and, in addition, assumed large interaction effects in

stages 5 to 8. The modified performance curves for these middle stages

are given in figure 9. As for stages 1 to A, the pressure-coefficient

curve for stages 5 to 8 was arbitrarily modified and the efficiency curve

was computed from the pressure coefficient by assuming no change in total

work input for the stage. The magnitude of discontinuity of pressure co-

efficient is representative of that for an abrupt type of stage stall.

When progressive stall existed in stage l, stages 5 to 8 were assumed to

operate on the dotted curves of figure 9. The performance of stages 9
to 12 was identical to that for case I.

The performance of this case for the condition of unstalled opera-

tion of the inlet stage is identical to that for case II (fig. 8(a)).

For the condition of stall of the inlet stage, howeverj the performance

is markedly changed (fig. lO(a)).
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Complete performance map. - The complete computed compressor per-

formance map for case III (fig. 10(b)) is obtained by superimposing fig-

ures 8(a) and lO(a). As in case II, the multiple performance curves at

speeds above 80 percent of the reference value indicate the necessity of

varying the mode of testing in component rating so that all possible com-

pressor operating conditions can be evaluated.

Transition from stalled to unstalled operation of inlet stage. -

For case III_ if compressor speed is increased along the exit-vane choke

limit, inlet-stage unstallingwill be effected at 9A percent of the ref-

erence speed. At this speed the transient change in computed pressure

ratio would be from A.85 to 5.2, the change in specific weight flow would

be from 28.3 to 50.9, and the change in efficiency from 0.71 to 0.81.

Thus, for large interaction effects, unstalling of the inlet stage is ac-

companied by relatively large increases in weight flow_ pressure ratio,

and efficiency. The transition speed of 9A percent is shown in figure

10(b) for both the condition of stall in the inlet stage and interactions

in stages 2 to 8 and the condition of no stall in the inlet stage and no

interactions. If interaction effects of the magnitude assumed for this

case do exist and the compressor operating characteristic follows a throt-

tling line close to the complete-compressor-stall limit, unstalling of the

inlet stage may not be achieved even at design speed. By increasing the

speed to a value above that for unstalling of the inlet stage and then de-

creasing the speed_ stall-free operation might be obtained down to 80 per-

cent of the reference speed at low values of pressure ratio.

Complete-compressor-stall limit. - For the high-speed portion of the

compressor map where no stages are stalled (fig. 8(a)), at speeds above

95 percent of the reference value, complete compressor stall results from

abrupt stall of the twelfth stage; and at speeds of 80 to approximately

95 percent, from stall of stages 1 to _ and the attendant stage interac-

tions. For the operating conditions where stall in the inlet stage and

interactions in stages 2 to 8 exist (fig. 10(a)), complete compressor

stall for speeds up to 95 percent of the reference value results from

abrupt stall of the ninth stage, and for higher speeds, from abrupt stall

of the twelfth stage.

The complete-compressor-stall-limit line indicated for case III for

the normal component rating technique can b_ obtained from figure 10(b).

This stall-limit line would follow the complete-compressor-stall-limit

points for the dashed speed curves (fig. 10(a)) up to 94 percent of ref-

erence speed. In this speed range the compressor would operate with the

first stage stalled and interactions in stages 2 to 8. For speeds above

94 percent_ the stall-limit line will follow the complete-compressor-stall-

limit points for the solid speed curves, which represent a condition of

stall-free operation for all stages.
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Effect of unstallin_ hy§teresis. - If the hysteresis effect on un-

stalling of the inlet stage were neglected, the first stage in this case

would become unstalled at 91.5 percent of reference speed for operation

along the exit-vane choke limit. The general trend of performance and

complete-compressor-stall limit would_ however, be unchanged. The effect

of inlet-stage unstalling hysteresis is to increase the speed at which

the inlet stage becomes unstalled regardless of the throttling or compres-

sor operating line.

Part-speed efficiency. - As can be seen from a comparison of figures

and 10(a), interactions of the magnitude assumed for case III result

in large reductions in efficiency for operation with stall in the inlet

stages. The computed values indicate a reduction in efficiency of about

15 percent compared with about 2 percent for case II. Thus, the low

part-speed efficiencies exhibited by some multistage axial-flow com-

pressors may result from severe interaction effects.

Multiple-valued performance characteristics. - Both cases II and III

indicate the potential of two separate curves in this general speed range.

If at any given value of speed the potential of different degrees of dete-

rioration of stage performance due to interactions is considered, then

more than two performance curves may be obtained. For example, if the

characteristics for 8S-percent speed are considered for cases I to III,

the performance characteristics shown in figure ll are obtained. Curve

I represents a condition of unstalled operation for all stages; curve II,

a condition of stall in the inlet stages and interactions in stages 2 to

4 as obtained for case II; and curve III, a condition of stall in the in-

let stages and interactions in stages 2 to 8 as obtained for case III.

Such variations in performance may be a result of changes in the number

of stages that exhibit this deterioration of performance or changes in

the .magnitude of the performance deterioration of each stage that is af-

fected. Variations of stall interaction effects, therefore, will result

in a multiplicity of over-all performance characteristics at a given speed;

and the compressor flow, pressure ratio, and efficiency will increase with

decreasing severity of stall and interaction effects. The particular per-

formance obtained will depend on the previous history of speed and flow as

well as the hysteresis effect accompanying changes of stall pattern in any

given compressor. Needless to say, flow distortions at the compressor in-

let can aggravate these adverse effects.

_O

_O

Case IV

Inaamuch as part-speed performance problems of high-pressure-ratio

axial-flow compressors can be attributed to stalling of the inlet stages

as a result of flow limitations of the rear stages, some improvament in

part-speed performance may be expected by matching the front stages near

their choking value of flow coefficient and the rear stages near their

stalling value of flow coefficient. This stage-matching compromise is
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equivalent to matching the compressor stages for some speed lower than

the design value, as suggested in reference i. In addition to improving

part-speed performance, such compromises in stage matching may reduce

the speed at which progressive stall is encountered and_ thus_ decrease

the potential of blade vibrations excited by rotating stall. To evaluate

these potentials_ case IV was computed. In this case_ the reference-

point flow coefficients of the stages were varied as shown in table l(b)

from a value of 0.760 in the inlet stage to a value of 0.650 in the

twelfth stage. The principal purpose of this study was to investigate

variations of stage operation with speed. Therefore_ no interactions were

considered. The stage characteristics used for the individual stages were

identical to those for case I (fig. 2).

Computed over-all performance. - The computed over-all performance

map for case IV is given in figure 12(a) as a plot of over-all total-

pressure ratio against specific weight flow. For this case as for case

I_ complete compressor stall was assumed to occur when abrupt stage stall

was encountered in any stage. Complete compressor stall for case IV re-

sults from abrupt stall of the fifth stage for speeds of 50, 60, and 70

percent of the reference value_ from abrupt stall of the ninth stage for

speeds of 80 and 90 percent, and abrupt stall of the twelfth stage for i00

and ii0 percent. These results are similar to those for case I.

The peak efficiencies calculated for case IV varied from approximate-

ly 0.74 at 50 percent of reference speed to a maximum of 0.87 at 90-percent

speed_ and decreased to 0.85 at the reference speed.

Stage progressive-stall limits. - In order to determine the speed at

which various stages reach the flow coefficient for progressive stall

(0.565), the progressive-stall limits for stages i to 8 are cross-plotted

on the computed performance map in figure 12(b). This figure shows that

the first stage is stalled over almost the entire flow range at 70 per-

cent of reference speed, and over only the low-flow portion of the com-

pressor flow range at 80-percent speed. The first-stage stall limit inter-

sects the complete-compressor-stall limit at approximately 85 percent of

reference speed. Consideration of the stall limits of stages 2 to 7 indi-

cates that at 90-percent speed stage 7 is the first stage to encounter

progressive stall. In the range of approximately 70- to 85-percent

speed, several of the front stages approach stall almost simultaneously

at a weight flow somewhat higher than that for first-stage stall. At the

higher values of pressure ratio at intermediate speeds, the general ef-

fect of the stage-matching compromise was to transfer the progressive-

stall problem from the front stages towards the middle stages of the

compressor.

No interaction effects were considered in this analysis. However,

as pointed out previously_ stages operating near the stalling value of

flow coefficient are very susceptible to deteriorations of performance

induced by flow fluctuations resulting from stall of adjacent stages.
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Therefore, serious interaction effects may be expected where simultaneous
stall of several stages occurs (fig. 12(b)). Furthermore, the higher hub-
tip ratio stages, such as stages 5 to 7 of case IV, are more apt to ex-
hibit an abrupt stall than are low hub-tip ratio stages, such as stages
1 to 3. At speeds of 80 to 90 percent, therefore_ interaction effects
may instigate abrupt stall of one of the middle stages of the case IV
compressor and thereby limit the flow range at these speeds.

Comparisonof cases I and IV. - A comparison of the efficiencies of

case I (fig. 4) and case IV (fig. 12(a)) indicates no appreciable varia-

tions of the over-all compressor efficiency due to the stage-matching

compromises of case IV. It should be noted, however, that in case I the

stages were not matched at the peak-efficiency points (see fig. 2). Com-

pared with a compressor for which all stages were matched at the peak-

efficiency points, the compromise of case IV would have decreased the over-

all compressor efficiency at high speeds and increased it at low speeds.

The increase in first-stage flow coefficient for case IV resulted in

an increased specific weight flow from 33.5 for case I to 35.9 for case

IV. Thus, for a given weight-flow requirement, the comprom_sedmatching

would permit the use of a slightly amaller compressor diameter.

In order to compare the complete-compressor-stall limits and stage

progressive-stall limits for cases I and IV, these performance maps are

superimposed in figure 12(c). This figure is plotted as pressure ratio

against percent of reference-point specific weight flow in order to com-

pare compressors of equivalent flow capacities. Comparison of the

complete-compressor-stall limits (fig. 12(c)) shows that the compromise of

stage matching (case IV) gave a marked decrease in the attainable pres-

sure ratio at all speeds. It can also be seen from figure 12(c) that the

percentages of reference-point specific weight flow at the lower speeds

are higher for case IV than for case I. At the overspeed condition, how-

ever, the condition is reversed and case I indicates the higher percentage

of reference-point flow.

The progressive-stall limits shown in figure 12(c) represent the en-

velope of the progressive-stall limit for stages 1 to 8 as given in fig-

ures 4 and 12(b). A comparison of these limits for cases I and IV indi-

cates that, along the exit-vane choke limit, the speed at which progres-

sive stall is encountered is decreased from 80-percent speed for case I

to slightly less than 70-percent speed for case IV. Along the complete-

compressor-stall limit, however, progressive stall occurs at somewhat

higher speeds for the compromise matching design (case IV) than for case

I. During engine operation at part speed_ the compressor will normally

operate in the high-pressure-ratio range at any given speed. As shown in

figure 12(c), the stage-matching compromise used for case IV gave no ef-

fective reduction in the speed at which progressive stall might be en-

countered during engine operation but merely transferred the instigation

of this stall from the first stage to one of the middle stages of the

compressor.

_O

_O
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From the comparison of the computed performance of cases I and IV,

it is obvious that the compromise in stage matching used in case IV does

not improve the progressive-stall limit appreciably but decreases the

complete-compressor-stall margin. Inasmuch as this compromise in stage

matching does not result in a marked decrease in the speed at which ro-

tating stall could be encountered, it would not appreciably alter the

potential blade-vibration problem associated with rotating stall.

c_

£n
-4

Case V

Since the compromise matching of case IV indicated a severe decrease

in the pressure ratio estimated for complete compressor stall, the effect

of an additional stage was considered. This hypothetical compressor_

designated case V 3 is identical to case IV except for the addition of

a thirteenth stage. The stage characteristics assumed for this added

stage were the same as for stages 9 to 12 (fig. 2(c)). As in case IV,

no stage interaction effects were considered in case V. The details

of the stage matching and stage reference-point performance characteris-

tics for this case are given in table I(b).

Computed over-all performance. - Figure 15(a) presents the computed

over-all performance for case V as a plot of over-all total-pressure ratio

against specific weight flow. The reference-point total-pressure ratio

indicated in this figure is 9.1 as cempared with 7.73 for case IV. Com-

plete compressor stall at speeds of 50, 60, and 70 percent of the ref-

erence value results from abrupt stall of the fifth stage_ at speeds of

80 and 90 percent, from abrupt stall of the ninth stage_ and at speeds

of i00 and ii0 percent, from abrupt stall of the thirteenth stage.

The peak efficiencies computed for case V varied from 0.70 at 50

percent of reference speed to 0.85 at reference speed with a maximum of

0.87 at 90-percent speed.

.S_tage _rogressive-stall limits. - The stage progressive-stall limits
for case V are cross-plotted on the over-all performance map in figure

15(b). Progressive-stall limits for stages 1 to 8 are shown in this fig-

ure_ and the results are similar to those for case IV (fig. 12(b)). At

90 percent of reference speed for case V, the seventh stage encounters

progressive stall at a flow only slightly higher than that for complete

compressor stall. At 80-percent speed, stages 5 to 6 encounter progres-

sive stall almost simultaneously at a flow about halfway between the

exit-vane choke limit and the complete-compressor-stall limit; and at 70-

percent speed_ stages 1 to & are stalled at the exit-vane choke limit.

Comparison of cases I and V. - Comparison of the efficiencies of case

I (fig. 4) and case V (fig. 13(a)) shows that the stage-matching compro-

mise and the addition of a thirteenth stage have little effect on the com-

puted over-all efficiency. The addition of the thirteenth stage resulted
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in a higher reference-point pressure ratio (9.1 for case V comparedwith
7.75 for case I). Becausethe efficiency contours are displaced towards
higher pressure ratios, the case V compressor indicates a computedeffi-
ciency of approximately 0.84 at a pressure ratio of 7.75 as comparedwith
a value of 0.86 for case I at the samepressure ratio.

The comparison of complete-compressor-stall limits for cases I and
V are presented in figure 15(c), which gives a plot of pressure ratio
against percent of reference-point specific weight flow. As in case IV3
the specific weight flow for case V was 35.9 pounds per second per square
foot of annulus area as comparedwith 33.5 for case I. Figure 13(c) indi-
cates that case I has a slightly better complete-compressor-stall margin
at speeds of 50 to 70 percent of the reference value; the two compressors
exhibit about the samecomplete-compressor-stall limit at speeds of 80 to
90 percent_ and case V has a slightly better stall limit at 100- and llO-
percent speed.

The envelope lines of the stage progressive-stall limits for stages
1 to 8 are also plotted in figure 13(c). These limits indicate that along
the exit-vane choke limit case I encounters progressive stall at 80 per-
cent of reference speed, whereas case V encounters progressive stall at
about 72-percent speed. Along the complete-compressor-stall limit, both
cases I and V encounter progressive stall at somewhatover 90 percent
of reference speed. Thus, the compromiseof stage matching and the addi-
tion of a stage (case V) do not decrease the speed at which progressive
stall is encountered in the vicinity of the complete-compressor-stall
limit. Therefore, the potential of blade vibrations excited by progres-
sive stall would be equally as critical for a compressor such as case V
as for one such as case I.

Figure 13(c) also showsthat the compromisedcompressor (case V) has
a slightly higher percentage of reference-point flow at lower than ref-
erence speed and a slightly lower percentage at higher than reference
speed than does the compressor of case I.

This comparison indicates that, with respect to complete-compressor-
stall and progressive-stall limits, the original 12-stage hypothetical
compressor (case I) is comparable with the 15-stage compressor with modi-
fied stage matching (case V). For a given design flow, the case V com-
pressor would be slightly smaller than that for case I, but this advantage
is offset by the necessity of an extra stage in order to maintain the
complete-compressor-stall margin for the compressor with compromised
stage matching.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Part-Speed Performance Problems

The analysis reported herein was madeto study the effects of various
stage stall and interaction characteristics on the part-speed efficiency,
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intermediate-speed complete-compressor-stall characteristics, and multiple-

valued performance characteristics of high-pressure-ratio multistage axial-

flow compressors. In addition, the range of conditions where progressive

rotating stall exists was considered as a range of potential blade vibra-

tions. Effects of compromising stage matching to favor part-speed per-

formance have also been considered. Because of the simplifying assump-

tions used, the results obtained represent only a first approximation.

The qualitative results, however, are generally in agreement with trends

observed experimentally.

This analysis indicates that multiple-valued multistage performance

curves will be obtained if stall of the inlet stage results in disconti-

nuities of that stage or of one or more of the succeeding stages. Dis-

continuities of these succeeding stages may be a result of interaction ef-

fects due to unsteady flow initiated by progressive stall of the first

stage. The particular operating point of the compressor at the speeds

where multiple curves exist depends on the manner in which that operating

point is approached. More than two performance curves may be obtained at

a given speed if the number of stages affected by interaction varies or

if the severity of interactions varies.

The dip obtained in the experimentally determined surge or complete-

compressor-stall-limit lines of high-pressure-ratio axial-flow compres-

sors apparently is merely a result of transition from compressor opera-

tionwith the front stages stalled to operation with these stages un-

stalled. The intermediate-speed limit obtained by normal component test

techniques may not be representative of that obtained in an engine at the

same speed. Furthermore, the engine complete-compressor-stall limit ob-

tained during accelerations may be different from that obtained during

decelerations.

This analysis indicates that extramely poor part-speed efficiencies

cannot be attributed entirely to stagemismatching but can to a large ex-

tent be attributed to stage interactions or deterioration of stage per-

formance due to unsteady flow resulting from rotating stall originating

in the inlet stages. The magnitude of interaction effects for each stage

and the number of stages affected will determine the reductions in per-

formance at low and intermediate speeds.

Hysteresis effects in the unstalling characteristics of the first

stage do not alter the existence of double-valued performance curves at

intermediate speeds. The existence of large unstalling hysteresis in

combination with severe discontinuities in stage performance may pre-

vent unstalling of the inlet stages until very high speeds are obtained.
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With respect to part-speed efficiency and intermediate-speed com-
plete compressor stall_ this study indicates the desirability of stages
having continuous characteristics at their stall points. It should be
noted that these stage characteristics must be maintained when the stage
is operating in the flow environment of the multistage compressor. Stages
of this type generally have a progressive stall that originates at one end
of the blade and gradually increases in severity as the flow coefficient
is decreased. Design of such stages depends on a better knowledge of the
effects of unsteady flow and of radial maldistribution of flow, which
result from off-design operation of adjacent stages. The stage data and
over-all compressor performance characteristics obtained from the lO-stage
compressor of reference 3_ however# indicate that these desirable stage
characteristics can to a degree be achieved. Although the use of stages
having progressive stall may alleviate the part-speed efficiency and
complete-compressor-stall problems, it would not alleviate the potential
of blade vibrations excited by rotating stall.

Increasing the stall-free range of operation of the inlet stages
would, of course_ increase the range of stall-free operation of the multi-
stage compressor. Inasmuch as the part-speed problem in the multistage
compressor results from flow limitations of the exit stages_ stage range
with respect to off-design performance can best be evaluated on the basis
of flow range at the discharge rather than that at the inlet of the stage.
Therefore_ devices or design improvements that would increase the stage-
loading limit or flow range must be evaluated to determine the potential
gains in effective stage range.

More complete data on effects of stage design and blading geometry
on stage stall characteristics_ as well as a better understanding of stage
interactions due to radial maldistribution of flow and unsteady flow as
encountered in multistage compressors3 are required in order to obtain a
more quantitative evaluation of part-speed performance.

_o

Stage-Matching Compromises

One proposed technique of improving part-speed performance is to

compromise stage matching to favor low-speed operation of the compressor.

The analysis of this technique indicates that such compromises severely

reduce the complete-compressor-stall margin unless additional stages

are used. The higher flow coefficients of entrance stages may permit

the use of a slightly smaller compressor for a given flow capacity, but

this advantage would be offset by the necessity of an additional stage

to obtain the required complete-compressor-stall margin. Furthermore,

no gain in the range of speeds where no rotating stall exists is ob-

tained except near the exit-vane choke limit. Stage compromises tend

to result in progressive stall in the middle stages at speeds above that

for stall of the inlet stage. Thus, the potential for abrupt stall, in-

teraction effects, and poor intermediate-speed complete-compressor-stall
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characteristics would be greater for the compromiseddesign. No reduc-
tion in the potential of blade vibration excited by rotating stall is
indicated. Furthermore, stage-matching compromisesto favor part-speed
performance would definitely restrict the obtainable overspeed perform-
ance of any compressor.

Variable Geometry

Inlet baffles. - As indicated in chapter XI, the use of adjustable

inlet blockage either in the form of baffles or ramps may disrupt the

periodic nature of rotating stall and thus present a potential solution

to the blade-vibration problem. Preliminary tests of a hub baffle (ref.

9) indicate that the use of such a baffle may also result in some im-

provement in the complete-compressor-stall or surge margin at low speeds.

In addition, baffles may be used at high speeds to reduce the compressor

mass flow and, therefore, to act as a thrust-spoiling device.

Adjustable blading. - Adjustable inlet guide vanes and adjustable

stator blades have also been proposed as variable-geometry features for

alleviation of part-speed performance problems and improvement of flexi-

bility of engine operation. The satisfactory application of such adjust-

able blading, however, depends on a knowledge of the variations of stage

matching and radial distribution of flows that result from blade adjust-

ment. As indicated in references i0 and II, closing the inlet guide vanes

reduces both the flow coefficient and pressure coefficient of the first

stage. This change in pressure coefficient tends to moderate the decrease

in first-stage flow coefficient so that the flow coefficient of the second

stage is not appreciable altered. The operation of middle and latter

stages_ therefore, tends to be primarily a function of compressor speed

and throttling rather than of inlet-guide-vane position. Thus, closing

the inlet guide vanes results in an appreciable reduction in flow but only

a small reduction in over-all pressure ratio for the compressor. This,

in general, improves the complete-compressor-stall-limit or surge-limit

characteristics. Of course, when the guide vanes are opened, the converse

is true. References i0 and ii also point out that closing the inlet guide

vanes alters the radial variation of loading of the first rotor as a result

of the establishment of radial equilibrium of static pressure. This

radial variation of loading is in the direction of increasing the value

of flow coefficient at which tip stall is encountered and thus would tend

to reduce the effectiveness of guide-vane adjustment in relieving the

part-speed operating problem. Furthermore, alterations in radial distri-

bution of flow and blade loading may affect the stalling characteristics of

the individual stages. Adjustable inlet guide vanes have, however, been ef-

fectively used as a means of improving engine acceleration characteristics,

and adjustable guide vanes and stators provide a potential technique for

improving the flexibility of high-pressure-ratio compressor operation

without sacrificing design-point performance. The added weight and com-

plexity of the engine and its control system must be considered, however.
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Compressor air bleed. - Compressor-discharge bleed has been used

effectively to alter the matching of the compressor and turbine at part

speed so as to avoid serious intermediate-speed complete-compressor-

stall problems (ref. 12). This technique_ however, does not eliminate

the potential of blade vibrations instigated by rotating stall. Inter-

stage air bleed in the multistage compressor has the potential of effec-

tively altering the matching of the inlet and exit stages and, thus_

appreciably reducing the speed at which rotating stall is encountered_

as well as improving the complete-compressor-stall or surge margin at

intermediate speeds. The computed effects of bleed on a 16-stage com-

pressor (ref. 13) indicate improvements in efficiency at part speed even

when the compressor is charged with the work added to the bleed air.

Care must be exercised in design of bleed ports to avoid resonance with

adjacent blades and to avoid serious distortions of flow distribution

in the vicinity of the bleed ports. The use of interstage bleed will

add some weight and complexity to the turbojet engine but_ in general,

offers improvement in regard to intermediate-speed complete-compressor-

stall or surge margins and to blade-vibratlon problems resulting from

rotating stall.

LO

_O
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Stage

i
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9

i0
ii
12

TABLEI. - REFERENCE-POINTVALUES

(a) Cases I, II, and III

Area ratio a

0.8451
•8510
.8547
•8580
•8650
•8695
•8720
•8780
.8855
.8875
.8920
.8960

Mean-radius
ratio b

1.071
i. 046
1.033
1•025
i. 019
i. 015
i. 012
i. 010
i. 008
i. 007
i. 0055
1. 0045

Hub-tip
radius
ratio

O.5000
.6063
•6795
.7348
•7779
.8120
.8389
.8615
•8794
•8945
•9068
•9173

Stage pres-
sure ratio

I. 179
i. 196
i. 203
i. 204
1•202
i. 198
i. 192
i. 186
i. 179
1.172
1.166
i. 159

b-

UD
_o
_O

(b) Cases IV and V

Stage

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

Area ratio a

0 •9009

•8929

•8889

.8857

•8818

•8805

•8606

•8651

•8787

•8850

•8857

•8889

.8897

Mean-radius

ratio b

i. 046

i. 038

i. 031

i. 026

1.022

i. 018

i. 018

i. 014

i. 010

1.008

i. 007

1.006

1.006

Hub -tip
radius

ratio

O. 5000

•5696

•6299

•6810

.7246

•7625

•7944

•8261

•8516

•8709

.8867

•9005

.9i00

Stage

pres-

sure

ratio

1•136

1•157

1.173

1.186

1•197

1.205

1•210

1•205

1.198

1.193

1•189

1.183

1.177

Flow

coeffi-

cient

0.760

.741

.723

•705

•686

.668

.650

•650

•650

•643

•636

•630

.626

aRatio of exit to inlet area for stage•

bRatio of exit to inlet mean radius for stage.

Pressure

coeffi-

cient

O. 231

•252

•270

•287

•304

.520

•355

•355

•355

•340

•346

•350

•353
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Figure 8. - Computed over-all performance for case II.
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Figure 8. - Continued. Computed over-all performance for case II.
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CHAPTER XIV
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSOR FLOW THEORY AND REAL FLOW EFFECTS

By Howard Z. Herzig and Arthur G. Hansen

SUMMARY

The discrepancies observed between the actual flows in an axial-flow

compressor and theoretical simplified design flows increase in magnitude

and diversity with the trend towar4 more compact compressors. The re-

search into design procedures to reduce these discrepancies is reviewed

and discussed. The improved design procedures are arbitrarily classified

into two categories. One category includes investigations that succes-

sively extend the design procedures from the simplified-radial-equilibrium

axially symmetric designs to the complex complete three-dimensional de-

sign. The second category includes in&Lvidual studies of more restricted

problems such as secondary flows_ radial variation of circulation 3 entro-

py_ or enthalpy. Such research leads to more adequate correction factors

for use with simplified design procedures.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problems in the aerodynamic design of com-

pressors is that of expressing the design flow equations in forms that

are at once simple enough and accurate enough. The equations and their

solutions should be simple enough that the designer can see the relative

significance of the variables he is free to specify_ and it must be possi-

ble to solve the relations quickly. The latter is important because it

is frequently necessary to compute many compressor designs in order to

select the one most suitable for a particular application. The equations

and their solutions must represent the fluid motion accurately enough that

the discrepancies between predicted and measured flow conditions are ac-

ceptably small.

The equations of motion for the flow of a real fluid in an axial-flow

compressor are nonlinear three-dimensional equations and to date have

proved mathematically intractable. Accordingly 3 designers have evolved

the use of various assumptions to obtain reduced linear flow equations for

which solutions can be obtained. Such procedures are necessarily condi-

tional upon obtaining physically valid flow descriptions by their use.
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In practice, the aerodynamic design of subsonic compressors has usu-
ally been based on two principal assumptions: (i) axially symmetric flow
and (2) blade-element flow. The axially symmetric flow assun_tion is
primarily a mathematical device which reduces the general flow equation
from a three-dimensional to a two-dimensional system. In order to line-
arize and further simplify the flow equations_ several auxiliary flow as-
sumptions are made_such as considering the flow to be nonviscous and
time-steady. Additional assumptions often madewithin the axial-symmetry
approach include simple radial equilibrium and constant entropy radially.

The assumption of blade-element flow enables the designer to use the
performance data (obtained chiefly from two-dimensional-cascade investi-
gations, ch. VI (ref. 1)) in the compressor blading design. In fine, the
over-all advanced compressor design requires a combined approach. It is
necessary to simplify the mathematical problem in order to obtain solu-
tions readily; and it is likewise necessary to use empirical information
obtained in related investigations in order to correct, as far as possi-
ble 3 for the discrepancies between the real and the design flows in the
compressor.

In the past 3 suitable compressors have been designed by this simpli-
fied design procedure. Experience has taught that_ by adhering to well-
established limits on inlet relative flow Machnumbers3 blade-turning and
-loading parameters, wheel speeds, pressure ratios 3 and others 3 designers
can consisteutly produce satisfactory compressors. From a practical point
of view, these results justify the axial-symmetry and blade-element-flow
approach to the design of such compressors (ch. III (ref. 2))_ herein
called "conservative compressors."

However, with the present requirements of compact engines_ it be-
comesnecessary to increase the air-flow-handling capacity and the stage
pressure ratios while maintaining or even improving the efficiency if
possible. Therefore 3 the Machnumbers_wheel speeds, and blade loading
must be allowed to rise while the hub-tip radius ratio, the axial length
per stage, and the number of stages must go down. Thus_ the higher com-
pressor performance requirements make it desirable to exceed the design
limits earlier found advisable for conservative compressor design. In
addition_ such problems as blade-row interference, unsteady-flow phenom-
ena_ and off-design performance maybecomeincreasingly important.

CT_angingdesign conditions in order to meet increased compressor per-
formance requirements_ of cot_se_ requires corresponding adjustments in
design techniques. These follow several courses. Particular flow prob-
lems maybe attacked by intensive theoretical and experimental studies
limited to the specific problem at hand. Such studies are directed toward
learning enough about the nature of the flow process involved and the mag-
nitudes of the effects to enable this information to be incorporated into
the design approach. Results of such studies have madeavailable modified
theoretical design procedures in which one or more of the auxiliary sim-
plifying assumptions (e.g._ simplified radial equilibrium) can be avoided

c_
uo
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(refs. 3 to 8). These have been called "improved" axially symmetric de-

signs. Or, the information may take tLe form of new empirical design

criteria or blade shapes, that is_ new blade-loading and flow Mach number

criteria. The diffusion factor is a pertinent example (ref. 9).

Eventually, the trend toward high power output with efficiency and

compactness results in a condition wherein the discrepancies between the

real and the design flows may no longer be encompassed by quantitative

correction factors and improved axial-symmetry theories. In order to

obtain physically valid descriptions of such real flows, further advanced

design approaches must be found. The three-dimensional-flow theory of

reference lO is cited as an example.

In view of the importance to compressor designers of finding satis-

factory solutions for these design problems 3 it is hardly surprising that

there should exist an already extensive and now rapidly growing body of

related literature. This paper summarizes and reviews some of this lit-

erature and includes examples of improved axisymmetric design theories

as well as examples of further advanced design approaches. Because of

increasing importance, blade-row interference effects and time-unsteady

effects are also discussed, despite the fact that only crude beginnings

have been made toward solutions of these complex problems.

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this chapter:

D/Dx differentiation with respect to time following the motion

blade force acting on gas particles per unit mass of gas

magnitude of

H total or stagnation enthalpy per unit mass of gas, h + (V2/2)

h static enthalpy per unit mass of gas, u + (P/0)

I modified total enthalpy, h + (V')2 U2- 2 2 :H- (rVe)

n polytropic compression exponent
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P

Q

R

r

S

t

U

U

U

V

V

V !

m

V'

_p

static or stream pressure

external heat added to gas per unit mass per unit time

gas constant

radius

entropy per unit mass of gas

static or stream temperature

m

magnitude of U

vector velocity of rotor blades at radius

internal energy per unit mass of gas

magnitude of V

r

absolute vector velocity of gas

magnitude of V'

vector velocity of gas relative to rotor blade

coordinate along axis

circulation

ratio of specific heats

absolute vorticity vector

polytropic efficiency
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@,

e

V

P

@

CD

angular distance

viscosity

kinematic viscosity

mass density

time

viscous dissipation of energy per unit volume of gas per unit time

angular velocity of rotor

Subscripts:

r

z

0

radial direction

axial direction

tangential direction

DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS

The chief desideratum in compressor design is to perceive the most

advantageous compromise between ease of obtaining possible design solu-

tions and magnitude of the resulting inaccuracies. It is clear that the

present trend toward higher-power-output, more compact, and yet more ef-

ficient compressors requires shifting the compromise point in the direction

of fewer simplifying assumptions, despite the increased complexity of the

calculation procedures involved. The first prerequisite 3 however 3 is a

better understanding of the physical significance of the various design

assumptions and their ranges of applicability.

Axial Symmetry

The assumption of axially symmetric flow is one of the two most im-

portant asslnmptions used in axial-flow-compressor design. By this assump-

tion, all the partial derivatives of the gas properties with respect to

the angular coordinate are taken equal to zero. The system of flow equa-

tions is thereby reduced to a two-dimensional system, in which the gas

properties are functions of the axial and radial coordinates only. Basi-

cal!y 3 this is equivalent to assuming the three-dimensional flow through

a blade row can be represented sufficiently accurately_ at a measuring

station between blade rows, by a circumferential average of the flow
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conditions at each radial position. Symmetryabout the axis of rotation
does, of course_ obtain for the limiting case of an infinite numberof
blades. Thus, one way of envisioning axially symmetric flow is to con-
sider the flow as being restricted to hypothetical flow surfaces_ as fol-
lows: Consider the number of blades in the blade row to increase without
bound, in such fashion that the ratio of the spacing to blade thickness
remains constant. Then the spacing between blades approaches zero_ and
the thickness of the blades approaches zero, so that the two blade sur-
faces and the space between them approach a meansurface. The stream-
lines are confined to such a mean surface.

Mathematically_ the assumption serves to simplify the calculation
problems. Physically_ the assumption of axial symmetry_at least between
the blade rows_ is somewhatjustified, because in a compressor_ where
adjacent blade rows rotate relative to each other, the blade-row incidence
angles can be correct only for an average exit flow from the preceding
blade row. As to design_ the assumption of axial symmetryenables the
designer to fix his attention on the radial distribution of the gas prop-
erties at a station between blade rows by averaging out the gas-property
variations in the circun_erential direction.

Simple radial equilibrium. An auxiliary simplifying assumption that

has been found convenient is the assumption of simple radial equilibrium.

The condition of simple radial equilibrium further simplifies the flow

equations by considering radial accelerations due to curvature of the

streamlines in the radial-axial plane equal to zero. Physically_ this

assumption does not mean that radial velocity components are zero_ but

that the acceleration due to curvature of the flow path is negligible.

As the trend shifts toward higher aspect ratios or toward transonic

and supersonic compressors_ this assumption becomes increasingly inappro-

priate for two reasons: (i) The requirement of high mass flow per unit

frontal area in such compressors necessitates low hub-tip radius ratios

in the first stages 3 with attendant high curvature of the annulus walls

and large aspect ratios. High pressure ratios per stage generally mean

tapered passages. (_) Main-flow radial displacement due to boundary-

layer accumulations_ especially in the stator hub regions_ may assume

sizable proportions at the higher Mach numbers as a result of secondary

flows. These factors combine to qualify seriously the physical validity

of the simple-radial-equilibrium condition.

Constant entropy radially. - Another auxiliary simplifying assump-

tion often used for compressor design is that the radial variation of

entropy is zero. Radial variation of entropy depends upon viscous dissi-

pation of energy and upon radial variations of heat transfer to or from

the compressor. In the absence of cooling, the heat transfer to or from

a compressor is negligible. The entropy gradient can be considered negli-

gible in the inlet stages at all radii except in the blade end regions.

ao
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In conservative compressors, therefore, the assumption of zero varia-

tion of entropy radially is reasonable_ at least for the inlet stage

(ref. ll and ch. VIII (ref. 1)). Flow conditions that result in in-
creased losses and correspcnding entropy rises result in increased

secondary-flow effects. The attendant redistribution of increased-

entropy fluids leads to nonnegligible radial entropy variations. In

general, this is the physical situation, at least in the rear stages

of compressors. In these stages, if constant entropy radially is not

assumed, agreement between design and actual flow conditions may be

considerably improved.

Blade-Element Flow

The assumption of blade-element flow is an important assumption used

in conjunction with the axisymmetric approach. Both theoretical and ex-

perimental considerations are involved. Underlying the assumption of

blade-element flow is the physical assumption that stream surfaces through

a blade row are largely undistorted and that the fluid 3 by and large, re-

mains on nearly conical surfaces, independent of the radial gradients.

This assumption implies that the flow about any blade section or element

remains the same regardless of whether the section is in a two-dimensional

cascade or in an arbitrary rotor configuration.

The blade-element characteristics are obtained from measurements made

on similar blade sections, usually in two-dimensional cascades (ch.

VI (ref. i)). Strong efforts are made to eliminate the distorting

influences of the end-wall boundary layers by means of various devices

such as porous-wall boundary-layer suction 3 and so forth. Empirical

correlation formulas are thus obtained for the flows about the blade

sections for wide ranges of blade-setting angles, solidities, and flow

velocities. In recognition of the influence of three-dimensional flows

and the wall boundary layers in annular configurations, experimental

data are likewise taken from tests in such configurations (ch. VII (ref.

1)). Correlations are obtained for the performance of the blade sections

at various radial positions spanwise. Empirical loss factors are thus

developed to account for the viscous losses that arise in flow through a

blade row. As a result of continuing experiments, there is a large grow-

ing body of such information and data on compressor blade rows available

for use (chs. IV to VII (refs. 1 and 2)).

When large deviations from the physical assumption of flow on conical

surfaces independent of radial gradients occurj the flow estimations based

on blade-element flow become correspondingly more inaccurate. At higher

inlet Maeh numbers and increasing stage pressure ratios, stream surface

distortions also increase_ from secondary-flow boundary-layer displacement

phenomena, for example. Under these conditions the combined assumptions

of axial symmetry and blade-element theory may no longer give a satisfac-

tory, physically valid flow picture at a given measuring station. Con-

siderable research is being devoted at present to obtaining more insight
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into the nature of the losses that result from flow through a blade row
and to obtaining better methods of accounting for the losses than is
afforded by current blade-element-flow theories.

Improved Design Theories

High-output compact axial-flow compressors# in order to outperform
conventional compressors, must be designed to operate at higher relative
flow Machnumbers, wheel speeds, and blade loading 3 with lower hub-tip
radius ratios and axial length per stage, and with fewer stages. Experi-
ence indicates that under these conditions the real flows in compressor
configurations are different locally from those predicted by the simplified
design methods to an extent which suggests that the simplifying assump-
tions therein maybe qualitatively as well as quantitatively wrong for
such applications. The quantitative differences arise from augmented
boundary-layer phenomenasuch as viscous losses, separation effects,
clearance effects, secondary-flow effects, and others as well. The qual-
itative differences include large distortions in the mainstream flow sur-
faces. Near sonic velocities, the secondary-flow distribution may change
drastically from that at subsonic flow conditions (ch. XV), with resulting
large local accumulations of low-energy fluids that give rise to local
blockage effects. Likewise 3 near sonic velocities, small changes in flow
area meanlarge changes in flow Machnumber.

Thus, even minor deviations from predicted flow directions and ex-
pected boundary-layer behavior (due to secondary-flow effects or to three-
dimensional effects, e.g.) can cause large deviations from design flow
conditions. As a result of these deviations, measurementsin compressors,
particularly in the blade end regions, showthe following major discrepan-
cies from design predictions based on two-dimensional-cascade data (chs.
VI and VII (ref. 1)): (1) Integrated total-pressure losses across the
blade row are greater than predicted from blade-element theory, (2) flow
directions deviate from those predicted at the blade-row exit, and (3)
the operating range of angle of attack (without sharp rise in losses) is
different from that predicted. The measurementsfurther indicate that
these blade end-region effects may account for half the observable losses.

To the designer seeking to achieve high-performance compressors, this
increasing inability to approximate satisfactorily the real flows in actu-
al compressorsby meansof idealized flows through simple configurations_
with corrections for the anticipated differences between the real and the
simulated cases, presents problems that must be solved. The importance
of incorporating progressively more complete solutions of the flow equa-
tions into compressor design procedures has led to a series of experi-
mental and theoretical investigations. The research toward improved com-
pressor design procedures falls roughly into two categories. Onephase
of this research has been devoted to lifting the restrictions on the de-
sign flow calculations - that is, using a more exact basis for design.

c_
uo
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The results of these investigations appear in reports for proposed design

procedures such as improved axis_metric, quasi-three-dimensional- and

three-dimensional-flow so].utions. Another phase of the research has been

to make a series of individual studies of more restricted problems within

a chosen over-all design approach.

The succeeding sections of this report present brief reviews and

discussions of some of the investigations into both aspects of the com-

pressor design problem. A brief section is devoted to the timewise

variations of the gas properties in compressors exclusive of the surging

and stalling phenomena (see chs. XI to XIII).

COMPRESSOR DESIGN THEORIES

Basic Equations

Following reference 3_ the state of a gas in motion may be specified

in terms of its velocity V and two thermodynamic properties 3 enthalpy

per unit mass H and entropy per unit mass S. These are defined by

and

V 2 V 2

H = h +-_ = u + _ +_

t dS = du +p dp -I

,l_neequation of state for a perfect gas is

p=pRt

(1)

(2)

(3)

As given in reference 3, the Navier-Stokes equation of motion for a real

fluid with constant viscosity is

D_=__D_ IVpp +_-p [V_ + IV(V._)]5

The energy equation is

Du+pDo-l_ Q+¢-- (5)
D_ D_ p

The continuity equation is

_p
+v'(pZ o
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Equations(i)to (6)arecombinedto givegeneralflowequations(7)
to (Io).

Equilibrium equation. - The equilibrium equation

v_ = g + tvs + V×(v×V) - _ + v 1 v(v-V (v)

expresses the instantaneous gradient of total enthalpy at a measuring

station in terms of blade force, viscous forces, velocity, entropy gradi-

ent, and so forth. For design purposes, the desired velocity diagram and

thermodynamic properties of the gases are determined at measuring stations

between successive blade rows. In such locations; the blade force _ is

zero, and the flow is generally presumed time- steady; that is 3 _/_ is

zero. The last term in equation (7), in the brackets, represents the

results of viscous action. In reasonably efficient flow 3 at least

through the main flow except in thin boundary-layer regions 3 this term

is small. Therefore, for design purposes, the last term is considered

ne gli gible.

The flow at the measuring station is considered inviscid. Physical-

ly, this is equivalent to assuming that the variations in velocity caused

by viscous effects in the fluid in the spaces between the blade rows are

small compared with the variations in velocity at those stations which

are the results of viscous dissipation within the blade rows upstream.

This appears in general to be a reasonable assumption. At any rate, the

correction factors used to account for boundary-layer effects can accom-

modate such viscous losses as may arise in the space between blade rows.

Equation (7) thus becomes

VH = tVS + V×(_V) (7a)

m

where VxV is the absolute vorticity _ of the fluid. Thus_ the modi-

fied equilibrium equation

VH = tVS+ Vx_ (7b)

shows how the gradient in total enthalpy at a measuring station is rela-

ted to the gradient of entropy and the absolute vorticity of the fluid.

The aerothermodynamic equations for rotating blade rows can be expressed

more conveniently in terms of relative velocity vector V', entropy S,

and a quantity I in place, respectively 3 of absolute velocity vector

V_ entropy S 3 and total enthalpy H. The relative quantities I and

V' are defined as follows (ref. 8):

(V,) 2 U 2

mO

_D

I = h + 2 2 = H - _(rVe) = H - DV e
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In cylindrical coordinates_ with z-axis (of machine) parallel to

V --V'+ _Z×r

The modified equilibrium equation for a rotating system can thus be
written

VI = tVS +V'×_ (7c)

Energy equation. - The energy equation is

DH @ 1 +_. +v V +ZD_ Q+P+D

The substantial derivative D/D_ indicates that the variation in total

enthalpy of a particle along its streamline path from station to station

is expressed by equation (8); whereas, equation (7) is used to define
, °t

the variations in total enthalpy from sLreamllne to streamline at a fixed

station. The rate of change of total enthalpy per unit mass of fluid

along a streamline is seen in equation (8) to be a function of the rate

of external heat addition Q_ the rate of viscous c1_ssipation of useful

ener_gy_along the path @/P3 the rate of work done by the blades_ measured

by V._ and the viscous effects on the velocity distributions as meas-

[ 1V_y'V)]. In the case of steady realured by the last term v V_+__

flow through a rotor, the V-_ is the predominating term on the right

side of equation (8). For the real flow through a stator blade row, all

the terms on the right side are usually small enough to be ignored.

For nonviscous flow_ the energy equation becomes

DE 1 8p - -
o-_= Q+s_+v.g (Ca)

and there is the additional relation that the blade force is normal to

the blade surface (normal to the.relative velocity of the fluid)_

(V - U)._ = o

Thus, the energy equation for nonviscous flow through a stator in absolute
quantities is written

o_= Q+lSp (8b)
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Correspondingly, in terms of relative quantities 3 the energy equation for

nonviscous flow through a rotor is written

hi_ Q+1_p (8c)
Dr _

According to this equation, for steady adiabatic flow the entropy and the

quantity I remain constant along relative streamlines through the rotor.

For steady relative flow, the rate of change of I along a streamline

is proportional to the change of Q along the streamline. In addi-

tion to their convenience mathematically in finding the flows through

rotating blade rows, the relative quantities help greatly in clari-

fying physical occurrences in nonviscous fluid flows in rotating
turbomachines.

In compressors# the external heat exchange Q is small. If Q is

neglected# for inviscid steady flow, equation (8) becomes

which is equivalent to (ref. 5)

= V._ (8d)
D_

: _ D(rVe) (Be)
Dr D_

_hat is_ the rate of change of enthalpy along a streamline (work done on

the gas) is equal to the angular speed of the blades multiplied by the

rate of change of angular momentum about the compressor axis of the parti-

cle along the streamline. In terms of relative quantities 3

DI _ DH D_rVe'(_ - 0 (sf](h
Dr D_ Dr

Maintaining the quantity I constant is a more concise but equiva-

lent way of expressing that the rate of change of total enthalpy H

along a streamline is equal to the angular speed of the blade multiplied

by the rate of change of whirl of the gas streamline as it passes through

the rotor. This is Euler's turbine equation.

For conventional compressors 3 the rotors are often designed to add

the same amount of energy to the gas at all sections radially_ that is_

H is kept radially constant through the machine for design purposes.

For free-vortex distribution and ad(Lition of whirl, I is radially con-

stant throughout the machine.

Entropy equation. - The entropy equation

Ds _ ¢ (9)_= +R_

u_
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indicates that the rate of change of entropy along a streamline depends

only upon the rate of external heat addition and the rate of viscous

dissipation of useful energy. As observed earlier_ Q3 the external heat-

exchange rate 3 can be considered zero for compressors.

The first two terms in equation (8) are thus seen to be a measure of

rate of entropy change along a streamline:

t DS= Q+_@
D_ p

Continuity equation. - The continuity equation

v-V + r_--z-T - =0 (lO)

which is the last of the general flow equations presented herein 3 ex-

presses the continuity relation in terms of divergence of velocity 3 rate

of change of temperature function 3 and rate of change of entropy.

Axisymmetric-Flow Theory

In order to simplify the analysisj the flow about the axis of rota-

tion is usually assumed symmetrical. As has been discussed previously_

this is often interpreted physically as assuming that the number of blades

is allowed to increase without limit in such a way as to keep the total

circulation constant 3 and accordingly the flow approaches the axisymmetric

solution as a limit. Mathematically 3 the action of the blades can be com-

puted by representing the blades by a volume distribution of forces in

the flow equations. The magnitude of the force at a point is obtained by

maintaining the product of the number of blades and the resultant force

constant at any point on a blade as the number of blades is increased.

The resultant force is the difference between the forces on the two sides

of the blade. The flow follows stream surfaces, and the derivatives in

the equations refer to changes of the fluid properties on the stream sur-

faces. _lis kind of solution 3 which gives average values in the circum-

ferential direction 3 is usually valid when the departure from that average

is small. For incompressible frictiouless flow, when the blades are thin

and the solidity fairly high s the solution can be considered as applying
to the mean stream surface between two blades based on mass-flow con-

siderations (ref. 12).

Equilibrium equation. - All partial derivatives of gas properties

with respect to time and angular position are taken as zero for steady

axisymmetric flow. With this simplification and neglecting the viscosity

effects, the radial, tangential 3 and axial components of equation (7)

become
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8H 8S
_-_ =_r + t _-_ +

V e
( ) _V

,rYe _Vz_ Vz r (lla)
r UF +Vz rSF- z_-

V r _ (rV O) 8V 0

0 =_0 r _ - V z _ (llb)

and

8H 8S 8Vr 8Vz 8Ve

_z =_z + t _zz + Vr r_ - vr r_ + V8 z_ (llc)

Equation (lla) is the radial-equilibrium equation. At a station between

blade rows, f r is zero. For the usual assumption of constant entropy

radially, the second term on the right side is taken to be zero. _le

fifth term represents the effect of radial motion on the condition of

radial equilibrium and is neglected (ch. VIII (ref. i)) for the assumption

of simplified radial equilibrium. The simplified-radial-equilibrium equa-

tion is thus generally written as follows for design purposes:

_ ve _(rVe)
r _r

8V z
+V z

or

or, by differentiating and combining,

_ __Vz_ __v_v_
_r - 2 r_ + _ T + --r (lld)

Energy equation. - From equation (8) for steady axially symmetric

viscous flow and the assumption that heat generated by frictional work

remains in the stream; DH/Dx can be written as

D(rVe)
D_Q+___
Dx D_

cq
uo

in which Q is generally considered zero. This same relation was pre-

viously derived for frictionless steady flow (eq. (Be)).

Entropy equation. - For axially s_nmetric flow, equation (9) becomes

12 [i 8(rVr ) 8Vz]

- _ L_ _ +_j (_)
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For the frictionless case_

DS _ Q (12b)
D_ t

Continuity equation. For axisymmetric flow, equation (i0) becomes

i _(_r ) _Vz 1
r _ + z_Y-+- y- i

/V 8 in t + Vz _ in t] _ Vr 8_j/S\

\-r o_ oz / -BY-

(13)

Improved Flow Theories

Design theories have been presented that dispense with several of

the flow assumptions made for the simplified axisymmetric designs. The

first of these (ref. 3) used a modified equation (lla) for the radial-

equilibrium condition (see ch. VIII (ref. i) for details) in lieu of equa-

tion (lld)_ the simplified-radial-equilibrium condition. In succeeding

reports (refs. 5 to 7)_ the theories are extended to finite numbers of

blades. In reference 8_ a through-flow theory is developed; and the

effects of blade thickness are considered in references 13 and 14.

Radial-equilibrium condition. - The preceding analysis, as developed

in reference 3, has led to the development of six equations with eight

independent variables, namely Ve, Vr, Vz_ _e, _r, 4, H, and S. Of

these equations ((Be), (lla), (llb), (llc), (12a), and (13)), five are

independent. For nonviscous flow, the following relation must hold:

(V - U)._= o (14)

as discussed earlier.

place equation (Be).

equation (12a).

This provides a sixth independent equation to re-

For this case, equation (12b) is used instead of

For viscous flow, a sixth independent relation is developed (ref. 3)

for the rate of change of entropy along a streamline_ in terms of n_ the

polytropic exponent of the flow process:

DS- R _nli Y IV 8 In t 8 in t1 (15)D--_- (n (_, i) r _ + Vz -- OZ

where

and _p

i
n =

l_ly-i

is the assumed design polytropic efficiency.
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For the design problem, two degrees of freedom are thus available.
Accordingly# the desirable variation of two of the gas properties, one
of which is usually Ve# can be specifiedj and the variation of the other
gas properties and the blade force can then be determined theoretically.

Current design procedure is to specify desired gas conditions at
stations in the gaps between blade rows only, where the blade-force terms
are zero. Oneof the two available degrees of freedom in going from one
such station to the next is taken up by the blade section selected. Ac-
cordingly 3 except at the first-stage inlet, there is only one condition
at each station which the designer can specify.

No general analytical solution is presented in reference 3, but two
numerical methods of solution are suggested. In one method, the design
equations are written as finite-difference equations and applied to suc-
cessive closely spaced axial stations. The second method employs only
three stations per stage but assumesthe shape of the radial-flow paths
between stations. This method is considerably simpler to apply than the
first. In reference 3, with assumedsinusoidal radial-flow paths, a form
of the radial-equilibrium equation is developed which showsthat the ef-
fects of radial motion are functions of the radial displacement, the
square of the axial velocity, and the square of the blade-row aspect
ratio.

Summarizingbriefly the results and conclusions of reference 3, an
investigation was conducted into the radial motion of the flow in a tur-
bomachineby meansof an axial-symmetry theory that does not assume
simplified radial equilibrium. Blade aspect ratio had an important ef-
fect on the radial motion. The amount of radial motion dependedalso
upon the passage taper, hub-tip ratio, speed of the main flow and design
type (velocity diagram). Thus, for large blade-row aspect ratio or high
axial velocity even with a small amount of radial displacement, the ef-
fect of radial motion may be large (i.e., a large oscillatory radial
motion maybe expected within the blade row). In reference 3, radial
entropy gradients were neglected. Under certain conditions (ref. ll),
these gradients have been shownto be important.

The results of a simplified analysis by the methods of reference 3,
assuming sinusoidal flow paths through the blade row, are found in ref-
erence L5 to comparefavorablywith the results obtained by improved axi-
symmetric and three-dimensional analyses.

The analysis presented in reference 3, while it gives muchuseful
information concerning the flow within blade rows, does not readily yield
information concerning the flow just upstream or just downstreamof such
blade rows. The distribution of flow properties near a blade row is con-
sidered as an individual study in references 16 and 17. The problem is
treated as an investigation into the matter of the flow near a blade row
rather than with regard to design, and therefore is discussed in this
report in the section SO_ASPECTSOF THREE-DIMENSIONALFLOWS.

04
U9
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Finite blade spacing. - The design theories are extended from the

blade systems with infinitesimal blade spacing (i.e._ axially symmetric)

to systems with finite blade spacing in an interesting series of reports

(refs. 5 to 7). The procedure requires the axisymmetric solution for

the flow as a first step. Reference 5 first presents the axisymmetric

solution for the complete inverse (design) problem; that is, neither

the blade shapes nor the wall geometry is specified in advance. The

axial-flow-compressor designer starting with a reference streamline does

specify the desired radial variation of the axial velocity component Vz

(as in ref. 5) and an enthalpy function J'dp/p. By integration of the

continuity equation (for isentropic flow in refs. 5 and 6), the radial

velocity component Vr is obtained. The tangential velocity component

Ve is next obtained from the energy equation. The continuous force field

that replaces the blade system in axially symmetric solutions can then be

calculated from the Euler dynamic equations for axially symmetric flow.

The infinitesimally spaced blades (stream surfaces) can be computed by use

of the streamline equations

_r Vr

rSe Ve

_-_ vr

rSe ve

B-_ vz

and the inlet conditions. Thus, the compression ratio, the form of the

airfoils, and the flow around them can be determined.

When the cascade of blades with infinitesimal spacing and axially

symmetric flow is replaced by a cascade of blades with finite spacing,

the flow can no longer be considered circumferentially uniform. The

uniform force field, which in the equations replaced the effects of the

blades in the axially symmetric case, is in turn replaced in the equations

by the asymmetric inertia and pressure terms, the _/_ terms, that had

earlier been neglected. Changing the force field and adding circumferen-

tially asymmetric terms means that the streamlines of flow must change as

well. One set of "mean" stream surfaces, considered to be halfway between

the finite-spacing blades, is assumed "frozen,"'that is, unchanged. All

the other streamlines shift and deform. This means the velocity and pres-

sure terms must also change.

Corrective terms are to be found, which are to be added to the axi-

symmetric flow in order to obtain the asymmetric flow in the spaces
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betweenblades. These corrective terms are obtained as a power-series
development for the flow-variable changes in terms of a spacing parameter
_, the angular distance from the frozen streamline surfaces. Recurrence
formulas are developed for these corrective terms, and an iteration proc-
ess is set up for the desired solution. For simplicity, it is assumed
that the changes in the flow variables are small enough that only terms
linear in _ need be kept. This is equivalent to assuming a linear pres-
sure variation across each passage.

Thus, when the radial variations of a velocity componentand of an en-
thalpy (pressure) function are prescribed, the steady, nonviscous three-
dimensional flow through a cascade of blades with finite spacing can be
found. For the two-dimensional solution (ref. 7), only the enthalpy
function need be prescribed. While airfoils of finite thickness can be
designed in this way, the numerical example of reference 7 is actually
for a cascade of line (zero-thickness) airfoils with shapes approximating
closely the streamlines found for the axisymmetric solution and with small
lift coefficients. A further extension to the viscous-flow case is made
in the appendix of reference 7. The methods developed in references 5 to
7 are instructive, as they indicate that the blade-to-blade variations
with finite numbersof blades of finite thickness can be treated as per-
turbations on a mean, "frozen" streamline. However, in the nonviscous
case (e.g., ref. 7), the Bauersfeld condition that, for a nonviscous
fluid, the force field must be perpendicular to the streamlines defining
the blade surfaces was not considered. And in the treatment of the
viscous-flow case (appendix of ref. 7), it was not possible in the one-
step perturbation method to satisfy someboundary conditions and obtain
closure of the nose and trailing edges of the blades.

In a series of reports (refs. 18 to 20), a treatment of the viscous
flow through infinitely many thin blades is developed and extended, using
the frozen-streamline notion, to develop the theory for an iteration proc-
ess for the viscous, laminar, incompressible flow through blade rows
with a finite numberof blades of finite thickness. The application of
this considerably more complex procedure greatly improves the solutions
and makespossible the closure of the blade surface at the nose and
trailing edge. Even with this procedure, however, it is necessary to
relax the boundary condition of zero velocity (no slip) at the blade sur-
faces in order to linearize the problem sufficiently for possible
solutions.

Through-flow theory. - A further generalization beyond the simpli-

fied axisymmetric-flow approach, the through-flow theory (ref. 8)3 con-

siders the flow along an arbitrary surface S(r_e,z) = C. Retaining

the blade force terms _ in the equations of motion partially takes into

account the circumferential variations of pressure (enthalpy) and density.

The development of the analysis presents a unified theory; that is, the

direct and inverse problems are solved for compressible flow, either sub-

sonic or supersonic, for arbitrary blade and wall shapes, and for high-

_D
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solidity_ thin blades. A principal equation is developed from the con-

tinuity equation_ the equation of motion in the radial direction, and

through use of a stream function. Two main groups of designs are con-

sidered. In the first group the designer prescribes the variation of

the angular momentum. This group includes the free-vortex type_ the

wheel type, the symmetrical-velocity-diagram type, and so forth. In the

second group of designs a relation between the tangential and axial veloc-

ities is prescribed. This group includes such radial-blade-element con-

figurations as are found in high-speed centrifugal and mixed-flow

impellers.

Criteria are established for both groups to determine whether the

principal equation is elliptic or hyperbolic, roughly whether the flow

is subsonic or supersonic. Two methods are presented for solving the

elliptic case. In one method the equations can be expressed in differ-

ence form and solved either by relaxation procedures or by a suggested

iterative procedure if a high-speed large-scale digital computing machine

is available. The relaxation procedure, for which the machine can also

be used, is preferred. The other method suggested, machine solution of

the set of simultaneous equations by a matrix process, is much quicker,

especi_lly when a number of solutions is to be found. The details of

this matrix method are given in reference 21.

Blade thickness. - In standard design procedures, the axisymmetric

solutions provide "mean-line" information that can then be corrected for

the effects of blade thickness by use of experimental data. A simple

extension of the through-flow theory (ref. 8) incorporates some of the

blade-thickness effects directly in the design procedure. For blades that

are not thin, an approximate blade thickness factor b is included in

the definition of the stream function. Better physical understanding of

the significance of such a blade thickness-correction factor is obtained

(refs. 13 and 14) by analyses of the effects of blade thickness on flow

along a mean streamline on a blade-to-blade flow surface.

In a thick-bladed turbine configuration (in order to emphasize the

effects) with subsonic incompressible flows, the mean streamline based

on mass flow in the channel has less curvature than either the mean

channel line or the mean camber line. The variation in the axial com-

ponent of flow is nonlinear across the channel_ the specific mass flow

pV_ along the mean streamline was about 4 percent higher than that ob-

tained by a one-dimensional calculation based on channel-width reduction.

Furthermore# the influence of blade thickness extends a short distance

upstream and downstream of the channel. The tangential velocity on the

mean streamline rises above its inlet value before the leading edge and

decreases rapidly at first through the channel and then more slowly to a

value below its exit value for some distance downstream of the trailing
edge.
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For compressible flows, the meanstreamline approximates the position
of the meanchannel line better than for incompressible flows but still has
a lower curvature. The effects of blade thickness on tangential veloc-
ities of the meanstream and on specific mass flow are similar to, albeit
somewhatlarger than, the corresponding effects in the incompressible
case. The variation in specific mass flow was higher than that given by
the one-dimensional calculations based on channel width, and the effect
was observed outside the channel.

For supersonic flows (ref. 14) in a configuration with higher solid-
ity and thinner blades, the mean streamline conformed more closely to the
meancamber line than for the other cascade with lower solidity and thick-
er blades. The analysis using the thickness-correction factor b shows
that the specific mass flow along the mean streamline increased an average
of 9 percent more than anticipated from a one-dlmensional calculation.
Comparisonof the specific mass flow in the axial direction with the vari-
ation in channel width likewise showeda 9-percent increase on the average
in specific mass flow axially over the area reduction. This increase, it
will be noted, is more than twice the value obtained for the previous sub-
sonic cases. The variations of axial and tangential velocity components
on the meanstreamline are correspondingly increased.

For the symmetrical nozzle configurations (no turning), the increase
in specific mass flow along the mean streamline at supersonic flow con-
ditions was about 8 percent higher than expected from a one-dimensional
calculation.

C_
UD

Three-Dimensional Theory

A general three-dimensional, nonviscous, compressible-flow theory is

developed in reference i0 for subsonic and supersonic turbomachines with

finite numbers of blades of finite thickness. The theory is applicable to

axial-, radial-, or mixed-flow turbomachines for both the direct and in-

verse problems. Such a theory may be required for the case of low hub-

tip radius ratios and for highly loaded stages with high inlet Mach num-

bers, where two-dimensional solutions may be inadequate.

As in earlier reports, the equations of motion, energy, and con-

tinuity are expressed in terms of the velocity components, entropy, and

the quantity I (a modified total enthalpy). Estimated entropy changes

due to shock waves, heat transfer (turbine cooling), and viscous effects
can be accommodated in the calculations.

Analysis. - A three-dimensional-flow solution is obtained by com-
bining solutions for mathematically two-dimensional flows on two different

kinds of intersecting relative stream surfaces (fig. i). A stream sur-

face S1 of the first kind is one traced out by fluid particles initial-

ly, at some axial position, on a circumferential circular arc of fixed
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radius about the axis of the machine. The blade-to-blade variations of

flow can be computed on such surfaces (which extend from the suction sur-

face of one blade to the pressure surface of the adjacent blade) in an

essentially two-dimensional fashion. Suitable stream functions are de-
fined that facilitate the solutions.

These S1 surfaces will in general be twisted (fig. 2)_ that is_

the flows are not restricted to surfaces of revolution as in quasi-

three-dimensional solutions developed elsewhere. The S 1 surfaces

can be modified and redefined in order to cope with the large circum-

ferential derivatives that result from cases of large surface twist.

Complications arise in regions where, because of secondary flows, for

example, particles leave the walls and flow onto the blade surface, o_
as is more likely, leave the blade surface and flow onto the wall or even

out into the passage. In these regions it is necessary to approximate a

solution by assuming that the flow follows the hub and casing walls.

A relative stream surface of the second kind S2 is one traced out

by fluid particles which 3 at some axial position, were initially along a

radial or nearly radial line. The most important S2 surface is the one

that starts midway between two blades (fig. l) and divides the mass flow

in the channel between the blades into two approximately equal parts.

The through-flow solution obtained for large numbers of thin blades

is a special case of S2 stream surface solution. The problems of

surface twist and complications near the boundaries for S 2 surfaces

are similar to those already described for SI surfaces.

In general# the three-dimensional solutions for both the direct and

inverse problems employ the solutions on both these two kinds of surfaces.

The correct solution on one kind of surface often requires information

obtained from solutions of the other kind. For example, determination

of flow on SI surfaces requires information concerning the radial vari-

ation of the velocity components that is obtained from solutions along

the S2 surfaces. Consequently_ iterative solutions between the two

kinds of surfaces may be required. However_ the computations are essen-

tially two-dimensional and can be handled by present computational tech-

niques. A general method is provided for solving the flow equations

manually or by high-speed digital machine computations.

In the direct problem_ the solution starts with an assumed flow sur-

face and proceeds with successive alternate solutions on the two kinds

of flow surfaces until a satisfactory approximation is obtained. The

better the first approximation, the shorter the computation.
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The process is usually shorter for the inverse problem. The calcula-
tion begins on the mean S2 surface on which the designer has one degree
of freedom and an estimated blade thickness distribution B to specify.
After the solution on this S2 surface has been obtained, the blade co-
ordinates are determined by extending the solution circumferentially.

Initial approximations. - The computations of the general theory

for three-dimensional flows can be shortened materially by starting the

iteration procedure with a reasonably good first approximation of the

detailed flow variation. Reference 22 presents a quick approximate solu-

tion for the two-dimensional, compressible, subsonic, nonviscous flow past

arbitrary turbomachine blades on arbitrary surfaces of revolution.

The first step in this particular solution is to estimate a mean

streamline shape and the specific mass flow (product of velocity and den-

sity) along it. (For alternate methods_ see ch. IV (ref. 2).) Equations

for the flow along stream filaments of revolution are then solved to ob-

tain values of the density and velocity components separately and of their

derivatives in the circumferential direction. Next a Taylor series ex-

pansion in the circumferential direction using these values_ together with

mass-flow integrations_ provides calculated blade shapes. Finally, an

iteration procedure is set up in which the variance between the calcu-

lated blade shapes and the actual blade shapes provides the information

required as a starting point for the second cycle. According to ref-

erence 22, depending upon the configuration and the original estimates,

the detailed flow variations can be suitably obtained in two to four

computation cycles.

Solutions on flow surfaces SI and S2. - The three-dimensional

analysis of reference l0 can provide a clearer understanding of the flows

uncomplicated by viscous, secondary-flow effects than was obtainable from

the simplified solutions. More complete knowledge about the effects of

the main stream on the development of viscous boundary layers may then

aid in understanding the secondary-flow behavior in the turbomachines.

The practical utility of the more accurate flow representation of

reference i0 depends, of course_ upon its susceptibility to accurate and

quick computation. Reference 25 is an investigation of the mechanics of

obtaining solutions for the principal flow equations of the general three-
dimensional-flow theory.

It will be recalled that the three-dimensional solution was obtained

by combinations of mathematically two-dimensional solutions on two kinds

of intersecting relative stream surfaces, designated S1 and S2. The

principal flow equations for both kinds of surfaces are similar, and the

methods of successive approximations used for their solution are similar.

L
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If it can be shown that the solution on one of the surfaces converges

readily, the solution on the other should converge as well. Reference

23 evaluates three methods for obtaining solutions on the S 2 surfaces:

(1) a relaxation method using hand-operated desk calculator, (2) a matrix

method on an IBM card-programmed electronic calculator, and (3) a matrix

method on a Univac. The actual machine analyzed was a single-stage axial-

flow turbine_ but the results are equally meaningful to compressor design.

Free-vortex variation in tangential velocity and cylindrical bounding

walls were specified to reduce radial-flow effects. The blades are quite

long, however 3 with hub-tip radius ratio of 0.6.

For both relaxation and matrix solutions_ the nonlinear partial dif-

ferential principal equation is replaced by a number of finite-dlfference

equations representing the principal equation at the number of grid

points in the flow region. The equations are solved by a method of suc-

cessive approximations. The accuracy of such solutions depends upon the

grid size (number of points), the degree of the polynomial representation

used_ the size of the residuals accepted, and the number of successive

cycles completed for convergence.

Convergence was readily obtained in all cases of the investigation.

The indications are that the matrix methods were quicker and somewhat

more accurate than the relaxation solutions. In any event_ the calcu-

lations were feasible and not overly difficult for the solution of the

flow on a flow surface 3 one step in the over-all three-dimensional-flow
solution.

Information concerning the detailed flow distribution (ref. 22) and

particularly concerning the relations of the pressure gradients and

blade shape to radial-flow components (ref. 25) is discussed in the

next main section of this chapter.

Evaluation and relation to previous methods. - Because of the com-

plexity of the over-all three-dimensional design theory_ very little has

been recorded about experience in its use. Little information is avail-

able concerning the convergence of the iteration procedures or the magni-

tudes of the random errors of the computational methods. At present, this

three-dimensional theory may serve best as a useful guide for evaluating
experimental data.

As noted in reference i0, the through-flow solution (ref. 8) can be

considered as a limiting case for the more general three-dimensional solu-

tion. It may be regarded, for example_ as the solution for the flow along

the S 2 mean stream surface that divides the mass flow equally when the

circumferential variation of the velocity components approaches zero.

Thus, the through-flow solution serves to indicate trends when the effects

resulting from having a finite number of blades are small or constant.
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In this connection_ the use of a blade thickness factor, based on informa-
tion about blade thickness effects such as obtained 3 for example, in ref-
erences 13 and iA_ should improve the solutions considerably.

The effects of compressibility, spanwise variation of circulation_
Ver, and radial components_rr or distributed-force vector _ upon
the radial variations of gas state in a single-stage and in a seven-stage
subsonic compressor with symmetrical velocity diagram are studied in ref-
erence 15. The results of these studies are presented briefly in the
next main section. The investigation includes a brief discussion of the
comparison between simplified-radial-equilibrium solutions and the solu-
tions according to reference 3, while employing solutions obtained by
meansof the through-fiow and three-dimensional theories (refs. 8 and lO3
respectively) as criteria for accuracy. In this comparison_ at axial
stations in front of and behind the rotor of the single-stage compressor
the simplified-equilibrium solution and the limiting solutions of ref-
erence 3 (zero and infinite aspect ratios) produced rather poor approxi-
mations to more c_nplete solutions. The simple approximation to the
streamline path suggested in reference 3, with an assumedsinusoidal path
through the rotor, gave a good approximation to the three-dimensional
solution in the case investigated in reference 17.

o_
U9
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SOME ASPECTS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS

The formidability of the complete three-dimensional design theory

makes its application to compressor design somewhat impractical at this

time. Nevertheless, considerable information about the three-dimensional

aspects of the actual fluid behavior in compressors is required for de-

sign purposes. Such information has been obtained most successfully from

many experimental and theoretical studies_ each directed and confined to

a particular phase of the real flow. By restricting the scope of a

particular study 3 the investigator can make sweeping assumptions which

simplify his solutions greatly. He need only be careful that his assump-

tions do not qualify the particular aspects of the flow being investiga-

ted. In the following subsections, several such phases of the over-all

three-dimensional-flow behavior are described briefly_ such as the ef-

fects of radial variations of circulation and of blade loading, radial

components of flow within and between the blade rows 3 the effects of

compressibility and of blade-force components, and some secondary-flow

effects. Only steady-flow phenomena are considered here. The time-

unsteadyflows are considered in the next main section of this chapter.

Radial-Flow Variations

In order to facilitate the investigations of the effects of radial

variation of circulation_ the flows are generally assumed axially
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symmetric and nonviscous, with constant entropy and enthalpy radially at

the inlet. Even for these conditions 3 the solutions for the governing

equations are simple only for the incompressible case of vortex distri-

bution of the tangential velocity component, that is_ constant circula-

tion spanwise. For this condition only 3 the flow is two-dimensional

and the streamlines all lie on cylindrical surfaces. For conditions

of inconstant circulation radially# according to Prandtl's theory,

vortices trail from the blades with their vorticity vectors downstream

in the flow direction. The flow equations are then nonlinear, nonhomogen-

eous partial differential equations_ and the flow itself is no longer

confined radially to cylindrical surfaces. The aerodynamic advantages

to be gained by use of nonvortex designs (i.e., lower relative velocities

in the case of solid-body rotation design) must be weighed against the

radial-flow components which arise and which can be calculated only with

difficulty. Nevertheless, the aerodynamic advantages associated with non-

vortex designs have frequently been beneficial enough to outweigh any
detrimental effects.

Radial-flow shifts. - The radial-flow displacement that occurs with-

in blade rows, both rotating and stationary, is discussed in reference 3.

Here the use of a sinusoidal approximation to the probable flow path was

suggested in a calculation procedure based on this kind of assumed curve.

For a subsonic single-stage and a subsonic seven-stage compressor de-

signed for symmetrical velocity diagram at all radii# reference 15 com-

pares the simplified-radial-equilibrium solution# the assumed sinusoidal-

flow-path solution (single stage only)(ref. 3), the through-flow solu-

tion (ref. 8)3 and the three-dimensional solution (ref. 10). Using ref-

erences 8 and l0 as criteria, reference 15 found that 3 in the single-stage

compressor, the sinusoidal-flow-path assumption gave answers that agreed

closely with the more complete solutions. The simplified-radial-

equilibrium solution did not agree well.

One conclusion reached in reference 15 is that# while compressibility

does not change the streamline shapes very much_ it does affect the veloc-

ity components a great deal. Another conclusion is that the gas under-

goes an oscillatory radial motion in passing through the compressor. The

period of the oscillatory motion is equal to the length of a stage. The

gas (e.g. 3 ref. 15) shifts inward through the inlet guide vanes and the

first rotor and then outward in the first stator, the effects of this

oscillatory motion being greatest in high-aspect-ratio stages. In gener-

al 3 the shift through the guide vanes 3 if present# is always inward. The

shift through the rotor depends upon the particular velocity diagram and

may be inward (for velocity distribution that is wheel type in the direc-

tion of the rotor rotation)3 may not shift (free vortex), or may be out-

ward (wheel type in opposite direction to rotor rotation). In a velocity-

diagram analysis_ reference 24 shows that for inward radial shift in

a rotor the negative radial gradients of the axial velocity components

behind the rotor lead to undesirable diffusion factors at the rotor tip

and high stator-inlet Mach numbers.
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By choosing a wheel-type flow distribution at the rotor inlet counter
to the rotor direction with vortex distribution in the rotor_ a radially
outward shift in mass flow may be obtained. This should lead to more
favorable diffusion-factor and Machnumber distributions.

Reference 23 points out that the axial componentof velocity is
constant radially for free-vortex blading only for the case of simplified
radial equilibrium. In the more general case_ including_ for example_
the effects of radial variation of entropy and enthalpy, considerable
radial variation of the axial velocity componentsresults for both in-
compressible and compressible flows. In all such cases described in ref-
erence 23 (turbine configurations)_ there was a negative radial gradient
of axial velocity ahead of the rotor.

Reference 23 indicates that the actual path within the blade row may
be far from sinusoidal and depends upon such factors as radial twist of
the stream (due to yr_ radial componentof the distributed-force term)
and compressibility of the gas.

Flow near blade rows. - Reference 16 provides information about the

flow near a blade row_ just upstream or just downstream. It is first

noted in reference 16 that the three-dimensional nonviscous incompressible-

flow solution is simple only for the case of vortex distribution of

the tangential velocity component. For this condition 3 the blade circula-

tion spanwise is constant and there are no radial components or axial

variations. For varying circulation spanwise 3 it is still possible to

calculate the difference between the axial velocity profiles far upstream

and far downstream of the blade row fairly readily by neglecting radial

transport of vorticity shed from the blades. But to determine the veloc-

ity distribution of the flow field near the blade rows is a more diffi-

cult problem_ involving nonlinear_ nonhomogeneous_ partial differential

equations.

In reference 16_ the flow is considered nonviscous 3 incompressible_

and axially symmetric 3 with no inner- or outer-shroud taper. It is

further assumed that there is no self-transport of vorticity; that is_

the vorticity is transported only by the mean velocity and not by its

own induced velocity. This last qualification reduces the problem to

the solution of a linear_ nonhomogeneous_ partial differential flow

equation. The solutions thus obtained provide an approximation to the

velocity field for any blade-loading distribution. The results are use-

ful_ then, for such conditions in which self-transport is negligible -

that is 3 for moderate-turning_ high-solidity configurations.

For the particular case where the blade chord approaches zero (actu-

ator disk)_ the linearized partial differential equation describing the

tangential velocity component becomes homogeneous as well and can be

solved directly by using the given boundary conditions. Physically, this

O_
CO
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assumption is equivalent to requiring the change in mean tangential com-

ponent through a blade row to occur as a discontinuity (the actuator disk)

in a plane normal to the axis at a chosen axial location. By appropri-

ately choosing the location for the discontinuous jump in tangential

velocity (the axial and radial velocity components remaining continuous

throughout)_ the direct solution for the homogeneous case is shown to be

a useful approximation to the more exact solution for the case of finite

nonzero blade chord, except near the lifting line, where large radial

velocities and axial velocity gradients are generated.

For both the finite blade chord and the discontinuous approximation#

the linearized flow equations make possible the attainment of the incom-

pressible solution for a multistage turbomachine by superposition of the

flows for the individual blade rows. Exponential approximations are

developed for rapid estimations of the velocity-component distributions_

which provide an even simpler method of approximating the flow through a

turbomachine. These approximations were sufficient for the particular

case calculated in reference 16 to estimate the general order of the

velocity components and were sufficiently simple to make these relations

useful in estimating the interference of adjacent blade rows.

An illustrative example is calculated in reference 163 which assumes

a linearly increasing circulation distribution from root to tip. The

calculations indicate sizable changes in axial velocity profile both

upstream and downstream of the blade row. The linearized approximation

used (with the blade loading similar at all radii and assuming no radial

force components) makes possible the separation of the velocity components

into the series of terms associated with the blades considered stationary

and the additional terms due to rotation effects. Thus_ the radial veloc-

ity disturbances_ important principally as they affect the axial and tan-

gential velocity components_ are analyzed. An interesting asymmetrical
behavior is observed. The induced effects associated with the stationary

blade attain their maximum downstream of the blade midchord position

axially_ the disturbances associated with rotation_ upstream.

Reference 25 describes two physically possible types of nonviscous

incompressible flow for a special case of the "actuator-disk" theory, the

limiting case of a cascade of blades with negligible chord, discussed as

an approximation to the more exact solution of reference 16. As before 3

only the tangential velocity components have a discontinuity at'the

actuator-disk section_ the radial and axial components being continuous

throughout. Axial symmetry_ negligible heat transfer_ and isentropic

flow are assumed. The basic equations employed are Euler's equation of

motion, the continuity equation_ and the thermodynamic entropy and energy

equations. As shown by a numerical example, the exact solutions to the

problems as formulated here may match desired turbomachine flow conditions

sufficiently closely to provide useful approximations of interest to

designers. [Note that _ and _ should be interchanged in equations (9)

to (ll) in ref. 25.]
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Radial adjustment and blade-row interference. - The shape of a

stream surface as it passes through the stages of an axial turbomachine

is investigated in reference 17 with the use of the exponential approxi-

mation to the linearized flow solution developed in reference 16. Atten-

tion is directed to the flow near the blade row and the manner in which

the transition is made from the far-upstream to the far-downstream veloc-

ity profile. For the configuration investigated in reference 153 it was

found that the radial velocity requires more than two axial chord lengths

upstream of the inlet guide vanes and downstream of the stator before

becoming negligible. Reference 17 establishes a relation between the

aspect ratio of the blades and the rate of radial adjustment. The radial

adjustment ranges from nearly complete by the time the trailing edge of

low-aspect-ratio blades (= 1.0) is reached# to almost negligible radial

adjustment at the trailing edges of high-aspect-ratio blades (= 3.0).

This information is then brought to bear on the dual problems of the

mutual interference of neighboring blade rows and the three-dimensional

flows in an axial turbomachine at off-design conditions. Briefly, for

blade aspect ratios of 1.0 or less 3 the effects on the velocity distri-

bution of interference between adjacent blade rows are negligible, and

distortion of the design axial velocity profile at off-design operation

is small. The effects of off-design operation may increase considerably

with higher blade aspect ratio 3 while the interference between adjacent

blade rows may become a predominant influence for aspect ratios over 3.0.

_O

Secondary-FlowEffects

General discussion. - The three-dimensional behavior of a real fluid

is intimately associated with the three-dimensional boundary-layer be-

havior of that fluid. The tendencies of the boundary layers to accumulate

locally_ to develop large radial and cross-channel flows in a complex of

motions generally termed secondary flows 3 are discussed in chapter XV.

Detailed experimental information on secondary-flow patterns is presented

in chapter XV, together with the results of the more important theoret-

ical developments. The present report is concerned chiefly with the over-

all flow picture_ only the broad aspects of secondary flows are consid-

ered here.

The flow through a blade grid is considered as flow through individ-

ual channels or curved ducts in reference 26, and three distinct boundary-

layer phenomena are discussed: (1) the cross-channel displacement lead-

ing to thickened boundary-layer regions at the suction surface of the

passage_ (2) the different behavior of boundary layer when adhering to a

solid surface as contrasted with detached boundary layers such as wakes#

and (3) the effect of centrifugal acceleration inducing radial components

of motion affecting especially the boundary layers of moving blade rows.

A criterion of radial stability is developed indicating that "stability

of compressible flow depends not only upon the radial distribution of
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total energy 3 as is the case for incompressible flow, but also upon the

temperature distribution." With this criterion_ the radial displacement

of boundary layer in turbomachines is analyzed for various conditions of

flow circulation and boundary-layer distribution.

In reference 27, the secondary flows are attributed largely to

trailing-edge vortices shed as a result of spanwise variation of circula-

tion along the blades and nonuniform inlet approach velocities (see ch.

XV for discussion of passage vortices). Reasonable orders of magnitude

of three-dimensional losses are estimated by the methods of reference 27

for the very conservative flow conditions assumed. A practical extension

of this investigation is provided in the guide-vane analysis of refer-

ence 28. End-wall boundary layers are shown to cause deviations of the

real flow from blade-element-flow considerations. Some of the effects

noted are first underturning and then overturning in the boundary layer

as the end wall is approached 3 a general decrease in circulation and

turning angle along the blade in the boundary-layer regions 3 and large

induced losses in the guide-vane end regions. A calculation procedure

for quantitative estimations of the mean flow variations induced by the

end-wall boundary-layer effects is set up in which the distribution along

the blades is represented by a system of vortices_ the effects of which

are calculated by the method of images, with use of an empirical correla-

tion factor. The closing section of reference 28 considers several aspects

of the secondary-flow problem, from the designer's viewpoint, in some
detail.

The more complex flow situation in rotor blading is considered in

reference 27. Tip-clearance and relative blade- to wall-motion effects

are discussed in very general terms_ as is boundary-layer displacement of

the type noted in reference 26. The action of secondary flows under cer-

tain conditions to prevent stalling and to enable blades to operate above

the two-dimensional stalling limit is brought out. The work-done factor

and the induced-drag coefficient are connected on the basis of these

secondary-flow considerations. Finally_ the conclusion is reached that

ordinarily (conservative, subsonic turbomachines) the primary flow condi-

tions and primary losses are still due to two-dimensional blade-section

performance. Experimental evidence (ch. XV and ref. 29) indicates that

the secondary-flow-induced losses assume considerably more importance

with higher flow velocities and larger turning angles.

An interesting analysis is developed in reference 50 of the relation

between the secondary flows and the main flow characterized by radially

varying blade circulation and rotational incoming flow. References 30

and 4 present a clear, understandable physical picture of three-
dimensional flows in turbomachines.

Commentary. - Despite the great amount of research already devoted

to the study of secondary flows in turbomachinery_ empirical information,
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useful to designers# concerning the actual flows within the blade rows
themselves is still largely lacking. Most analyses to date provide in-
formation and devise design procedures about the flows encountered at
stations between the blade rows. For design purposes, the nature of the
flows in the blade rows themselves is almost invariably assumed. Ref-
erences 14 and 18 give evidence that the flow patterns within the blade
rows are quite complex, that large stream surface distortions can and do
exist. These results must be considered to qualify the conclusions
reached from analyses (i.e., ref. 4) based on assumedsimple flow con-
figurations in the passages between stations.

TIME-UNSTEADYFLOW

A theory of nonstationary motion around airfoils is presented in
reference 51. The purpose of the paper is to present the theory origi-
nally developed by Birnbaum_Wagner, K_ssner_ Glauert_ and Theodorsen in
relatively uncomplicated mathematical forms. A remarkably clear exposi-
tion of the fundamental conceptions of the two-dimensional circulation
theory of airfoils is presented first. The report showshow a "wake of
vorticity" is produced if the circulation around the airfoil is a timewise
variable. The induced vorticity distributions over a thin airfoil are
presented for such wake vortices at various distances in the wake
from the midpoint of the airfoil.

Formulas for the lift and momentumare next obtained for the thin
airfoil# and here it is seen that the simple Joukowski formula L = pVF
no longer will do. Instead# the expression for the lift consists of
three parts:

L = L0 + LI + L2

where

L0 = puF0

L1 = -p _-_ o(X)X dx
k_

UD

L2 = pu y(_)d_ -i

and
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U velocity of motion of airfoil (or of gust of wind past airfoil)

F o

to(X)

circulation resulting from vorticity _o(X)

vorticity bound to airfoil that would be produced by airfoil

motion (or by gust) if instantaneous velocity were maintained

permanently

x coordinate along blade rearward from midchord position

(_) vorticity in wake

The quasi-steady lift L 0 is that which would be produced if the instan-

taneous velocity and angle of attack were permanently maintained. The

lift L1 represents the forces acting on a body in an ideal fluid when

no circulation is produced because of the reaction of the accelerated

fluid masses. It is obtained by integrating over the surface the "impul-

8@ (where @ is the instantaneous potential func-sive pressures" 0 _-_

tion). The lift L2 represents the contributions to the lift from the

wake itself, and contains the wake effects. A corresponding formulation
is obtained for the moment:

M = M0 + M1 + M2

In these formulas_ L0 and M0 as well as L 1 and M 1 require

only solutions of steady-state problems by usual methods. The wake con-

tributions L 2 and M 2 can be interpreted physically as the differences

between the instantaneous and the final values of lift and moment for a

case in which the quasi-steady lift and moment undergo a sudden change.

Hence_ L2 and M2 can be called the "deficiencies" caused by the non-

uniformity of the motion of the airfoil or of the fluid velocity.

These general results were then applied to an oscillating airfoil

and to an airfoil entering a vertical gust with various velocity profiles.

The general expressions for the lift and moment developed by von Kgurm_n

and Sears (ref. 31) are applied in reference 32 to a series of alternat-

ing up and down gusts_ sinusoidally distributed. The magnitude of the

lift decreases as the frequency of the gusts increases. As in reference

313 the lift is shown to act, always, at the quarter-chord point of the

airfoil. These results are applied to a wind-tunnel fan blade operating

just downstream of a set of prerotation vanes. The vanes produce peri-

odical disturbances through which the fan blades pass, which in turn give

rise to periodical forces on the blades and perhaps vibrations of danger-

ous amplitudes. An approximate calculation is made in order to apply the

results obtained, in which it is necessary to take the two-dimensional

flow across some mean cross section representative of the blade and to
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consider that this meansection encounters flow conditions in its path
that canbe approximated by superimposing a sinusoidal variation of axial
velocity on a uniform meanaxial velocity. No dangerously large vibration
amplitudes were calculated in the example given in reference 32.

The results derived in reference 32 for an airfoil moving through a
stationary gust pattern are extended in references 33 and 34 by meansof
a simple generalization to provide formulas for calculating the unsteady
aerodynamic quantities for a single stator row followed by a single rotor
row. Because the blades are thinj slightly cambered3 and lightly loaded3
this configuration resembles a compressor more closely than a turbine.
The flow is assumedincompressible and inviscid_ the blade rows are rep-
resented by infinite cascades of two-dimensional blades. Each airfoil
(ref. 33) is considered "to be acting in a velocity field induced by (a)
its ownwake3 (b) the (variable) bound vortices of fellow membersof its
ownblade row3 (c) their wakes3 (d) the (variable) bound vortices of mem-
bers of the other blade rowj and (e) their wakes."

6_

In order to obtain a solution with reasonable ease_ a scheme of

successive approximations is followed:

(1) Assume first that the unsteady effect on the circulation of a

blade is small compared with the steady circulation ordinarily considered

by a designer.

(2) The first approximation to the unsteady effects on a typical

stator blade xFs(x) is calculated on the assumption that the only sig-

nificant contribution arises from the steady circulation on the rotor

blades 0 Fr. For this first approximation# the unsteady rotor circulation

xFr(x) and the unsteady parts of the circulation of all the other stator

blades and of all the vortex wakes except that of the chosen stator blade

are neglected. "(Presumably this approximation breaks down for stator

cascades of extremely large solidity_ in which the adjacent blades are so

close that their nonsteady circulation components induce large effects.)"

(3) In order to calculate the unsteady effects on a rotor blade, in

this same first approximation process, the significant contributions are

assumed to arise from the steady circulation about the stator blades

0FS and from the effects of the rotor blades passing through the vortex

wakes shed by the stator blades.

The procedure thus far can be considered as the first of a series of

successive approximations. The second step might consider the additional

effects of 0Fr but_ as noted in reference 33, would very likely be

extremely difficult to calculate.
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On the basis of this first-approximation scheme 3 then, a calculation

is made for the unsteady velocity at a rotor or stator blade induced by

the steady circulation distribution on the blades of the other row in

motion relative to the blade in question. From this the unsteady lift

and moment of a stator or rotor blade can likewise be calculated. In-

vestigations of numerical examples were made for configurations of thin_

small-turning airfoils, with rotor and stator solidities fixed at unity,

with a 50-percent reaction stagej and with the stagger angles

_r = as - 45o" The calculations were made for a range of the parameter

b'/c r (ratio of axial separation between trailing edge of stator row and

leading edge of rotor row to rotor half-chord) and over a range of dn/d s

(ratio of pitch of rotor blades to pitch of stator blades).

The results showed large increase of unsteady lift with decreasing

b'/cr, and appreciable change of lift with variation of dn/d s • In one

case the unsteady part of the lift was as much as 18 percent of the steady

lift andj for this approximation, is accordingly of practical importance.

Also, the contribution of the stator wakes to the unsteady lift of the

rotor blades was comparable in magnitude to the effects induced by the

bound circulation of the stators themselves. The assumption made for the

first approximation 3 namely that the unsteady effect on the circulation

of a blade is much less than the steady circulation I_FI <<IOFI3 was

checked and found to be reasonable. In addition 3 the authors find the

power in the vortex wakes quite small. (The power is expressed as the

ratio of the energy transferred to the wakes per unit time to the steady

power required to turn the rotor.)

A further result is that the energy in the stator wake for the pres-

ent cases is about i00 times as large as the energy in the rotor wake.

Because the kinetic energy transferred to the vortex wakes due to periodic

variation in circulation is proportional to l_rl 2 (ref. 55), the squared

amplitude of variation of circulation, and therefore the unsteady circula-

tion on the stator blades 3 is about i0 times as large as that on the

rotor blades. The unsteady lift on both was about the same 3 however_ for

the example in reference 34 because of the differences in chordwise

velocity distributions on the stator and rotor. In general3 then, accord-

ing to reference_s 53 and 343 the induced circulation on a blade row due

to the relative motion of an adjacent downstream row is considerably

greater than that due to the effects of an adjacent upstream row.
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Figure I. -Intersecting SI and S2 surfaces in blade row.
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CHAPTER XV

(J1

SECONDARY FLOWS AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY-LAYER EFFECTS

By Arthur G. Kansen and Howard Z. Herzig

_Y

A survey of experimental and theoretical research on secondary flows

and three-dimensional boundary-layer flows as applicable to compressor

flow phenomena is presented. The results of experimental research are

used to construct a simple model of secondary flow in compressor blade

rOWS.

The limitations of the application of present research on secondary

flows to flow in a multistage compressor and indications of ways this

research might be applied to current design considerations are also

presented.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of boundary-layer development in relation to compres-

sor design procedures is discussed in chapter III (ref. l) and reference 2.

As these references point out, there are no simple techniques that ac-

curately account for viscous effects in current design systems. Instead,

the effects of boundary layers are taken into account only by introducing

some gross correction factors into calculations derived from nonviscous-

flow theory. These correction factors, moreover, are based on empirical

data and give only rough estimates of boundary-layer development. Never-

theless, this method of accounting for viscous-flow effects has proved

relatively adequate for the design of compressors of the type currently

in use. With the trend toward high-speed aud high-mass-flow turboma-

chines, however, the influence of boundary layers becomes increasingly

critical in design calculations. This is simply illustrated by noting

the sensitivity of flow velocities in the transonic range to slight chang-

es in boundary-layer-flow blockage.

It is important to recognize that a more satisfactory description

of boundary-layer flow cannot come from refinements of the two-dimensional
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boundary-layer theory currently in use (ch. V (ref. i)). The reason is
that boundary-layer behavior in blade rows of an actual turbomachine ex-
hibits certain irreconcilable differences from boundary-layer behavior pre-
dicted by two-dimensional theory. Two-dimensional boundary-layer theory
predicts characteristics of a boundary layer resulting from a mainstream
flow that has no variation in its lateral direction. In an actual blade
row, however#lateral variations of the main stream and the associated
boundary layer cannot be ignored. The occurrence of secondary flows -
that is# boundary-layer flows having componentsnormal to the mainstream
direction - often results in sizable displacements and accumulations of
boundary-layer material. These flows arise principally from blade end
clearance# blade-to-blade and radial pressure gradients# centrifugal-
force effects# and relative motion between blade ends and annulus walls
(refs. 2 and 5). Flows of this type have no counterpart in two-
dimensional theory.

Losses occurring in blade end regions of compressor blade rows ac-
count for a sizable portion of the total measured loss (ch. VII (ref. 4)).
As blade end losses are principally the result of boundary-layer displace-
ments and accumulations# it maybe stated that future improvement of
compressor efficiencies will depend significantly upon understanding
the nature and causes of these boundary-layer phenomenaand upon find-
ing more realistic and accurate methods of accounting for them in design
procedures.

For these reasons, the analysis of secondary flows has becomethe
major problem associated with research on boundary-layer behavior in
compressors. While many important aspects of secondary-flow phenomena
have not as yet been investigated, considerable research progress has
been made. This chapter presents an over-all review of both experimental
and theoretical research and indicates its relevancy to compressor design.

At the present time, research on secondary flows has two immediate
goals: (i) to find methods of reducing the magnitude of undesirable
secondary-flow disturbances in blade rows, and (2) to develop practical
theories of secondary-flow behavior that the compressor designer can
incorporate into design methods. In attaining these goals, three basic
problems can be recognized: (i) isolating the factors that may cause
secondary flows 3 (2) analyzing the types of secondary-flow components
resulting from these factors, and (5) determining the contribution of
these componentsto the total flow behavior. The factors that cause
secondary flows are fairly well-known and have been indicated previously.
The state of knowledge concerning the characteristics of the associated
secondary-flow components#however, leaves much to be desired. As will
be evident from the discussions presented, most of the current knowledge
is qualitative in nature. Adequate theories furnishing the quantitative
information necessary for improving compressor designs are still to be
formulated.

UD
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SECONDARY FLOWS

Because of the importance of the problem, many experimental and theo-

retical investigations of secondary flow in turbomachines are presented

in current literature (surveys 212 to 2&03 ref. 5). In experimental re-

search carried out at the NACA Lewis laboratory, flow-visualization tech-

niques as well as total-pressure and flow-angle measurements were used

in order to obtain an insight into the three-dimensional boundary-layer-

flow patterns in typical axial-flow turbomachines. The results of the

investigations (refs. 2 and 3) are presented here only for the over-all

physical understanding of secondary-flow processes in turbomachines that

they afford rather than for detailed compressor flow information.

The following discussion attempts to build up a concept of secondary-

flow behavior in compressor blade rows by separate descriptions of the

various types of secondary-flow components that can occur. In this re-

gard, an analysis of secondary flows arising from cross-channel pressure

gradients is first discussed. Next 3 the influence of radial pressure

gradients that contribute to the local accumulation of boundary-layer

material is analyzed. The size and locations of these accumulations de-

pend upon the character of blade boundary layers, which are, in turn 3 a

function of profile shapes; hence, some indication of the effect of blade

profile shapes on secondary flows is also included in the discussions.

This is followed by a discussion of blade tip clearance and relative mo-

tion between blades and annulus walls. Finally 3 the influence of rotor-

stator interaction on flow behavior is presented. Comprehensive descrip-

tions of the methods employed to obtain the results can be found in

references 2_ 3, and 6.

The section is concluded with consideration of a model of the com-

plete secondary-flow pattern as indicated by the experimental results

and a discussion of ways certain aspects of secondary-flow theory might

be applied to compressor design.

Cross-Channel Flows and Passage Vortex Formation

Apparatus and _rocedure. - For simplicity 3 the study of secondary-

flow components resulting from cross-channel pressure gradients was be-

gun by visualization of the end-wall inlet boundary layer of a two-

dimensional cascade at low airspeeds. It was intended_ by using a smoke

flow-visualization method (ref. 2)_ to isolate and to evaluate the ef-

fects of cross-channel gradients upon the wall boundary layer while

eliminating such complicating considerations as radial flows and possi-

ble shock phenomena.

A sketch of the two-dimensional cascade rig is shown in figure i.

The cascade section was so designed that the solidity 3 angle of attack#

aspect ratio, turning angle, and blade stagger angle could be varied
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quite readily. The two-dimensional cascades were used for tests at Mach
numbersbelow 0._. The boundary-layer flow was visualized by meansof
smokeintroduced through a probe. The smokeflow-visualization method
was used only at low mainstream velocities (about 30 ft/sec). At higher
velocities 3 dispersion of the smokedue to turbulence madethe method
impracticable.

Passage vortex formation. - The overturning in the end-wall boundary

layer of a two-dimensional cascade with no tip clearance is illustrated

in figure 2. The overturning results from imposition of the mainstream

static-pressure gradients upon the low-momentum boundary-layer fluid.

The smoke used to trace out the flow patterns was introduced at the wall

by means of the probe. A downstream view of a boundary-layer streamline

crossing a channel (fig. 5) shows that 3 as the streamline approaches the

suction surface 3 it deflects spanwise and then rolls up into a vortex-

type flow. (The insert shows the entire streamline pattern schemati-

cally.) Probe surveys showed that all the streamlines in the wall bound-

ary layer converged to approximately the same region and rolled up into

the flow vortex (fig. _(a)). The pattern of vortex formation was such

that 3 as the point of smoke introduction was shifted toward the suction

side_ the streamlines along the end wall exhibited increased spanwise

deflection as they approached the region of convergence 3 where they

rolled up into the central portions of the vortex 3 as shown schemati-

cally in figure 4(b).

This secondary-flow vortex is called the '_assage vortex" in order

to emphasize the fact that it is a passage wall and not a blade trailing-

edge vortex due to circulation changes along the blade. The size and

vorticity of the passage vortex increase with increasing main-flow turn-

ing. When the turning is large enough (fig. 5), the outermost layer of

the vortex may come from boundary-layer flow on the pressure surface that

deflects onto the end wall and flows all the way across the channel until

it reaches the suction surface.

At low airspeeds where smoke could be used 3 passage vortex forma-

tion was observed for other configurations 3 including cascades of NACA

65-(12)10 blades. At higher Mach numbers_ surface indications 3 obtained

by use of hydrogen sulphide traces on white lead paint_ show that the

cross-channel deflection pattern remains unchanged (ref. 2).

It should be noted that the cross-channel componeut of boundary-

layer flow can be considered as a "double" boundary layer (fig. 6). The

component normal to the main stream must have zero velocity at the wall 3

rise to some maximum value_ and then fall to zero again in the main

stream. The outer portion of this cross-channel boundary layer rolls up

to form the passage vortex. The "sub-layer" next to the wall has vor-

ticity of the opposite sign to the outer portion 3 and when it rolls up

produces vortices opposite in direction to passage vortices. Under these
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test conditions s the diffusion of vorticity forces from this sub-layer

was rapid enough to cause this portion of the boundary-layer vorticity

to disappear rapidly. Photographs of this sub-layer roll-up are found

in reference 6 and in the motion-picture supplement to that report.

Passa6e vortex behavior and effects. - Once the passage vortex has

been formed s it tends to resist turning and does not follow subsequent

mainstream turnings as it proceeds downstream. Figure 7 shows how in

tandem cascades a vortex formed in the upstream cascade resists the turn-

ing in the downstream cascade. Test observers could see the passage vor-

tex ricochet off a pressure surface of the downstream cascade and cause

flow separation in the region of impact. The phenomenon has been ob-

served in accelerating as well as decelerating cascades.

Thus_ the accumulation of low-energy material near the suction sur-

face of a turbomachine passage causes flow disturbances and losses lead-

ing to flow-angle deviations and poor angles of attack in subsequent

blade rows. Furthermore_ the vortex behavior as it passes downstream

c_n lead to flow disturbances on the blade surfaces that it impinges

upon and to additional losses there. This behavior may account for a

large part of the losses variously attributed to secondary flows. The

mixing action of the vortex behavior likewise represents a large devia-

tion from the kind of simplified boundary-layer behavior assumed in de-

sign procedure.

Radial Secondary Flows in Stators

Just as the cross-channel pressure gradient imposed by the main

stream causes cross-channel secondary flows 3 so the radial pressure

gradient causes radial boundary-layer flows. Given a boundary-layer

region extending from the inner to the outer shroud in a stator row_

radial transport from the tip to the root regions can occur. The quan-

tity of such transport depends upon the thickness of the radial boundary-

layer region or flow path and the magnitude of the radial pressure gra-

dient (a function of mainstream turning and velocity).

In rotors_ the flow picture is further complicated by the centrif-

ugal forces on the rotor blade boundary layers. In general s for com-

pressors where the blade speeds are higher than the mainstream tangential

velocity component s the boundary layer will be forced radially outward

(see ref. S, section II-F).

Apparatus and procedure. - The effects of radial pressure gradients

and higher flow Mach numbers were studied in an annular-cascade test

unit, shown schematically in figure 8. The cascade blades investigated

therein were of several types (ref. 3). However s attention is confined

initially to the tests in a cascade of high-turning vortex blades
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designed for smooth two-dimensional blade surface velocity profiles.
While these blades are not typical of those found in compressor units_
the tests conducted provide sufficient information to formulate theories
that apply to annular blade rows in general.

The annular cascade was used for a range of hub discharge Machnum-
bers up to about 1.5. As mentioned previously 3 smokeflow-visualization
tests were unsatisfactory for flow velocities much in excess of 50 feet
per second. Consequently3 for high speeds3 two other flow-visualization
techniques were employed. In the first 3 the surfaces of the blade pas-
sages were painted with a lead carbonate base paint. Hydrogen sulfide
gas (which has a density comparable to air) was then introduced into the
boundary-layer region, and boundary-layer motion was indicated by the
brown trace madeby the reaction of the hydrogen sulfide with the paint.
Unfortunately 3 this method provides indications of flows along boundaries
only_ and_ because of the turbulence at higher Machnumbers3 the traces
indicate the flow paths of a region of the boundary layer instead of
individual streamline paths. The second flow-visualization method was
based on paint flow traces. The paint used was a lead carbonate paint
deliberately madenondrying and capable of flowing with the surface flow
gradients at the higher Machnumbers investigated.

Since hydrogen sulfide and paint traces can at best give indications
of boundary flows directly on blade surfaces and annulus walls# the sig-
nificance of these traces is interpreted only on the basis of previous
information obtained either by the smokevisualization method or by quan-
titative measurements.

It should also be noted that total pressures 3 flow angles 3 and wall
static pressures were measuredat a discharge measuring station in the
annular-cascade investigations. The measurementswere madeon three
sets of blades and at two flow conditions for each set of blades. These
flow conditions are designated, respectively, "lower Machnumber" (high
subsonic flow) and "higher Machnumber" (supersonic flow). The measur-
ing probes and hot-wire anemometersused are described in reference 3.
Great care was taken in the fabrication and use of these instruments in
order to makethe results as reliable and accurate as possible. Never-
theless, because of the large pressure and angle gradients involved in
the flow regions of chief interest in this report, the results are dis-
cussed in qualitative terms only.

Indications of radial flows based on downstream measurements. -

Contours of loss in inlet kinetic energy for the annular cascade of vor-

tex blades are presented in figure 9. The hub loss accumulation is much

larger than the outer-shroud loss accumulation for both the subsonic and

supersonic flow conditions 3 despite the fact that the "wetted" area is

greater in the outer half of the passages. This fact indicates radial

flow of boundary-layer material. The decrease in outer-shroud loss core
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and the increase in inner-shroud core with increasing Machnumber indi-
cate the development of additional or larger paths for radial transport
of low-energy fluid at the higher flow Machnumber.

Visual indications of radial flows. - In the presence of a radial

pressure gradient in the annular cascade, the radial transport of siz-

able quantities of low-energy material can be expected in blade boundary-

layer regions having low viscous shear forces along the blade span. Such

a path, for example, might be provided by the blade trailing-edge re-

gions. Another possible radial pathway might be provided on the suction

surface of each blade at supersonic'flow conditions when a shock exists

across the passage to cause thickening of the blade suction-surface

boundary layer.

One method used to detect such paths was to apply narrow bands of

paint on the suction surfaces of certain blades in the cascade. The

paint traces found after a test then indicated paths along which low-

energy material might be transported radially. Such traces are shown

in figure 10. For this photograph, bands were painted on the suction

surfaces of blades l, 2, and 5 at the inner-shroud, midspan, and outer-

shroud radial positions, respectively. Two such paths are shown in the

figure, one at about midchord on the suction surface and the other along

the blade trailing edge.

Evaluation of radial components of secondary flow. - The existence

of radial flow of low-energy material as indicated in the previous sec-

tion was proved and the quantity of such flows at the supersonic flow

condition was evaluated by the following rather simple device (ref. 3).

Flow fences were fastened to the blades at the midspan position as in

figure ll. The full flow fence (fig. ll(a)) was intended to interrupt

radial flows both along the trailing edge and in the thickened boundary-

layer region indicated in figure 10. The reduced flow fence (fig. ll(b))

was modified by being cut back so that it now affected only the trailing-

edge radial flows. The results are presented in figure 12. Because of

possible losses due to the fences themselves, the reduction in inner-

shroud loss core is used to measure the quantities of radial transport.

At the supersonic flow condition for this set of vortex blades, radial

transport of boundary layer accounted for 65 percent of the low-energy

material in the inner-shroud loss core at the blade-exit station. Of

this 65 percent3 35 percent came through along the trailing edge, and

50 percent through the thickened boundary-layer paths on the suction

surfaces. Thus, radial transport of boundary-layer material may be con-
siderable under certain conditions.

Loss accumulations and passage vortices. - Briefly 3 measurements

downstream of a cascade of vortex blades at a high subsonic flow Mach

number (fig. 9(b)) indicate the presence at the measuring plane of (1)

a large accumulation of boundary-layer material near the hub corner,

(2) a much smaller accumulation near the outer shroud, and (5) a
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well-definedwake between. The interpretation (ref. 5) is straight-
forward. Radially inward flow of boundary-layer material originating
either on the outer shroud both upstream and within the cascade or on
the blades themselves must, of necessity 3 take place s_newhereupstream
of the measuring plane. Most likely 3 radial-flow regions are on the
suction surfaces of the blades and behind the trailing edges. At higher
flow Machnumbersj the measuredouter-shroud losses decrease further 3
the wakebetween remains nearly unchanged3and the inner-shroud loss
core increases further. There being little reason to assumesmaller
outer-shroud losses at the higher Machnumbers3 it is concluded that in-
creased radial flows must occur at the higher Machnumbers for these
vortex blades. Judging from the relative sizes of the inner- and outer-
shroud loss cores and the total absolute values of the losses 3 the
radial-flow mechanismmust serve to transport sizable quantities of
boundary-layer material. The flow-fence tests on the vortex blades
proved that this is the case and located the radial-flow paths behind
the blade trailing edges and in a shock-thickened boundary-layer region
along the blade suction surface.

The loss measurementsat any position do not indicate the losses
that actually develop at that radial position on the blade. Presumably3
even in the radial-transport regions_ through-flow componentsof the
boundary-layer flow exist_ and someof this material is shed and appears
in the measured wakes at all radial positions. Since there is no ap-
parent increase in the measuredwakes when the shock-thickened suction-
surface radial-flow path is established_ it might be speculated that
little of the boundary-layer material from this radial-flow path is shed
to contribute to the measuredwakes.

For comparison with the preceding results obtained on vortex blades_
tests were conducted on two sets of constant-discharge-angle blades at
comparable flow conditions. For one set of these blades_ designated
set A3 the measured results (fig. 15) indicate very closely the same
kind of radial-flow mechanismas for the vortex blades for both the low-
er and higher flow Machnumbers. Thus, the differences in the circula-
tion distribution of the vortex blades and the constant-discharge-angle
blades are not potent factors affecting the over-all secondary-flow pic-
ture. There are no indications from measurementson either of these
sets of blades that outer-shroud passage vortices are ever formed. For
the other set of constant-discharge-angle bladesj designated set B3 the
measured loss distributions (fig. 1A) appear quite different. At the
lower flow Machnumber in particular (fig. 1A(a)) 3 the measured loss
pattern near the outer shroud certainly implies the existence of a pas-
sage vortex. The different kind of loss pattern here requires further
consideration to establish possible reasons for the differences.

The flow Machnumbersand inlet Reynolds numbers are the samefor
all three sets of blades. The over-all apparatus setup is the same.

_O

_D
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This means that the boundary-layer conditions at the inlets are the same,

and measurements show that this is so (ref. 5). The main-flow turning is

nearly the same for all three blades. As mentioned_ the circulation

variation between the two types does not appear to be a significant

factor.

One particular difference noted in reference 5_ however 3 is that at

the tip section there were definite peaks in the blade suction-surface

velocity profile for set B. The other vortex blades and set A had fairly

smooth suction-surface velocity profiles at the tips. All three sets of

blades had fairly smooth suction-surface velocity profiles at midspan and

near the hub. According to boundary-layer theory 3 velocity peaks and

subsequent decelerations on a blade suction surface lead to relatively

thick and perhaps eveu to separated boundary layers on the blades down-

stream of these peaks. By comparison_ smooth velocity profiles are more

likely to lead to thinner blade boundary layers. Smoke flow tests on

the blades in question substantiated this predicted boundary-layer be-

havior_ albeit at low Mach numbers.

Thus_ it is a fair assumption that 3 all other things being equal,

the boundary layer on the suction surface in the tip region for set B

is likely to be thicker than for the other blades. On this account 3

reference 3 proposes that 3 when the cross-channel boundary-layer flow

on the outer shroud encounters the relatively thicker blade boundary

layer 3 roll-up and passage vortex formation occur. The boundary-layer
material on and near the annulus outer wall becomes entrained in this

passage vortex. Judging from the size of the measured tip loss region_

the passage vortex formation in this manner reduces the material avail-

able for secondary-flow radial transport. For the subsonic case (fig.

1A(a)) 3 the occurrence of this phenomenon could conceivably account for

all the measured loss patterns observed: that is 3 (1) a large tip loss

region_ (2) a small hub loss region as compared with both the tip re-

gion of this blade and the hub regions of the other two blades (figs.

12(a) and 13(a))_ and (_) smaller measured wakes in between.

At the higher Mach number 3 once again the shock-thickened radial-

flow path is formed, providing an additional path for boundary-layer re-

moval to the inner-shroud region. This path is formed well up on the

blade suction surface_ nearer the point of passage vortex formation

than is the blade trailing-edge region. This additional flow path may

serve (ref. 3) to drain off some of the tip-region boundary-layer mate-

rial before (or despite the fact that) it rolls up into the passage

vortex. This criterion is somewhat borne out by the reduction in meas-

ured tip loss region at the higher flow Mach number and the great in-

crease in measured hub loss region (fig. 1A(b)). Again 3 if thls cri-

terion is correct 3 the radial flows through the thickened boundary-layer

region on the blade suction surface appear to contribute little to the

measured wake losses.
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Flow in Blade End Regions with Clearance

In the blade passages of turbines and axial-flow compressors, large

flow disturbances tend to occur in blade end regions. Furthermore 3 in

passages having blade end clearance 3 the magnitude of the clearance has

a direct influence on losses and flow behavior in the blade tip regions.
In order to understand better the manner in which tip clearance influ-

ences flow behavior, flow-visualization studies were made in two-

dimensional cascades provided wlth tip clearance and in a two-dimensional

cascade modified to provide relative motion between the blades and an

end wall (ref. 2). This latter case was chosen to approximate more

closely conditions that exist in an actual c_npressor or turbine.

Tip clearance. - The initial studies of blade tip-clearance regions

were made in two-dimensional cascades having 0.060- and 0.014-1nch tip
clearances (1.7- and 0.4-percent span, respectively). These studies

disclosed that flow along the blade pressure surface in the tip vicinity

and in the wall boundary layer near the pressure surface deflected under

the tip and formed a vortex lying against the suction surface (shown in

fig. 15 for 0.060-in. clearance). Figure 16 shows that the passage vor-

tex previously described still exists_ however, it has been displaced by

the tip-clearance vortex. These two vortices rotate side by side in

opposite directions with little apparent mixing. Furthermore, the forma-
tion of the tip-clearance vortex appeared to influence the magnitude of
the passage vorte_ only to the extent that sc_e of the flow on or near

the blade pressure surface, which in the case of no tip clearance would

have flowed into the passage vortex region, now becomes part of the tip-

clearance vortex. Consequently, the formation of the two vortices, when
tip clearance exists, constitutes a much larger flow disturbance in the

blade end region than would exist with no clearance.

Relative motion between blades and wall. - In order to study flow
in a blade end region when relative motion exists between the blades and

an end wall, one of the end walls of a two-dimensional cascade was re-

placed by an endless moving belt (fig. 17)3 the direction and speed of
which could be varied at will (see ref. 2). Smoke flow-vlsualization

tests were conducted in this modified cascade for various wall speeds.

The test disclosed two interesting phenomena. The first was that
a blade surface which was "leading" relative to the wall motion ex-

erted a scraping effect on boundary layer entrained on the moving wall.

One effect of this phenomenon was to impart a rolling motion to the

boundary la_er as it is piled up near the pressure surface (fig. 18).
Another consequence of this scraping action in a compressor is that flow

along the pressure surface that would normally have deflected under the

blade tip with a stationary wall is deflected away from the wall when

relative motion exists. This flow deflection is shown for a stationary
wall in figure 19(a) and for a wall moving at moderate speed (approxi-

mately equal to airspeed) in figure 19(b). The second result of interest

uO
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was that the motion of the wall exerted an "aspirating" effect on low-

momentum air on the blade surface that was trailing relative to the

wall motion and deflected this air toward the moving wall. Figure 20

depicts the significant increase in flow deflection toward the wall

caused by aspiration on the suction surface.

For both the stationary and moving wall, smoke tests indicated that

the flow over the blade surface at midspan showed no spanwise deflections

on either the pressure or the suction surface. Therefore, if it is as-

sumed that the midspan conditions have not changed much# the deflection

off the pressure surface near the tip (fig. 19(a)) indicates the static

pressure to be lower there than at midspan. Smoke tests on the blade

suction surface showing a deflection of the blade tip surface flows

toward midspan indicate an increased static pressure at the blade suction-

surface tip region as compared with midspan. Thus, tip-clearance effects

can result in a smaller pressure differential across the blade tip sec-

tion than at the midspan section - in effect, reduced blade tip loading.

The scraping and aspirating effects of relative motion (figs. 19(b) and

20(b))# which show that these tip streamline deflections can be pre-

vented or reversed, indicate that the relative-motion secondary-flow ef-

fects may even benefit a compressor by increasing the blade tip loading.

Rotor-Stator Interaction Effects

The interference effects of a rotating blade row upon a stationary

row upstream are shown by high-speed flash in figure 21. (While the

blade rows depicted are more typical of a turbine configuration, the ef-

fects should be qualitatively the same for compressor blade rows.) Fig-

ure 21(a) shows that the pressure field associated with the rotor blad-

ing at certain rotor positions causes thickening of the boundary layer

on the suction surface and along the trailing edge of the upstream

blades, and increased radial flow results. At the second rotor position

(fig. 21(b)), this thickening does not occur. Further tests indicate

that these effects depend on the blade stagger angles, pressure distri-

bution, rotor speed, and mainstreamMach number. The motion-picture

supplement to reference 6 shows these effects very clearly, as well as

blade boundary-layer development and shedding in annular-cascade con-

figurations, radial boundary-layer flows, secondary-flow double-boundary-

layer roll-up, and others.

A Model of Secondary Flow in Compressor Blade Rows

On the basis of the experimental results presented herein# it is

possible to construct a model of secondary flow in compressor blade

rows. However, two important factors are not accounted for in the ex-

Perimental tests: (1) the effect of centrifugal forces on flow in a
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rotor_ and (2) the effect of upstream stages on flow in either stators
or rotors. Therefore 3 before such a secondary-flow model can be assumed
realistic, further knowledge of these factors is required.

Insight into the influence of both of these factors can be obtained
from tests conducted on a multistage compressor (ref. 7). The results
presented give indications of outward radial flow of boundary-layer ma-
terial in rotor blade passages and subsequent accumulation of this ma-
terial in the blade tip region. In stators 3 inward radial flow is indi-
cated. As boundary-layer air flows through the various stages_ the
comparatively large secondary-flow displacements produce a mixing of
this boundary-layer air with the main stream. This mixing action pre-
vents continuous boundary-layer buildup on flow surfaces and tends to
make the mainstream velocity more uniform. It also makespossible more
direct application of the secondary-flow studies in cascades to flow
analyses of multistage compressors. If continuous boundary-layer growth
took place on compressor annulus walls, a situation would occur in which
flow conditions would be significantly different from those occurring in
the cascade studies. Theories of compressor flow behavior based on cas-
cade studies would then be of doubtful validity even in a qualitative
sense.

The above-mentioned factors, along with the experimental results pre-
viously presented3 are used to predict the probable secondary-flow pat-
terns in the various types of blade rows of axial-flow compressors.

Flow in shrouded stators. - Pressure gradients in inlet guide vanes

or iu a shrouded stator transport wall boundary layers toward the suction-

surface side of blade passages and transport blade surface boundary lay-

er and boundary layer that accumulates near blade tips radially inward.

Radial transport of boundary layer takes place in regions where viscous

shear forces are low_ for example 3 in blade wakes. The paths by which

the secondary-flow mechanism transports boundary layer are indicated in

figure 22.

Boundary layer that accumulates near a blade suction surface at the

hub generally rolls up into a pair of flow vortices rotating side by

side in opposite directions. In physical extent_ this vortex pair is

dominated by the passage vortex. On the outer annulus walls 3 vortices

may or may not form. As indicated by these experiments, a vortex is

likely to form if the boundary layer on the suction surface is either

separated or relatively thick - a condition associated with "poor"

suction-surface velocity profiles. If suction-surface boundary layers

are thin and unseparated_ cross-channel boundary layers tend to flow

radially inward in the wake region rather than to roll up at the blade

tip.

uO
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Because of the pressure rise through a given stage: there may be

flow leakage around a shroud ring causing local disturbances at the in-

let to a stage. This would tend to qualify to some degree the secondary-
flow model presented.

Flow in unshrouded stators. - In unshrouded stator passages 3 two

secondary-flow components exist in addition to those noted previously:
(i) tip-clearance flow through the gap between the blade ends and the

hub, and (2) flow caused by the relative motion between the blades

and the rotating hub. The effect of this relative motion appears to

be aspiration of boundary-layer material from the blade suction sur-

face with attendant transport of this boundary-layer air in the direction

of the rotating hub. As these two flow components oppose the motion of

cross-channel secondary-flow components, the resultant flow pattern is a

function of the respective magnitudes of the various components. As such_
the resultant flow depends upon such factors as the size of the blade

end-clearance space, blade end loading 3 magnitude of cross-channel pres-

sure gradient 3 boundary-layer accumulation on blade surfaces, and speed

of the rotor relative to the blades. Because of the motion of the hub,

accumulations of boundary-layer material that would occur near a blade

suction surface for a stationary hub will now occur nearer the pressure-

surface side of a passage. As indicated in the tests of the two-

dimensional cascade with a moving wall: boundary-layer material may be

swept completely across a blade passage and roll up against the pressure-
surface side.

Flow in rotors. - Experimental information concerning secondary flow

in rotors indicates that radially outward flow of boundary-layer material

will probably take place because of the predominance of centrifugal-force

effects over radial pressure gradients. At present, details of flow be-

havior in the blade tip region must be inferred from knowledge of sec-

ondary flows in other types of configurations. On this basis 3 it is

highly probable that flow behavior in the tip regions should not differ

markedly from the behavior predicted in the hub region of unshrouded
stators.

TBEORE_ICAL INVESTIGATION OF SECONDARY FLOWS

The limitations inherent in the types of experimental analysis of

secondary flows considered leave several important problems to be in-

vestigated. One of these problems is quantitative prediction of varia-

tions in thermodynamic properties of the fluid that result from the de-

velopment of secondary flows. Another problem is the establishment of

the physical basis or underlying causes for certain observed phenomena

(e.g. 3 vortex roll-up near a blade suction surface). Problems of this

nature are perhaps best attacked by means of theoretical investigations.
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To date3 theoretical research on secondary flows has been limited
because of mathematical complexities. However3 certain special aspects
of secondary-flow behavior have been treated analytically by use of sim-
plified theories. A fair amount of progress 3 for example, has been made
on the calculation of boundary-layer crossflows and on the calculation
of vorticity componentsassociated with secondary flows in two-dimensional
cascades and channels. While much of the work has been restricted in
scope_ important groundwork has been provided for more extended
investigations.

In the following sections a review of representative analyses from
the body of current theoretical research is presented and discussed. It
is the purpose of this review to provide insight into methods of analyt-
ically attacking secondary-flow problems, to illustrate the nature of the
mathematical theory involved, to indicate application of solutions to spe-
cific problems, and to point out possible bases for further research.

As will be noted_ the analyses discussed are categorized on the basis
of assumptions madein current secondary-flow theory regarding the nature
of the fluid analyzed. The two major categories are (1) nonviscous-flow
analysis and (2) boundary-layer-flow analysis. The analyses are dis-
cussed in this way because particular analyses in one of these categories
are necessarily restricted to the consideration of specific types of
physical flow phenomena. A_ a consequence, only certain special aspects
of secondary flows observed experimentally can be treated within the
framework of the theory. A division of the discussion into "analysis
types" is therefore equivalent, in a sense_ to a division into specific
types of problems having certain commoncharacteristics.

Discussion of Methods

With only minor exceptions 3 the theoretical research on secondary
flows has been concerned with steady_ incompressible flows. Such flows
are described in their most general form by the Navier-Stokes equations
along with the equation of continuity. This system of four equations in
rectangular coordinates is as follows:

u_+v_+w_=-_+ \ax2 7y2+_z2j

+V+ z J

_w _w _w l_ + + +
u_+ v_+ _ = p_ \ax2 _ _z2/

8u 8v 8w
+_ +_ = 0 (_.)
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where u_ v_ and w are components in the x3 Y3 and z directions, p

is the density, p the static pressure 3 and v the kinematic viscosity.

Solutions to the complete set of equations are almost impossible to

obtain for boundary conditions of the type usually occurring in aerody-

namic problems. In general 3 it is necessary to make such simplifying

assumptions concerning the nature of the flow problems that the corre-

sponding simplifications in the equations make them mathematically

tractable. Two typical simplifying assumptions occurring in secondary-
flow research are now considered.

One of the ways to simplify the Navier-Stokes equations greatly is

to assume a nonviscous flow 3 that is, _ = 0. Although secondary flows

are almost always a result of viscous action in a fluid 3 the assumption

of nonviscous fluid flow is considered reasonable in certain instances.

One of the most common is the case where the flow paths under considera-

tion are not large in extent (e.g., flow in cascade passage) and where

viscous shear forces are not likely to be high. The flow crossing the

boundary of this region is considered to have a velocity gradient 3 and

hence vorticity 3 by virtue of viscous action upstream of the boundary.

Within the region 3 however 3 the basic assumption is that the effects of

viscosity over the short flow path are negligible compared with effects

of the vorticity associated with the flow.

It should be noted at this point that# with the assumption _ = 0 3

the flow equations are reduced to first-order equations and it is no

longer possible to satisfy the two boundary conditions for a real flow;

that is, that the normal and tangential components of the flow at a sur-

face be zero. The single boundary condition specified is that the flow

normal to the surface is zero and hence the condition of "no-slip" at

the surface is not assured. In actual application of nonviscous-flow

analyses, this defect is generally of secondary importance.

In flow problems where viscous shear forces near bounding surfaces

are likely to be high_ it is desirable to retain the friction terms

(v _ 0) in the Navier-Stokes equations. One of the ways in which this

is done 3 while still simplifying the general form of the equations 3 is

by use of boundary-layer theory. The principal physical assumption made

here is that the effects of viscosity are predominant only in a very

thin region (the boundary layer) in the neighborhood of the fluid bound-

aries, while the rest of the flow is regarded as frictionless. Further-

more# the pressures associated with the frictionless region of the flow

are assumed known and are superimposed on the boundary-layer flow.

Mathematically, the governing equations for the boundary layer can be

obtained in several ways 3 with the various derivations stressing either

intuitive physical considerations or rigorous mathematical theory.

(See ref. 8 ch. 4 for the physical approach and ref. 9 ch. 18 for the

mathematical approach.) To illustrate the simplifications in the
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Navier-Stokes equations that result from boundary-layer hypotheses3 the
boundary-layer equations for flow on a nonrotating_ flat (or slightly
curved) surface are given:

_u _u _u _2u _u _u _u (3a)

_w _w _w _2w _w _W _W

U_xx+V_+W_zz =_-+u_y2 _-_ +V_ +w

where x_ y_ and z are rectangular coordinates with x and z paral-

lel to the bounding surface and y normal to the surface; u_ v_ and w

are boundary-layer velocity components in the x_ y_ and z directions 3

respectively_ and U_ V_ and W are the velocity components of the non-

viscous region of the flow in the x 3 y_ and z directions_ respectively.

These velocity components of the nonviscous region are assumed known.

The third equation necessary for solution (the continuity equation) has

the same form as equation (2).

Although equations (Sa) and (3b) indicate that the Navier-Stokes

equations have been greatly simplified_ solutions for the system of equa-

tions (2) and (3) are difficult to obtain for even relatively simple

three-dimensional configurations. In fact_ almost all existing analyses

require the application of numerical methods to obtain solutions.

The boundary-layer approach to secondary-f low.behavior should be

satisfactory for flow problems where frictional effects or energy gradi-

ents are confined to the neighborhood of the fluid boundaries and flow

separation does not exist.

It might be noted that a few investigations of secondary flows have

dealt directly with the Navier-Stokes equations without assuming any

special properties for the flow. This approach is practical only if the

aerodynamic configuration is simple in form. At the present time 3 analy-

ses of completely viscous flow that might have had significance for

secondary-flow research in turbomachines have been confined to the study

of flows in pipes and channels (refs. i0 to 13). Unfortunately_ the so-

lutions presented in these references have been achieved only for very

low Reynolds numbers and for the case of fully developed flow; that is 3

flow in which the effects of the centrifugal forces acting on the energy

particles and the effects of viscous dissipation in the fluid are in

balance. In turbomachine blade rows_ this condition of equilibrium is

generally not achieved; and_ hence_ the secondary flow is a function of

the turning. Although theoretical studies of viscous flows of this type

are of great interest in their own right 3 further discussion of these

studies will not be undertaken in the present chapter.
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Nonviscous-Secondary-Flow Theory

The study of secondary flows through application of incompressible
nonviscous-flow theory has been principally restricted to investigations
of flows in pipes or rectangular channels such as formed by airfoils in
cascades. The fairly large number of reports dealing with this topic
makea complete review of the theoretical literature prohibitive. Con-
sequently, the review is restricted to four reports (refs. IA to 17)
which are closely associated with flow through cascades and which incor-
porate basic notions commonto most nonviscous-flow analyses.

Flows in channels and two-dimensional cascades. Two reports (refs.

IA and 15) have become classical references in nonviscous-secondary-flow

research. Both papers consider, in general, secondary flow in a guiding

passage (pipe, channel 3 blade row, etc.) which results from a nonuniform

total-pressure distribution upstream of the passage inlet. Mathemati-

cally, the analyses are based upon three governing equations for flow of

a steady, incompressible, inviscid fluid. These equations are

curl (V × _) = 0, the equation of motion (4)

div _ = 0, the conservation of vorticity

div V = O_ the continuity equation (6)

where V and _ are, respectively, the velocity and vorticity vectors
of the flow.

From equations (4) to (6), reference l_ derives an expression for

the vorticity component in the through-flow direction downstream of a

two-dimensional cascade. Knowing the magnitude of this vorticity com-

ponent 3 it is then possible to obtain an approximation to the secondary-

flow velocities. This derivation is based upon a perturbation analysis

that considers the two-dimensional potential flow through the cascade as

a first approximation to the actual flow. Consequently, the applica-

bility of the analysis is restricted to a class of flows for which the

perturbation assumptions are reasonable.

The expression for the vorticity component in the through-flow

direction was actually evaluated for flow in a circular-arc channel in

which the basic flow was given as that of a free vortex. Before the

calculations were completed, however, a further assumption was made

which is physically equivalent to assuming that the channel is very

narrow. This leads to the following expression for the vorticity com-

ponent:

_U
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where

magnitude of vorticity componentin through-flow direction at cas-
cade exit (_ = 0 at inlet)

total turning of channel

U inlet flow velocity

z distance measurednormal to base of channel

From the expression for _13 the secondary-flow velocity componentswere
obtained and a plot of secondary-flow streamlines calculated (ref. 14).
These theoretical results were comparedwith experimental data taken in
a circular-arc turning section. The flow in the experimental tests had
an induced inlet velocity variation of the type required in the analysis;
that is 3 small velocity gradient. For the velocity profile shownin
figure 25, agreement between theory and experiment was fairly good.

Reference 15 differs from reference 14 in that the former analysis
begins with equations (4) to (6) and develops a general expression for
the change in "secondary circulation" along a streamline in a perfect_
incompressible fluid. The secondary circulation is proportional to
_/q where _ is the componentof vorticity in the direction of fluid
flow and q is the magnitude of the flow velocity vector.

The expression for the change in secondary circulation along a
streamline is obtained from equations (4) to (6) by applying certain
well-known results from vector analysis and differential geometry. The
final form of the expression is given by

Q_) - _ = -2 grad sin @ds (7)2 1 1 R q2

where

s streamline arc length

PO total pressure

p density

angle between direction of principal normal to streamline and
normal to Bernoulli surface (surface of constant total pressure)
on which streamline lies

UD

R radius of curvature of streamline
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and the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate arbitrary points on the stream-

line. It follows at once that_ if @ = 0 (R _ 0)_ then (_/q)2 = (_/q)l;

that is, there is no change in secondary circulation along the stream-

line. Furthermore_ from differential-geometric considerations,

1/Rg = sin @/R where 1/Rg is the geodesic curvature of the streamline

on the Bernoulli surface. Therefore_ @ = 0 (R _ 0) implies that

1/Rg = O. Reference 15 summarizes these results by stating_ "Hence

streamlines along which the secondary circulation remains unchanged are

geodesics on the Bernoulli surface."

It is pointed out that the simplest examples to which the general
theory may be applied are those in which the initial flow has a uniform

static pressure and a velocity varying in one direction only. Such

flows may exist in the boundary layer of a large straight duct or in

an open channel whose width is large compared with its depth.

From a physical standpoint 3 when a stream enters a bend whose plane

is parallel to the Bernoulli surfaces, a secondary circulation is created

and the ensuing secondary flow will eventually distort the Bernoulli

surfaces so that all semblance to the original velocity and total-pressure

distribution may be lost. However 3 if the distortion of the Bernoulli

surfaces is assumed small 3 Igrad (po/p) and @ in equation (7) can be

considered constant and a first-order solution obtained for the secondary

circulation. As an illustration_ the method (with these assumptions) is

applied to the problem posed in reference lB. The resulting equation

for change in the vorticity component in the through-flow direction is

identical to that obtained in reference lB.

Even though nonviscous-flow analyses represent a simplified ap-

proach to secondary-flow problems, solutions of the governing equations

still are difficult to obtain. A question always exists as to the

meaningfulness of results obtained by introducing further simplifying

assumptions in the flow model to obtain solutions. A partial answer to

this question is found in reference 16, which considers secondary flow

in a 90 ° bend of rectangular cross section. The secondary flow is first

calculated by means of a perturbation analysis and then compared with a

"simplified solution." Theoretical results are finally compared with

experimental data.

In carrying out the perturbation analysisj the stagnation pressure

is assumed to vary in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the bend,

and the secondary-flow velocities are assumed small compared with the

main-flow velocities. The basic flow is defined_ as in reference l_ 3

to be the flow in a free vortex. The perturbation velocities are then

shown to be determinable from the solution of a Poisson equation. This

solution is expressed as an infinite series involving Bessel functions.

The series, however_ converges slowly_ and a great deal of calculation

is required to obtain answers of reasonable accuracy.
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The simplified analysis presented incorporates further assumptions
than those madein the perturbation analysis, and the problem is finally
made comparable to the one considered in reference 14. A particular
solution to the problem is then calculated by assuming a linear varia-
tion in stagnation pressure at the entrance of a bend having the geometry
of the author's test apparatus. The velocities obtained by the simpli-
fied method are comparedwith the more exact perturbation solution men-
tioned earlier_ and the agreement is found to be good for this particu-
lar case.

The theoretical results are then comparedwith experimental results
in a 90° bend (ref. 16). For a turning angle in the bend comparable to
that found in compressor cascades, a comparison of the theoretical and
experimental radial velocities falls within the limits of experimental
accuracy. Therefore_ for the types of nonviscous-flow analysis under
consideration, the extra labor involved in improving the solutions to
secondary flow in a channel by the more exact calculations would appear
to be unwarranted as long as the secondary-flow velocities are assumed
small.

A few attempts have been madeto develop methods which are exten-
sions of the type of analysis initiated in references 14 and 15 and
which potentially are capable of yielding more exact solutions to
secondary-flow problems. One such method is outlined in reference 17.
In this report the secondary flow in channels and cascades of airfoils
is considered calculable by a successive-approximation technique. The
flow is assumedto becomeasymptotically parallel and nonuniform at up-
stream infinity. A velocity field is postulated for the region to be
investigated which has zero normal velocities on the flow boundaries
and which assumesthe given asymptotic values at upstream infinity.
This velocity field is chosen to satisfy the continuity equation though
not necessarily the momentumequations. From the prescribed velocities 3
a vortex field is calculated by meansof the Cauchyvorticity equations.
The vortex field is then integrated to give a new velocity field_ and
the process is repeated until discrepancies between successively calcu-
lated velocity fields are small.

Reference 17 points out, however_ that the computational labor in-
volved in the approximation schememakesmore than one step unlikely.
A realistic choice of the initial velocity field is required 3 and
usually enough is known about the desired solution to make this possible.

Evaluation and conclusions. - The various analyses discussed out-

line approximate methods for predicting secondary flows in channels and

two-dimensional cascades. The principal restriction applying to these

analyses is that they assume a variation in inlet velocity that extends

well into the flow passage (see fig. 25). In most two-dimensional-

cascade investigations, the variation is likely to be confined to a thin

uO
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boundary layer. Tests in such cascades indicate a pronounced cross-

channel flow and a concentration of vorticity near the suction-surface

side of the passage. As would be expected, none of the examples worked

out by nonviscous-flow methods predict such a phenomenon. There are

indications_ however, that this type of approach may be a first step in

treating secondary flow in the final stages of a compressor where varia-

tions in velocity are of the type required and viscous effects on the

primary flow pattern are of secondary importance. A complete analysis,

of course, would have to include the effects of tip clearance and radial

pressure gradients. It might also be possible to combine nonviscous-

flow theory and boundary-layer theory in a manner that would allow for

calculation of secondary flows in the inlet stages of a compressor.

Reference 15 is of particular interest_ in that the equations de-

rived are general in form. However_ it should be noted that the formula

for secondary circulation

- _ = - 2 gra

i

sin @ ds

R 2
q

is not an explicit relation for the change in secondary circulation.

This follows from the fact that the velocity q is affected by _ and

hence the integrand is in turn a function of _. Consequently_ equation

(7) is actually an integral equation for the secondary circulation or

the vorticity component _. The cases where the formula for a change

in secondary circulation can be readily simplified are those in which it

is assumed that the Bernoulli surfaces remain flat. The formula then
becomes

d_As
- _ = - 2 grad-_-

2 i q2R

Experimental studies have shown, however, that this assumption (with-

out further modifications) will be invalid for many problems of practical

interest (see experimental section of the present chapter). This fact

is recognized by the author of reference 15 in a discussion of flow in

bent circular pipes. In this case_ simplification was achieved by con-

sidering only the path of a particle of maximum total pressure near

the outside wall of the pipe and assuming that the velocity and

Igrad(Po/P)Iremainconstantona stre line

References 16 and 17 emphasize the mathematical difficulties in-

volved when more exact methods are used in calculating secondary flows

by use of nonviscous-flow theory. However_ the reports also indicate

that the simplified solutions give fairly adequate results for the type
of problem under consideration.
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Three-Dimensional Boundary-Layer Flows

Oneof the early theoretical papers on three-dimensional boundary
layers is reference 18, which points out two effects in three-
dimensional boundary-layer flows that are not present in the two-
dimensional case. The first effect is the result of lateral expansion or
convergence of streamlines in the "potential flow region" that are paral-
lel to the bounding wall. This convergence causes changes in boundary-
layer thickness and profile shape. The second effect is the displacement
of the boundary layer toward the concave side of the potential stream as
a result of lateral curvature of that stream. This results in boundary-
layer crossflows such as shownin figure 2. As indicated in reference
18, theoretical calculation of such flows entails difficulties not pres-
ent in two-dimensional boundary-layer studies.

The theoretical investigation of secondary flows in blade passages
through application of boundary-layer theory has# in the past, been re-
stricted in scope. Almost all analyses bearing on compressor secondary-
flow problems have been confined to the study of boundary-layer cross-
flows of the type noted in the experimental section. Becauseof the
assumptions generally madein classical boundary-layer theory_ investi-
gation of such phenomenaas vortex roll-up and tip-clearance flows is#
of necessity, severely limited.

In the following sections, reports dealing with basic boundary-
layer theory and the application of this theory to secondary-flow prob-
lems are discussed. Although reports that employ momentum-integral
concepts play an important part in the study of boundary layers in tur-
bomachines, this class of reports is excluded from the discussion. This
restriction is madebecause momentum-integral methods require a priori
assumptions concerning the character of the velocity profiles in the
boundary layer, and at present someimportant questions remain as to
how to make these assumptions realistically for three-dimensional flows
(ref. 19). Consequently, reports that evolve basic concepts and deter-
mine fundamental flow characteristics are considered principally.

All the reports that give solutions to specific secondary-flow
problems assumethat the boundary layer under investigation is laminar,
as a result of general inability to apply current mathematical tech-
niques to the vastly more complicated problems of turbulent viscous-flow
phenomena. However, as boundary layers in turbomachines are not likely
to be laminar but rather turbulent 3 the question may arise as to the
significance of laminar-flow studies in relation to turbomachines. In
this regard3 past experience indicates that the factors having an im-
portant influence on laminar-boundary-layer flow behavior are qualita-
tively the samefor turbulent flow.
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Investigations of three-dimensional boundar_-la_er equations. -

Because of the complexity of the boundary-layer equations, it has been

profitable to examine the nature of the equations without actually

carrying out solutions of specific problems. Several reports, for ex-

ample, give derivations of the boundary-layer equations in various cur-

vilinear coordinate systems followed by detailed examination of the

equations in these systems to determine their important characteristics.

Some of the basic reports of this type that can be considered ultimately

applicable to secondary-flow analysis in turbomachines are summarized

briefly.

The equations in reference 20 are derived for incompressible

boundary-layer flow in a general orthogonal curvilinear coordinate

system, and the influence of curvature of the main flow on boundary-

layer behavior is discussed. Compressible boundary-layer equations in

orthogonal curvilinear coordinates are developed in reference 21, along

with the energy equation. The results of reference 21 are, therefore,

more widely applicable than those of reference 20. Following the gen-

eral development, the boundary-layer equations are derived for various

special cases and the nature of the equations is discussed. The special

cases include flow over a body of revolution, cylindrical flow, and

conical flow. For treatment of more general cases, the equations are

derived for an orthogonal coordinate system determined by the external

flow streamlines, the orthogonal trajectories of those streamlines, and

a line mutually perpendicular to the streamlines and their trajectories.

In the discussion of the boundary-layer equations in the system

designated, reference 21 shows that, in the absence of a lateral body

force, external stream curvature is needed to produce crossflow. There-

fore, if the curvature is small and the flow unseparated, the crossflow

velocity will probably be small. This then suggests that it might be

possible to simplify the boundary equations by considering a "small-

crossflow" approximation. In such an approximation, the terms of higher

order than unity in the crossflow velocity or lateral derivatives would

be neglected. This approximation is carried out, and it is shown that

the equations for the flow velocity in the streamline direction (the

"principal velocity") can be put into the precise form of the two-

dimensional boundary-layer equations and independently solved. Once

such a solution has been achieved 3 it is possible to solve for the

crossflow component. Solving for this cQmponent 3 however 3 is difficult,

and it is suggested that the boundary layer be considered as divided in-

to two parts. One part would consist of the outer region of the bound-

ary layer where viscous forces are not large. By setting the viscous

terms in the governing equation equal to zero, a "stripwise" solution

for this region can be obtained along a given external streamline. The

other part of the boundary layer 3 termed the 'boundary sub-layer" would

consist of the region adjacent to the surface where viscous forces are

large. By assuming that the principal velocity component is linear in
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this region 3 an approximate solution for the crossflow componentcan be
obtained that is valid in the region close to the wall. This sub-layer
solution can then be joined to the solution obtained for the upper re-
gion of the boundary layer to give a result valid for the entire bound-
ary layer.

The equations for steady_ compressible three-dimensional boundary-
layer flow in Cartesian coordinates and in an "implicit" orthogonal co-
ordinate system applicable to flow over bodies of revolution and conical
bodies are derived in reference 22. A discussion of the energy equa-
tion, along with a simplification of the energy equation for a Prandtl
numberof i_ is then presented. By introducing a vector potential_ the
numberof dependent variables in the boundary-layer equation can be re-
ducedby one. This is accomplished by properly defining the boundary-
layer velocity componentsin terms of the componentsof the vector po-
tential. The boundary-layer equations and the energy equation are then
transformed to a system of equations including the componentsof the
vector potential as dependent variables. In incompressible flows_ these
componentsare the only two dependent variables.

Various applications of the equations to specific types of problems
are also discussed in reference 22. Amongthe conclusions reached are
the following: (i) For flow with plane or axially symmetric boundary
conditions, the three-dimensional equations reduce to two-dimensional
form by Mangler's transformation_ and (2) in cases of flow over flat
plates at zero angle of attack_ when the leading edge is somearbitrary
curve, the flow viewed in planes parallel to the stream and perpendicu-
lar to the plate is given by the plane Blasius solution.

The effect of angular rotation of the coordinate system on the
boundary-layer equations is considered in references 23 and 24. The
boundary-layer equations are obtained in reference 23 for a Cartesian
coordinate system rotating with a constant angular velocity about a
fixed axis in space. In this report the additional forces caused by
rotation of the system and the influence of blade rows in a turbomachine
on the boundary layer are qualitatively discussed. In reference 24 the
boundary-layer equations are derived for an orthogonal coordinate sys-
tam rotating with a constant angular velocity. Both the laminar and
the turbulent forms are given. These equations are then used to develop
generalized momentum-integral equations.

Boundary-layer crossflow over flat plate with leadin 6 ed6e. -

Initial research on boundary-layer crossflow on flat or slightly curved

surfaces was principally concerned with calculations of two special

types of boundary-layer flow over an infinite flat plate. The first

was the result of rotating the plate about an axis normal to its surface

in a uniform stream (ref. 25). The second was the result of imposing a
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flow having circular streamline (e.g., a free-vortex type flow) on the
plate surface (ref. 26). In neither of these cases_ however_ is there
any variation of boundary-layer properties with mainstream turning, nor
is there any concept that allows boundary-layer development in the di-
rection of the mainstream flow relative to the plate. The results ob-
tained, therefore, do not directly apply to the type of crossflow ob-
served in two-dimensional cascades and channels (fig. 2). As a first
approximation to the latter type of secondary flow 3 several investiga-
tors have calculated boundary-layer crossflows over flat plates having
a leading edge. In this type of problem_ both the variation of the
boundary layer with mainstream turning and the development of the bound-
ary layer in the mainstream direction can be studied.

One of the early papers dealing with this problem is reference 27.
This analysis considers lamina_-boundary-layer development over a semi-
infinite flat plate placed in a flow with concentric circular streamlines.
Both incompressible flow and a compressible flow with Prandtl numberof
i are investigated. The method of solution for the incompressible case
is similar to that employed in two-dimensional boundary-layer theory.
The boundary-layer equations are first expressed in a curvilinear sys-
tem of the type outlined in reference 24. A "similarity parameter"
is then defined; and, with suitable definitions for the boundary-layer
velocity componentsin terms of unknownfunctions F(_) and G(_), the
boundary-layer equations are simplified to two simultaneous total dif-
ferential equations for F and G. However, certain terms in these
equations have as a coefficient the square of the total turning of the
main flow from the plate leading edge. The analysis is then restricted
to apply to the region of the flow where the total turning is small,
and all terms containing the square of the total turning are discarded.
This approximation simplifies greatly the equations for the unknown
functions F and G, and solutions are obtained for the special case
of a mainstream flow of the free-vortex type. The results showthat
the velocity component u in the direction of the main flow and the
component w normal to the main flow direction and parallel to the
plate surface can be expressed by

u : UiF'(n)

and

where UI

the flow.

w --

is the mainstream velocity and e is the total turning of

Typical velocity profiles are shown in figure 24. The analysis of

reference 27 also discloses that there is a limiting deflection of the
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boundary layer at the plate surface, which for the particular case dis-
cussed is a function of the total mainstream turning. Limiting deflec-
tion has also been noted in visualization studies of crossflows.

Further progress in the investigation of crossflow phenomenais
madein references 28 and 29. Both analyses treat a flow over a flat
plate which is of a type that makespossible the exact solution of the
boundary-layer equations. Their solutions, therefore, are not subject
to the restrictions inherent in reference 27 because of the assumption
of small mainstream turning madein that reference. The special two-
dimensional mainstream flow considered in references 28 and 29 is de-
fined by

U = constant

W=a+bx

where

U mainstream ccmponentnormal to plate leading edge

W mainstream componentparallel to leading edge

ajb constants

x distance from leading edge measured along plate surface

This rotational flow has streamlines that are parabolic in form. Fur-
thermore, the entire streamline pattern can be obtained by simply
translating a given streamline in a direction parallel to the plane
leading edge (fig. 25).

The solutions of the boundary-layer equations in this problem are
obtained in the usual way of defining a similarity variable and reduc-
ing the boundary-layer equations to ordinary differential equations.
In both reference 25 and reference 29, solutions are obtained for the
case where the mainstream flow has 0° inclination to a line perpendicu-
lar to the plate leading edge. Reference 28 also considers two other
cases where the inclinations are 60° and -60°. The streamline patterns
for these flows are obtained by merely shifting the parabolas in figure
25 to the left or to the right.

In the three cases discussed in reference 28, regions exist in the
flow field for which the total pressure in the boundary layer exceeds
that in the mainstream. The reason that particles in the boundary layer
can have a larger total pressure than those in the mainstream follows
the postulation of a total-pressure gradient for the main flow parallel
to the leading edge of the plate. Consequently_ boundary-layer

D-
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streamlines (which curve more sharply than those in the main stream,

fig. 25) may transport particles of high total pressure underneathmain-

flow streamlines of lower total pressure.

Reference 28 also discusses the problem of "three-dimensional sep-

aration" (i.e., separation of the actual flow profile as distinguished

from separation of a single velocity-component profile that may not

indicate separation of the total flow). The reference shows that such

three-dimensional separation does not occur 3 because the crossflow

prevents separation (in the example presented) by transporting fluid

with high energy to the "critical" regions.

In addition to the research mentioned, there is one other publica-

tion known to the authors that includes detailed treatment of crossflow

over flat plates, namely, reference 19. In this report a group of prob-

lems for which the mainstream flow has small curvature in the lateral

direction are analyzed. The velocity components of the mainstream are

characterized by

U = U0 + U*(x,z)

w = w*(x,z)

where U is the velocity component in the direction normal to the lead-

ing edge of the plate (the x-direction), and W is the velocity compo-

nent parallel to the leading edge of the plate (the z-direction, fig.

26). It is also assumed that

U 0 = constant

W*< <U 0

U* < <U 0

By a perturbation method, the velocity profiles of the crossflow in

the x- and z-directions are calculated for a variety of incompressible

mainstream flows for which U _ and W" are expressible as

U* = bxmz i

and

W* = axnz k

In this analysis, the boundary-layer velocities u, w, and v in the

x, z, and y directions, respectively, are then considered to be of the
form
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u=uo +u*

W = W s

V=V0 +V*

where u0 and v 0 are the boundary-layer velocity components in the

well-known Blasius solution for a uniform flow of velocity U0 over a

flat plate. The quantities u_ v _, w _3 and are the perturbation veloc-

ities on this basic boundary-layer flow.

It can be seen that one of the flows considered in references 28

and 29 is a special case of the family of flows investigated here; for

example, U* = O, W * = ax. This special case is worked out with the use

of the perturbation analysis; and, in this instance# the perturbation

analysis is equivalent to the type of analysis employed in references

28 and 29.

By considering a range of values of the exponents m_ i, n, and k,

the effect of various flow patterns on velocity profiles and boundary-

layer displacement thickness is investigated at some length. As in ref-

erences 28 and 29, certain rotational flows give rise to boundary-layer

velocites that exceed mainstream values. The effects of angular rota-

tion of the coordinate systemand compressibility on crossflow velocities

are briefly analyzed. The results of the analysis of angular rotation

are applied to flow on surfaces of compressor blades. It is concluded

that, if the main flow deflects toward the blade tip near the suction-

surface side and toward the hub near the pressure-surface side, then the

effect of angular rotation is to increase the crossflow on the suction

surface and decrease the crossflow on the pressure surface.

The effect of compressibility is discussed for the flow defined by

W * = ax and U _ = bx. The conclusion reached is that compressibility

has the over-all effect of increasing the boundary-layer perturbation

velocities.

Flow over flat ?late with thick boundary later. - In the previous

discussion of boundary-layer flow over a flat plate, the boundary layer

developed from a definite leading edge and was immediately subjected to

lateral pressure gradients that gave rise to secondary flows. For flow

in turbomachine configurations, this is usually not the case. Generally,

the boundary layer develops for a distance in the absence of lateral

pressure gradients before secondary flows develop. This is true, for

example, in flow through the inlet of a channel or cascade or along the

casing of a compressor between blade rows. Reference 50 attempts to

gain some insight into the effect of this boundary-layer growth on

secondary-flow behavior. The problem analyzed is that of a thick

uo
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boundary-layer flow over a flat plate where the boundary layer is sub-

jected to a sudden lateral perturbation caused either by a pressure

gradient or a sudden movement of a part of the plate surface over which

the flow develops.

The analysis presented is a small-crossflow perturbation analysis

of the type employed in reference 19. In obtaining solutions for

boundary-layer velocities 3 an approximate but rapid method of solution

is employed. This method is based on the assumption that the flow can

be considered to be composed of a nonviscous outer region and a viscous

inner region adjacent to the wall. In view of this assumption 3 separate

solutions are obtained for these two regions. These solutions are then

joined at a distance from the wall that is determined from the analysis.

As most of the report is devoted to the development of methods 3

only two simple applications are given. In the first_ a boundary layer

flowing two-dimensionally from the leading edge of a plate encounters

at some fixed distance from the edge a surface moving laterally with a

constant velocity. At a given distance from the edge of the moving sur-

face 3 the crossflow velocity is a function of the Blasius similarity

variable h. Near the leading edge of the moving plate_ these functions

have a steep slope, which indicates rapid rise of velocity from the

plate surface to the main stream. Farther downstream 3 they approach the

well-known Blasius solution for flow over a flat plate with zero pres-

sure gradient.

The second example given is the case of a thick boundary layer

which_ at a given reference line parallel to the leading edge 3 encoun-

ters a pressure field arising from a "parabolic" mainstream flow_ for

example 3 a flow having a lateral velocity component that varies as the

nth power of the distance from the fixed reference line. Solutions are

carried out for various values of these powers and for various distances

from the reference line. Near the point where the pressure perturbation

is first felt, the solutions indicate that the thick boundary layer de-

velops greater crossflow velocities than in the case where the boundary

develops from the leading edge. It is possible in this analysis to

compare the solutions obtained for flow at a great distance from the
reference line with the more exact solutions worked out in reference

19, for here the two theoretically must agree. Progressively better

agreement results from taking larger values of the powers defining the

mainstream lateral velocity.

Boundary-layer flow in corners. - One of the important problems

mentioned earlier was that of analyzing secondary flows in the corner

formed by the side of a channel or blade row and the end wall of the

flow passage. As outlined in the experimental section of this report,

a fair amount of information on boundary-layer behavior in corners has
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been obtained in visualization studies. Theoretically, however, the
analysis of boundary-layer behavior in corner regions is still in a
very preliminary stage of development.

Early analyses of flow in corner regions (e.g., refs. 51 and 32)
are generally confined to special cases in which there is no pressure
gradient in the main flow and the corner region is formed by the inter-
section of plane walls. Reference 19 considers flows over surfaces with
very sharply varying lateral curvature (equivalent to a corner with a
fillet). Perturbation assumptions of the type employed in the analysis
of flow over a flat plate in the samereference are employed in this
case. In particular, the mainstream velocity is considered to be the
resultant of a constant "axial" velocity and superimposed perturbation
velocities of very small magnitude in the axial and lateral directions.

The boundary-layer equations in reference 19 are solved numeri-
cally for two choices of mslnstream flow in a corner having a hyperbolic
cross section. For the first flow analyzed, the axial perturbation
velocity is assumedzero and the lateral perturbation velocity is
assumedconstant. In the second case, the axial perturbation velocity
is again assumedzero, but the lateral perturbation velocity is as-
sumedto vary as the first power of the axial distance. Plots of ve-
locity profiles and deflections of the crossflow from the mainstream
direction are presented. The results indicate that, for the case of
constant lateral perturbation velocity, the corner establishes a
crosswise pressure gradient that causes boundary-layer air to flow
from the upper part of the wall into the corner region. For the second
example, the results indicate that the external flow possesses a cross-
wise pressure gradient before it reaches the corner and that this pres-
sure gradient not only opposes the one established in the corner but
also causes a strong crossflow from the corner region up onto the side
of the wall.

Evaluation and conclusions. - Application of boundary-layer theory

to the analysis of secondary flow in turbomachines has the advantage of

accountlng for viscosity in the fluid and thereby allowing the compu-

tation of secondary flows that are principally the result of viscous

action, for example 3 cross-channel flows. However, the application of

the boundary-layer studies outlined in this chapter to compressor flows

is severely limited. For example, the theories in general have assumed

steady, incompressible, laminar-boundary-layer flow. In compressor

blade rows, such flows will be primarily unsteady, compressible, and

turbulent. (To date, of course, it has not been possible to give an

adequate mathematical treatment of flows of this type.) Furthermore,

the present state of boundary-layer theory does not allow the ready

computation of flows in the presence of blade rows. Although some

progress has been made in this direction (ref. 19), the computations

of secondary flows arising from lateral pressure variations in the

main stream are principally confined to flows over surfaces that are

essentially flat.
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In spite of these restrictions_ several advantages can be gained from
present boundary-L_yer analyses. As mentioned earlier, they can serve as
the first step in a more comprehensive study of secondary flows and can
possibly be combined with analyses treating other aspects of the flow.
Secondly, they can be used in their present form to explain and interpret
experimental findings in relatively simple flow configurations. (The
"limiting crossflow" phenomenonfound in both experimental and theoreti-
cal studies is an example.) Finally, calculations of velocity-profile
shapes and basic parameters are useful in the application of more general
theoretical treatments that presently exist (such as the momentum-integral
methods). The determination of profile shapes, in fact, was one of the
principal motivations for the analysis presented in reference 19.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The survey of experimental and theoretical research on secondary
flows and three-dimensional boundary-layer effects indicates in broad
outline the present state of knowledge in this field. It is evident from
the work discussed that, at best, only an elementary understanding of the
basic flow behavior has been achieved.

The experimental work indicates how such phenomenaas flow dis-
turbances caused by relative motion betweenblade ends and annulus walls,
cross-channel and radial flows, and vortex formation in blade passages
may occur in simple compressor configurations. In a multistage unit,
however, the pattern of flow is greatly complicated by the interaction
of these effects and the influence of other compressor phenomena(e.g.,
rotating stall) that have not been considered in conjunction with these
studies. The experimental studies, therefore, are best used as a guide
for interpretation of experimental findings in multistage compressors and
as a basis for constructing more comprehensivemodel_ of the actual flow
behavior. With proper caution, however, the results can be used in their
present form to guide certain design considerations. In the past, for
example, shrouding of blade rows has at times been advocated for the re-
duction of losses in blade end regions (ref. 33). The tests concerning
relative motion between blade ends and annulus wall, however, indicate
that smaller flow disturbances and better performance are likely to occur
in unshrouded blade passages (with due regard for clearance, of course)
than in shrouded passages.

Theoretical research on secondary flows and three-dimensional
boundary-layer effects has been severely handicappedby the mathematical
complexity associated with even the simplest types of problems. It is
probably sufficient to hope that present theories can be used to predict
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"orders of magnitude" of various quantitative aspects of the flow and to
provide a better physical understanding of the mechanismsthat give rise
to observable flow patterns.
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(a) Convergence of streamlines (ref. 2). 

Figure 4. - Passage vortex formation. 
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(b) Spanwise def lect ion and vortex roll-up. 

Figure 4.  - Concluded. Passage vortex formation. 
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Cross-channel velocity

Figure 6. - Boundary-layer velocity and vorticity

profiles for cross-channel component of boundary-

layer flow (ref. 6).
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(a) Subsonic flow condition (lower Mach number).

Figure 9. - Contours of kinetlc-energy loss at exit measuring station of

vortex blades (ref. 3).
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Figure 9. - Concluded. Contours of kinetic-energy loss at exit

measuring station of vortex blades (ref. 5).
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Figure 10. - Paint t races  showing location of  shock and r ad ia l  
flow i n  thickened boundary regions on suction surfaces of  
vortex blades ( r e f .  3 ) .  
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(a) Full flow fence interrupts radial flow along trailing edge

and along suction surface.

Figure 12. - Contours of kinetic-energy loss at exit of vortex blades_

showing results of radial-flow fences. Higher Mach number (ref. 3).
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(b) Modified flow fence interrupts radial flow along trailing edge only.

Figure 12. - Concluded. Contours of kinetic-energy loss at exit of vor-

tex blades_ showing results of radial-flow fences. Higher Mach number

(ref.3).
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Figure 13. - Contours of kinetic-energy loss at exit measuring station of

constant-discharge-angle blades_ set A (ref. 3).
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Figure l_. - Contours of kinetlc-energy loss at exit measuring station

of constant-discharge-angle blades, set B (ref. 5).
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Figure 15. - Deflection of flow off pressure surface a t  
blade end and through tip-clearance region to roll up 
as  vortex near suction surface (ref. 2 ) .  

Figure 16. - Displacement of passage vortex by tip-clearance vortex (ref. 2 
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Figure 18. - Streamline pattern showing scraping effects at leading surfaces 
of blades with relative motion between blades and wall (ref. 2). 
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(a) Stationary wall. 
- 

C-3C441 

(b) Moderate- speed wall. 

Figure 19. - Effects of scraping act ion on streamline 
deflections on pressure surface of blade f o r  “compressor 
conPiguration.” Probe on nose of blade ( r e f .  2 ) .  
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(a) Stationary wall. 

- _  
(b) Moderate-speed wall. 

Figure 20. - Aspirating effects on streamline deflections on suction surface of blades. 
Probe on nose of blade (ref. 2). 
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(a) First rotor position, 

-- 
(b)  Second rotor position. 

Figure 21. - Effect of rotor blade position on radial flow (ref. 6). 
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Figure 23. - Velocity variation at inlet to channel (ref. 14).
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Figure 25. - Parabolic mainstream flow over

flat plate with crossflow in boundary layer
(refs. 28 and 29).
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Figure 26. - Coordinate system for flow along semi-infinite

flat plate (ref. 19).
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CHAPTERXVI

_o

EFFECTS OF DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT ERRORS ON COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE

By Robert J. Jackson and Peggy L. Yohner

SUMMARY

Effects of design errors on compressor performance parameters and of

measurement errors on calculated values of performance parameters are

analyzed. Formulas and charts are presented from which the changes in

blade-element performance and calculated parameters due to the design and
measurement errors can be determined.

The use of the design-error charts during the design calculations

and in the analysis and interpretation of data is discussed. The charts

can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of a given velocity diagram to

design errors and to determine whether iterations of design calculations

are warranted. To a limited extent_ the uncertainty intervals in blade-

element performance can be calculated from the charts.

The measurement-error charts can be employed along with the proce-

dure devised at the Gas Turbine Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology for the estimation of uncertainty intervals in calculated

performance and can also be of assistance in the evaluation of data and

in the planning of instrumentation for research or development.

INTRODUCTION

The attainment of design rotor pressure ratio for an axial-flow-

compressor stage depends upon the correct prediction of blade-element

turning angle and loss, upon an accurate design distribution radially of

the local specific mass flow downstream of the rotor_ and upon the agree-

ment between the actual and design rotor-inlet flow distribution. Rotor

blade-element design errors can result from the approximate nature of

available design-data correlations_ from blade manufacturing tolerances_

and from the necessary simplifications in the design equations. Dis-

crepancies between the actual and design rotor-inlet flow distribution

can result from the foregoing types of design errors in preceding blade

rows. (The design variables and their sources of error are identified

and discussed in the section ANALYTICAL APPROACH.)
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A meansfor estimating the error in a performance parameter due to
an assumederror in a blade-element design variable or to an error in the
inlet flow conditions is useful to both the compressor designer and to
the research worker. Therefore_ an analysis of this problem was made,
the results of which are presented in this chapter. From the available
equations relating blade-element performance parameters to the design
variables, differential formulas were calculated that relate a small
change in a design variable to the consequent change in the performance
parameter. The formulas are presented in this chapter in the form of car-
pet plots, and the significant trends are discussed.

An analysis of this type maybe expected to indicate the degree of
design control required for a given velocity diagram as evidenced by its
sensitivity to design errors. Amonga group of suitable design velocity
diagrams, the analysis may show that one diagram is relatively insensitive
to design errors, thus indicating that it would be the best choice for the
design. The charts can also be employed to determine_ in certain cases,
whether an iteration of the design calculations is warranted.

The interpretation of experimental data requires someconsideration
of measurementerrors. This problem is particularly relevant to the work
of the researcher and also to the compressor designer, since correlations
of design variables are based on experimental data_ and compressor devel-
opment programs depend on the interpretation and application of experi-
mental data. Differential formulas were calculated that give the error
in a performance parameter caused by a measurementerror in one of the
flow properties. These formulas are presented in this chapter in the form
of carpet plots. A method for combining the effects of several measure-
ment errors is outlined.

o_

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this chapter:

a speed of sound

D diffusion factor

H total or stagnation enthalpy

HM total enthalpy calculated from change of moment of
momentum

h static enthalpy

M Mach number

P total or stagnation pressure
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P

R

r

T

U

V

Y

5°

_ad

P

co

Sub scripts:

d

h

id

Z

sys

t

static or stream pressure

gas constant

radius

total or stagnation temperature

rotor speed

air velocity

air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction,
deg

ratio of specific heats

deviation angle, angle between outlet-air direction and

tangent to blade mean camber line at trailing edge, deg

adiabatic efficiency

density

solidityj ratio of chord to spacing

p,
quantity 2,id I

total-pressure-loss coefficient

design value

hub

ideal

lower limit of uncertainty interval

denotes systematic error

tip

upper limit of uncertainty interval

axial direction
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/

0

1

2

i . viii

Superscript :

I

station ahead of guide vanes or stators

station at rotor inlet or stator exit

station at rotor exit

denotes variable in error

indicates quantity relative to rotor

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Consider a function of several variables /(Xl,X2, . Xn). The

change in / caused by a given set of small changes in Xl,X2, . x n

is given approximately by the following formula (ref. i, ch. IV):

: + +
81

+ (1)

The nth term of formula (i)

(2)

can be directly calculated (for an assumed value of £_ta) and plotted as

a function of the parameters that fix the value of 8J/Sx n. This pro-

cedure is used in the present report.

The degree of approximation of formula (2) depends upon the way /

varies with xn and upon the magnitude of 2_ n. The accuracy of the

formulas presented in this report for reasonable magnitudes of design

errors was spot-checked by means of sample calculations and plots. The

results of these calculations are given in appendix A. These checks do

not constitute a general proof of the accuracy of the formulas, but do

verify their applicability for certain conditions of flow and velocity

diagram.

Design Errors

A brief outline of the blade-element approach to single-stage-

compressor design follows in order to clarify the application of formula

(1) to the analysis of design errors.
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For given design values of pressure ratio, mass flow, rotational

speed, and tip diameter, the hub profile and the preliminary velocity

diagrams are calculated by methods discussed in chapter VIII (ref. 2).

These preliminary velocity diagrams determine approximate values of

diffusion factor and other blade-loading and blade-configuration param-

eters. This information permits the estimation of the radial distribu-

tion of the relative total-pressure-loss coefficient _ (or _') for each

blade row as discussed in chapter VII (ref. 2). The velocity-diagram

calculations (including the radial-equilibrium calculation) are then re-

peated in order to incorporate the effects of the loss estimation. Fi-

nally, the methods of chapter VII (ref. 2) can be employed for the se-

lection of blade-section cambers, incidence angles, and deviation angles.

The employment of blade elements in this design procedure (as dis-

cussed in ch. III (ref. 3)) requires the estimation or calculation of the

radii to each blade element at the axial stations upstreamand downstream

of the rotor. Thus, since r I is assigned by the designer, r 2 is identi-
fied as a design variable. For a rotor, the design method outlined in the

preceding paragraph requires predictions of relative stagnation-pressure

loss (in terms of _') and of deviation angle. The radial-equilibrium cal-

culation and the condition of continuity determine the values of axial ve-

locity or local specific mass flow downstream of the rotor for each blade

element. Three additional design variables are, therefore_ _' '' _2' and

(pVz) 2. (The use of the local specific masg flow (pVz) 2 was found to

be more convenient in this analysis than the axial velocity Vz32. )

Errors in the design rotor-inlet flow distribution can be caused by

design or blade manufacturing tolerances or errors in any of the upstream

blade rows. At the design mass flow, these errors can lead to off-design

values of rotor-inlet stagnation pressure P1, absolute air angle _l,

local specific mass flow (pVz)l, and stagnation enthalpy H 1.

In summary, then, the design variables for rotor blade elements are

identified as P1, _l' (PVz)l_ H1, _', _, (PVz)2, and r 2. Instead of

the general design variable Pl_ the loss parameter _ for the adjacent

upstream stationary blade row can be used. The agreement between the

actual and design values of a performance parameter (such as P2) depends,

within the limitations of the design system, on the agreement between the

actual and design values of these design variables.

In the following discussion, the foregoing design variables are

identified by the lower-case Roman numerals i to viii as follows:

P1 or _ _l (PVz)l H1 _' _2 (PVz)2 r2

i or (i) ii iii iv v vi vii viii
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The symbol denoting the error in a performance parameter due to a design

error in any one variable (assuming for the moment that all other vari-

ables are correct) is identified by the appropriate lower-case Roman num-

eral subscript. For instance, (2_H2/H2)i denotes the error in H2 due to

an error solely in Pl" The stator (or guide-vane) loss parameter _ is

not an independent design variable; an error in _ is one of many sources

of error in P1, and it is denoted by parentheses around its identifying

number.

Some sources of errors in the variables are as follows:

Design variable Some sources of error

_' (i) Accuracy of loss parameter and incidence-

angle correlation system (ch. VII (ref. 2))

(pVz)2

r2

(2) Accuracy of deviation-angle correlation

system

(5) Blade-fabrication tolerances

(4) Degree of simplification of radial-

equilibrium equation

(5) Effects of errors in _' and _ on

radial-equilibrium calculation

(6) Inaccurate allowance for wall boundary-

layer development

(7) Same as (4), (5), and (6) if r2 is

calculated

(8) If r 2 is assumed, error depends on

degree of radial shift in flow as gas

crosses rotor

The foregoing types of design errors in blade rows upstream of a given

rotor contribute to discrepancies between actual and design values of

Pl' _l' (PVz)l' and H1. For the inlet stage of a compressor, an addi-

tional source of such errors lies in the performance of the inlet dif-
fuser section.

A basic source of disagreement between actual and design performance

is contained in certain simplifications to the equations of motion as ap-

plied to the blade-element design method (e.g., the assumptions of axial

syTmmetry and steady flow). This source of error is not amenable to ana-

lytical investigation and is not considered in this chapter.
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The design variables PI, _i, (PVz)l, Hl, _', _2, (PVz)2, and r2,

in conjunction with known inlet conditions, determine the value of a com-

pressor blade-element performance parameter. For the purposes of this

investigation, then, any of the blade-element performance parameters can

be designated as a function of these eight design variables:

/ : / 1' _1' (°vz)l' HI' _'' _2' (PVz)2' (3)

Formula (i) (the total differential of /) is particularized as fol-

lows for application to the analysis of design errors:

A/: + + 1A(pVz)l+ +

_'-'-r + _ _2 + a(_v,)2 _Vz)_.+ _ _2 (la)

The partial-derivative coefficients of formula (la) can be calculated

from the available blade-element performance equations. Each individual

term _(such as P_l aP1) represents the contribution to the total error in

I caused by a design error in one variable only (AP1, e.g.), with all

other design variables assumed correct.

For the calculations and the plotting of the results, it is conven-

ient to make all terms of formula (la) dimensionless in order to reduce

the number of parameters determining the value of each error term. For-

mula (la) is modified as follows:

_ (nVz)i _/ A(nVz)i + HI _i A_IA/ PI _I API 1 6/ A_ I +__
t t _-FIPl + 7 _ f _(_v_.)l(_Vz)l -7_l _l

l_t _,. /hi (nvz)2 hi A(_Vz)2
7 _ + 7 _ A_ + ---T-- aCpVz)2(pVz)2

+

r2 8/ At2
(lb)+ r2

For cases where a performance parameter is associated with axial

station 2 (12), any one of the first four terms might contain as many as

eight design variables. A degree of further simplification in the plot-

ting of some of these formulas is achieved by the use of certain

performance-parameter error terms as intermediate variables. In certain

cases the formula for one term of (lb) takes the following form:

/7 = Y ', [_, (pVz)2, r Z i' _l' (PVz)I' H p_- (4)
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A formula for error in a performance parameter associated with axial sta-

tion 1 might be

<_lTli = Z _i' _i ' (PVz)l' HI] ZkP__!l
P1

In this case, formula (4) can be expressed in terms of the intermediate

variable /1 as follows:

(/_--) = Y [_'' _._ (DVz)2' r21</_ )
i i

(Ca)

Formula (ib) can be written as follows:

i iii

(ic)

Each term of formula (ic) represents the contribution to the relative

error in / of an error in the particular design variable identified by

the subscript.

Formula (ic) gives a value of relative error in / caused by a given

set of errors in the design variables. The only case for which a set of

errors in design variables is known is the case of analysis of experimen-

tal data. For this case, formula (lc) can be applied to determine, at

least approximately, what design errors may have caused a measured dis-

crepancy between the actual and design values of a performance parameter.

This use of the design-error charts is outlined in a later section.

The estimation of a probable discrepancy between the actual and de-

sign values of a performance parameter requires that the design errors

be identified as either random errors or as systematic errors. For the

purposes of this investigation, random errors are defined as errors that

are unpredictably positive or negative. Systematic errors are predict-

able in sign, and in some cases an approximate estimate of their magni-

tudes can be made. An example of a systematic design error is the error

in local specific mass flow (or axial velocity) caused by neglect of the

entropy gradient during the radial-equilibrium calculation. This type

of design error depends on the design flow distribution and the radial

distribution of blade losses.

The approximate nature of the available correlations of design data

(deviation angle and loss) leads to random design errors. The actual

causes of such discrepancies are not known; their influence cannot, at

present, be correlated with the various combinations of velocity-diagram

parameters.
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t.o

For the analysis of random errors, an uncertainty interval in a de-

sign variable can be estimated on the basis of past experience. An un-

certainty interval in _l, for instance_ can be defined as a finite in-

terval in _l' such as _l_u - _l,_ _ for which a definite statistical

probability exists that the value of _l will lie. For example_ if, for

a design value of _l = 30°' 80 percent of the actual values of _l for

different design cases fall in the interval from _l = 29o to _l = 31°_

then the uncertainty interval corresponding to odds of 4 to 1 is 2° . The

1 )i
_/ represents the corresponding uncertainty in-=(T i

terval in / due to that in _i only. For the uncertainty interval in

/ due to the uncertainty intervals corresponding to the same odds in all

the design variables, the second-power formula of reference 4 can be

employed:

_/2
(6)

The uncertainty interval in j due to the uncertainty intervals in

all of the design variables for a given probability can be calculated

approximately for a mean-radius condition only. The reasons for this

limitation are given in the section entitled Use of Design-Error Charts

(p. 258). As an example of the use of formula (6), uncertainty intervals

in _' and _ would be combined as follows to give the corresponding

interval in the performance parameter /:

7 :

If all the uncertainty intervals of the design variables are estimated

on the basis of the best available information so that the same odds (say

b to l) can be quoted that the value of each variable will lie within

its interval, then, according to reference 43 statistical analysis shows

that the odds will be b to 1 that the actual value of.the performance

parameter / will fall within the uncertainty interval given by formula

(6).

The errors in axial velocity caused by neglect of the entropy gradi-

ent in the radial-equilibrium calculation cannot be interpreted as un-

certainty intervals but as estimated corrections to the design values.

An investigation of these errors (wherein the error is discussed in terms

of axial velocity rather than the local specific mass flow) and a method

of making the corrections are reported in reference 5. These estimated

corrections and uncertainty intervals can be combined as follows:
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l j 2 a/2
/u,z=/d. 1+ k/ +. .+ + .+

ii sys i --/ ii

(v)

The second term of formula (7) constitutes the estimated corrections to

the design value of / for the systematic design errors, and the last

term represents half the uncertainty interval in j due to the uncertain-

ty intervals in each of the design variables.

The eight terms of formula (ib) were calculated (where applicable)

for each of the following blade-element performance parameters: axial
!

velocities Vz_ 1 and Vz_2_ relative stagnation enthalpies H1 and H_,

stagnation enthalpy H2, stagnation pressures P1 and P23 relative air

angle _, absolute air angle _2' and diffusion factor D. The stagna-

tion pressure PI' which is one of the rotor design variables_ is a per-

formance parameter only in the specialized sense that_ is affected by de-

sign errors in stationary-blade-row loss parameter _. The resulting

formulas are presented in this report in the form of carpet and lattice

plots. For the purpose of preparing the charts, unit errors were as-

signed to the design variables (i percent, 0.01, or 1°, as applicable).

The technique of preparing plots of two or more independent parameters

(carpet and lattice plots) is discussed in reference 6.

The analysis was made for a rotor of any stage of a compressor. The

results are given for blade-element performance parameters only 3 the esti-

mation of uncertainty intervals in the radially averaged over-all per-

formance of a stage is not discussed in this report. This problem in-

volves considerations of statistical and probability theory that are

beyond the scope of the present investigation.

O_

_O

Measurement Errors

For the analysis of measurement errors, formula (1) assumes the fol-

lowing form:

a/=

(ld)

Formula (ld) can be applied directly only in cases where_ for a

specific experiment 3 each of the error terms is known. This situation 3
of course, is never realized. When the best methods of calibration are

used, measurement errors are considered as random errors and can only be
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.4

estimated_ thus, the statistical approach outlined in the preceding sec-

tion was applied also to the analysis of measurement errors. The terms

of formula (ld) are interpreted as uncertainty intervals for the function

/ due to uncertainty intervals for the same prescribed odds in each vari-

able. The uncertainty interval in / due to all the estimated errors

can be calculated from the following formula (in dimensionless form):

= _i P1/ + _ p:/ + _ _ + _l _l/ +

+ + + ::_._2/

(8)

Formula (8) is valid only for the estimation of uncertainty inter-

vals due to random errors. That is, as the number of observations of each

variable approaches infinity, the mean of all observations should approach
the true value of the variable.

The error terms of formula (8) were calculated, and the results are

presented in chart form for the following performance parameters: 0Vz,

_, _s' _, , _ad' HM,2, and D.

CALCULATION AND PRESENTATION OF FORMULAS

In the following:presentation, all formulas are designated by a

lower-case letter, a capital letter, and a lower-case Roman numeral. The

letters d and m denote, respectively, the analysis of design and meas-

urement errors. The capital letter identifies the performance parameter

under analysis, and the lower-case Roman numeral identifies the variable

in error. The following tables provide this identification:

Case d - Design-error performance parameters

Performance P1 VZ,I E__ _3]' If: Vz, 2
parameter

Formula A B C D E F G H

symbol

H2 P2 _2 D

J K
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Case d - Design variables

Design
variable

m

PI or

i or (i)Formula

numeral

_l (_V_)lHi _' _ (PVz)2 r2

ii iii iv v vi vii viii

Case m - Measurement-error performance parameters

Performance

parameter
(PVz) _' _ _' _ad HM, 2 D

Formula A

symbol

B C D E F G

Case m - Flow variables

Flow Pl P1 TI _I P2 P2 T2 _2
variable

Formula i ii iii iv v vi vii viii

numeral

The symbol for the error in the performance parameter under consideration

is given a subscript to identify the source of error. This subscript is

the lower case Roman numeral of the appropriate table.

O_
t--

_O

Design-Error Formulas

The design-error differential formulas were calculated from the fol-

lowing equations:

PI = PO I

V
z_l =

1 - 6O

4_ (El- hi)l/2cos_i

(9)

(i0)

1

: E1 + _ u_- ulvz,1 tan_l (ll)

U 1

= _ - tan _i
tan _i Vz, 1

(12)
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_o

v = _ (_ - _2)1/_ cos _.
z_2

(13)

(I_)

_2 r2(h - _i tan tan_i (1_)
H2 = H1 + U1 \rl/ _l Vz'2 _2 - UIVz,1

__ r

r 2 Ul
- - tan _ (17)tan _2 rI Vz, 2

sin_i (1 sin_] 2cos_iD = i + 2---F- + :° 7 vz' (18)
Vz, I cos _

1

: - i Hi (HI - hl) 1/2 cos _i

1

_ _-:\EU (_._ _,11/_.cos _.

(19)

(so)

d \El/ (21)

(Formula (18) was obtained from the form given in ref. 7 by rearranging
terms.) Some of the resulting differential formulas included terms which

were considered sufficiently small that they could be neglected. Two

specific examples of the general procedure used in deriving the differen-

tial formulas are presented in appendix B.

The design-error formulas contain certain parameters that are pre-

sented in the form of carpet and lattice plots. The formulas for these
parameters are as follows:
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1

(tan _2 + tan _)21

p!

2_id

- _, - !_+_ cM-
\_) <._ 2

(25)

(_ig. 2)

The following differential formulas were obtained from the analysis

of errors in design variables:

Y

k - + __:__!
2 a_ (_A-(i))

- Y (fig. 5)

I-T_ - +Y-IM
2

:_
\vz,l/i1 - _ P1

(aVz,i_ 1 a(OVz)1
\Vz,1iiii - i - M{ (pVz)l

(_-ii)
(fig. _(b))

(_-iii)
(fig._(a),
substitute

0V z for P,

mult ip ly

result by

-l)
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_D

i

\Vz,l /iv 1- _ HI

(dB-iv)
(fig.4(°))

_(r - i) MI2 Csec2_l - M_) cos2_ I (tan 61 + tan 6_)

180 (i- MI2)II + T- 12 M{ cos2_ I sec2_] ')

(dC-i_iii)

(fig. 5(a))

(dC-ii)

(fig. 5(b))

/_Vz lh

. = _180 cos2_ (tan _i + tan _')!i\Vz_/i,iil,iv'_'
(2_61)i3iii3iv

____ : (_- _)_/_

(dC-Iv)

(fig. 5(c))

(dD-i_iii#iv)

si_
_i cos _i (tan _i + tan _i) l _i (dD-ii)

(fig. 6(b))

(dE-i-iv)
(No, fig. necessary)

Ar 2

(M2)2 cos26_. (tan _2 + tan _)2 r2+

(_-viii)

(fig. 7)
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o_
t--

whe re

and

y-1

\Vz,2/il,iil r 1

i +L_21 C_)2

1 API

1 - (M_)2Pl

lii,iil
dF-ii,iii)

fig.8(b))

\Vz,2/viii

(dF-iv)
(fig.8(e))

(dF-vi)
tan _ A_ (fig. 4(b), substitute

Z_3 _ for MI, 61#

respectively)

I_v_,_ 1 _C0Vz)2
\Vz,_/vii: _ - (M_)2

(_[F-_-li)
(fig. 4(a), substitute

M_,(_Vz)2 _or _,
PI_ respectively_
multiply result by -i)

i,i_ \ _/i,i_ \Vz,_/i,i_

(dF-v_ii)
(fig. 8(e))

(dG-i ,iv)

i + _-_ (M_) 2 COS26_ sec2_2
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(y - I)(M_) 2 sin _2 cos _2 (tan _2 + tan _2)

i + _r - i (M_.)2 cos2_ sec2_2
(25)

(:rig. 9(b))

_0

ii3iii

i +L:_! (_);
2

1 + r - 1 (M_)2 cos2_ sec2_2
2

(M_)2 ,-_
i

(_-ii,i±i)
(fig.i0)

_,vii \Vz,2/_,_i (Nofig._eoess_)

_(Y" - I)(M_) 2 [sec2_ - (M_)2] cos2_ (tan _2 + tan _)

_o[_- c_"][_+___,--_c_?cos__oc_
(_G-_.)

(fig. 5(b)_ substitute

G13 _ respectively)

viil r7 \Vz,2/v_i
(dG-viii)

whe re

(r - I)(M_) 2 cos2_ (tan _2 + tan _)(2 tan _2 + tan _)

i + "_21 (1_) 2 cos2_ sec2_2

(26)

(fig. 9(c))

i : PT + _ i (No fig. necessary)

I]I2

dH-ii,ili_vi-vlii)
No fig. necessary)

(No fig. _ecessary)
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+

l + _ (Mp_ _os%_se_2_2 \V_,2"v

(fig.ii)

_,_
180 cos2_2 (tan _2 + tan _2,kVz,2/i.v,vi i

(_j-±-_,_i)
(fig. 6(a), substitute

02, _, Vz,2 for _,

81, Vz31'
respectively)

(_2)2

+ _ sin _. cos _ (tan 02 + tan _½) Z_

(fig. 6(b), substitute

_, _, % rot_,
_I' _l' respectively)

180 cos2_2 (tan _2 + tan _.) 2] z_2+ tan _) r2

(fi_.1.2)

(dK-i-iv)

where

i + (i - D) tan _
A = 2--_cos _

_nd

[sin_i )]r=-_+ (_-D
(28)

(dK-v_vii,viii)

(NO fig. necessary)
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Vl _ [_i sin ___

vq(_D)v_:-_--_IV+
t_n_ cos_]
- (fig. 14)

_0

Measurement-Error Formulas

Measured quantities include the rotational speed 3 the inlet pressure and tem-

perature 3 and the following flow properties: static pressure p, stagnation pressure

P, absolute air angle _, and stagnation temperature T. In the following table# the
calculated performance parameters are listed in the left column, and the flow prop-

erties of which they are explicit functions are listed in the right column:

PV z

_D

had

N
D

P,P3T,_

P,P3T36

Po,Po3PI

PI,PI,TI,_I3P2,T 2

PI3TI,P21T 2

Pl#P13T13_l#P23P2,T2,62

P13P1,Tl,_l,P2#P2,T23_ 2

The equations for the performance parameters in the foregoing table, as explicit

functions of the measured flow properties, are as follows (for convenience in writing 3

some of the functions are given in terms of absolute velocity V):

1 1 F ___.-11

pVz = [(r_ i) RT 1 p<p_)r _ (p_) TJ2 cos _ C19a)

1

tan_' (_'_ U

= 2y} [i- (_)r-_l__ cos _ - tan _ (12a)

= Po " P1
Po " Po (ga)

P2

i- PI

r

/sy
\_l/

T-1

1
u{ - UlVl sin_l

(16a)
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ad =
T2
T1

(29)

_,2 : _ + u2v2 _i_ _2 - UlVlsi__l (15a)

+ 2 2u_.v2 sin _2'_1/2V 2 -

2 2UIV 1 sin
--I

vl _l/
+

uI - uz + v2 sin P2 - VI sin _i
+ (18a)

2_(u_+v_-2UlVlsi__l)I/2

The analysis of measurement errors yielded the following formulas, which give

the relative uncertainty interval in a performance parameter due to the correspond-

ing uncertainty interval in the measurement of one flow property:

PVz Ji,v r P

OVzjii,_-7 _ +r-I _-

m _

[ pVz |iii,_i 2 T

_(P__vz)] =---_-_ tan p Z&B
PVz Jiv_viii 180

(mA-i _v)

(fig. iS(a))

(mA-ii_vi)

(fig. 15(b))

(mA-iii ,vii)

(No fig. necessary)

mA-iv,viii)

fig. 15(o))

(Z_3,)i,v : 180_ cos2p ' (tan._M2p + tan p') ZSpp (fig.(mB-i'v)16(a))

18ooos2_' (ta__ + ta__')____ (_-ii,vi)(m') • . -
il_v-l YM 2 P (fig. 16(a), prefix

minus sign to re-

suit, substitute P
for p)

_T
(_8,)iii,vii _ 90_ cos2p, (tan p + tan _') _- (mB-iii _vii )

(fig. 16(b))

(Z&B')iv,vii i = -cos2p ' (i - tan p tan P') AS (mB-iv,viii)

(fig.16(o))

o]

_D
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C_

_O

c]

I

1

_r

+y- 1 _I T-12

_' _P1

(h_')iii =-y Y_- i _' 2_T1
T I

(f_')vi =- _ P2

r _' AT2

_i

qad Ap 1

ii=  -_ilPq-

if

(Aq ad) iii

T 2

had_ 1 AT 1

T
1

(n_)vi = £ - i

r-1
r

n z

(mC-ii)

(fig.l_)

(mD-iii)

(fig. 18, multiply

result by -_-_I_

substitute T1

for Pl)

(mD-vi)

(fig. 18, prefix minus

sign to result, sub-

stitute P2 for P1 )

(mD-vii)

(fig. 183 multiply

result by ¥_-i'

substitute T 2

for P1 )

(mE-ii)

(fig. 19(a))

(mE-iii)

(fig. 19(b))

Zt_P2

P2

- 1

(fig. 19(a), multiply
result by -i_ substitute

_2/p2 for _i/Pl)
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T2

Uad_ 1 AT 2

T1

(m_-_li)
(fig. 19(b), prefix minus

sign to result, substitute

AT2/T 2 for ATI/T1)

sin 61 cos 61 (tan 61 + tan _) APl
(mF-i)

(fig. _(a))

sin 61 COS 131 (tan 61 + tan 131')AP I

T - i M12 sin 61 cos 61 (tan 61 + tan 6_)
2

(mF-ii)

Cflg. 20Ca),
prefix minus

sign to re-

sult, sub-

stitute P1

for pl)

(mF-iii)

(fig. 20(c), substitute

subscript i for 2

and subtract from i)

(AEM, 2k =(y- i) MI2 cos261 (tan _i @ tan 61)

(_-_k : __-_sin6__os6_.Ctan6_+t_n6_)_p_

sin 62 cos 62 (tan 62 + tan 6_) AP 2

(mF-iv)

(fig. 20(b))

(mF-v)

(fig. 20(a),
substitute

subscript 2
for 1 and

prefix minus

sign)

(mF-vi)

(fig. 20(a),

substitute

subscript 2

for i_ and

P2 for pl )
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O_

: Lz_! M_ _in_2cos_z (tan_2+ tan_) aT2

_M, 2_ x(y - i) M 2 c°s2_ 2 (tan _2 + tan _)

c°s2_ic°s _ (tan _i +tan _]') _.sin _ D1

COS261[c°s_l(tan_l+tan_i) _-sin_{ D_(_D)li--_ " 2_ -\_+i- (i

(mF-vii)

(fig. 20(c))

m2 (mV-_ii)
(fig.re(b),
substitute

subscript 2
for i and

multiply re-

sult by -i)

tan _i tan _ Pl

(_-i)
(f±g.21(a))

-tan_ltan_{) p-_--

(ma-li)
(fig. 21(a), prefix

minus sign to re-

sult 3 substitute

P1 for pl )

(_)iii-- z " 2_ -\ 2--V-

cos2_i I$ °s(_D)Iv: -y_
_i (1-tan _i tan _i)

2_

2v{ cos_ I(1 si__\M2 V 2 "IF
tan _2 tan _)

(1-tan _i tan _]') TT

(mG-ili)
(fig. 21(a), multiply

result by -T/2_ sub-

stitute TI for pl )

+ i- (tan _i +tan 6_) 2_i

(fig. 21(b))

cos 6_ (tan _2 + tan 6_) Ap2
2_ P2

(raG-v)

(fig. 21(c))
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2 vi
M2 _ (aD)_ :

V 2

cos2_ _/ sin_

vl (aD)_i + (1-
V_ =- 2

lAPcos _ (tan _2 +tan _) P2tan 92 tan _) 2_

(fig. 21(c), prefix

minus sign to re-

sult, substitute

P2 for p2 )

IATtan 62 tan _)- cos2g_---_(tan _2 +tan _) T2

(aD)viii _os2_
V 2

sin _\ cos_
+_;(tan 92+tan_B_)-_ 20"

(mG-vii)

(fig. 21(c), multiply

result by -_/2, sub-

stitute T 2 for p2 )

J--- (l-tan _2 tan _) Z_32

(ma-viii)
(fig. 2s_(d))

The measurement-error formulas give the effects of independent measurement

errors. For instance, formula (mE-ii) gives the error in calculated value of blade-

element efficiency due to a measurement error solely in Pl" However, in many experi-

mental compressors_ the measured value of P2 depends on the measured value of Pl'

such as when P2 is obtained by adding a measured pressure rise to the value of Pl"

For such cases ZIP2 = ZIP13 and the effects of ZIP1 on _' and qad become quite

small because of the similarity, except for sign# of the -ii and -vi formulas. The

same situation prevails for measurements of T 2 that depend upon T1.

O_

_D

Reading of Carpet Plots

As discussed in reference 6, carpet and lattice plots permit the charting of

two or three independent variables and provide a means for interpolation among these

variables. A fourth variable can also be charted by the use of an ordinate scale

that is a function of the dependent variable and the fourth independent variable.

An example of a four-variable chart is figure l_ the plot of the formula for rela-
tive stagnation enthalpy ratio (formula (22)), for which the independent variables

are _ - 6', M'- and r /r . The chart consists of nine carpets in 92 and _,2" Z 2' 2 1

each of which corresponds to a given value of M_ and r2/r I. The carpets for dif-

' are displaced horizontally by distances proportional to theferent values of M 2

changes in M_3 thus forming three lattices for three values of r2/r 1. In order to

provide a means for interpolation of r2/rl, these lattices are displaced horizontal-

ly by distances proportional to the changes in r2/r 1. It is then necessary, for

clear reading of the charts, to displace the lattices vertically and to incorporate

r2/rl_ into the ordinate function. A value of H'/H_'n__for given values of 92,
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M_, and r2/r I is obtained in principle from the chart as follows (in

practice_ many of the steps illustrated here can be omitted).

The first step is to locate on each of the nine carpets a point cor-
!

responding to the given values of _2 and _2 as follows: It will be

observed that each curve, in effect_ has its own abscissa scale. On each

of the curves for constant _, the given value of _2 can be located_

a curve sketched through these points will yield a curve for varying _

at the given value of _2' whereupon the desired point on each carpet can

be located. Appropriate points on the nine carpets are then connected by

curves so as to form three curves of varying M_3 each having its own

constant value of r2/r 1. The three points corresponding to the given

' are then located. This is done by marking off a proportional hori-M 2

zontal distance along each curve from a known reference point. The three

points thus obtained determine a curve of given _2, _2_ M_, and varying

r2/r 1. It will be noted that the carpets are staggered horizontally two

major grid divisions for a change of 0.2 in r2/rl; therefore 3 the point

corresponding to the given r2/r I can be located and the value of the

ordinate scale obtained. The final step is to equate this value to the

ordinate function (H_/H_) + [(r2/rl) - 0.9] and solve for H_/H_.

The foregoing procedure appears to be laborious, but in practice not

all the various points need actually to be joined by curves_ the inter-

polations can be made by an appropriate placing of French curves or

splines on the charts and the desired points located directly. The work

involved is, of course, much greater for the four-variable charts than

for the three- or two-variable charts. For some formulas (formula

(dG-i,iv), e.g.), two charts are employed, and the values obtained from

each chart are combined to obtain the desired value of the dependent

variable.

DISCUSSION OF FORMULAS AND CHARTS

In order to facilitate discussion of the formulas and charts, values

of design and measurement errors were obtained from the charts for four

velocity diagrams. These velocity diagrams are representative of inlet-

stage rotor tip and hub operation at two Mach number levels. The

velocity-diagram specifications are as follows:
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M !

1

M 1

M 2

_2
(Dr

D

r2/r 1

P2/PI

T2/T 1

had

Case 1 Case 2

(tip condition) (hub condition)

Design (a) Design (b) Design (a) Design (b)

1.15 1.00 0.81 0.70

.58

60 °

0o

.90

.64

50 °

.5O

6O °

0o

•75

.55

50 °

.58

45 °

0o

.60

.75

15 o

.5O

45 °

0o

.50

.65

15 °

24.6 °

•080

.80

.54

1.O0

1.S5

1.10

.86

28.2 °

.080

.80

.45

1.00

1.50

1.09

.87

58.5 °

.050

1.5

.41

i.i

i .42

i.ii

.95

40.1 °

.050

1.5

.44

1.1

1.32

1.09

.95

(D

Sample Design and Measurement Errors

Values of design errors and measurement errors for the foregoing

velocity-diagram cases were read from the charts. For each case, an ar-

bitrary assumption of 1-percent error in independent variable was made

(except that the assumed error in flow angle was 1° and that in _ or

_' was 0.01). Design errors in Vz.13 _i, Vz,2, H2, P23 _2, and D,

and measurement errors in PVz 3 _ ' to'' _ _ad' HM_ and D were obtained as
follows :
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Error term

(Z_Vz,I/Vz, i) i

ii

iii

iv

ii

iii

iv

(&Vz,2/Vz,2)i

il

iii

iv

v
vi

vii

viii

i
ii
iii

iv
v
vi

vii
viii

( 2/P2} i
ii
iii
iv

v
vi
vii
viii

(a_2)i
ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

(AD)i

ii

lii

iv

v

(vilv l( Dlvi
(AD)vii

viii

Design errors,
case number

l(a) l(b) 2(a) 2(b)

-0.0150

0

.0150

.0125

0.58

.25

- .58

- .31

-0.0520

.0460

0

.0550

.0510

.0885

.0525
-.0447

-0.0135

0

.0155

.0118

-0.0133

0

.0153

.0118

0.59

.60

- .39

- .54

0.52

-.19

0

- .52

-.14

- .70

- .49

.52

0.0045

.0067

.0028

-.0079

-.0050

-.0120

-.0106

.0050

0.0583

-.0410

.0005
-.0818

-.0550

-.1790

-.0594

.0505

4.05

-5.59

0

-4.29

-5.42

-8.9O

-4. i0

4.60

0.0534

-.0500

0

-.0494

-.0326

-.1060

-.0457

.0525

0.0124

-.0145

0

-.0041

-.0074

-.0505

-.0125

.0]50

-0.0220 -0.0150

•0166 .0079

0 0

•0240 .0]-50

•0110 .0050

•0270 .0028

.0250 .0155
-.0140 -.0049

0.0058 0.0006

-.0056 -.0021
0 0

•0051 .0085

-.0019 -.0002

-.0112 -.0025

-.0040 -.0006

•0059 .0026

0.0255 0.0119

-.0196 -.0074

0 0

-.0171 -.0058

-.0117 -.0059

-.0592 -.0088

-.0140 -.0020

•0206 .0091

1.69 0.56

-1.26 -.29

0 0

-1.84 -.56

-.84 -.20

-5.90 -.70

-1.76 -.57

2.00 .65

0.0244 0.0078

-.0078 .0045

.0004 .0042

-.0268 -.0085

-.0124 -.0040

- .0815 - .0150

- .0260 - .0124

.0158 .0049

0.55

.25

- .55

- .50

-0.0150

0

.0150

.0125

0.44

.60

- .44

- .56

0.0115

-.0056
0
-.0059

-.0051

-.0065

-.0015

.0070

0.0004

-.0016

0

.0088

-.0001

-.0018

-.0004

.0020

-0.0140

.0052

0

.0140

.0057

.0015

.0155

-.0037
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Error term

PVz-i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi
vii

viii

(n_')i
ii

iii

iv

v
vi

vii

viii

(a_')il
iii

vi

vii

(AN ad) il

iii

vi
vii

2/ I)i
ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

(_D)i

-0.0150

-.0250

- .0050
0

- .0110

.0210

-.0050
-.0080

0.58

- .58

-.I_

- .25

.73

- .73

- .20

-.19

0.0170

-.0595

-0.0170

.0595

-0.030

.094

.030

-.094

0

0

.0100

-.0038

-.0016

•0016

.0007

•0058

-0.0010

Measurement errorsj
case number

l(b)

-0.0220

-.0310

-.0050

0

-.0170

.0270

- .0050

-.0090

0.71

- .71

-.]--3

- .25

i.16

-1.16

-.20

-•l_

0.0205

- •0717
- .0205
.0717

-0.034

•106

•054

-.106

0

0

.0100

- .0029
- .0019

•0019

.0005

.0028

-0.0010

2(a)

-0.0150

•0250

-•0050

0

-.0070

.0160

-.0O5O

-.0130

0.67

- .67

-.15

- .50
.74

- .74
- .30

- .76

0.030

-•i05

-.050

-.10S

-0.028

•096

.028

- .096

0

.0100

-.0020

-.0014

.0014

.0005

.0037

-0.0017

-0.0220

.0310

- •0O50

0

-.0115

.0210

- •0050

- •0140

0.82

-.82

-.I_

- .50

i•13

-i. 13

- .30

- .72

0.036

-.126

-.036

-.126

-0.058

•i18

.038

-.118

0

.0100

-.0016

- .0015

•0015

•0005

.0016

-0.0017

ii

(AD) iii

iv

Vi (aD)

vi
V'

-!1 (z )vi i

viii

•0010

.0007

- .0105

.0017

- .0017

- .0012

•0138

.0010

.0007

- .0105

•0017

- .0017

- •0012

•0138

•0017

.0012

- .0136

.0039

-.0039

- .0027

.0127

.0017

.0012

- .0136

•0039

-.0059

- .0027

.0127
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!

L_
C_

The foregoing sample values of error terms provide data for the dis-

cussions of the following sections.

Interpretation of numerical values. - The numerical values of error

terms obtained from the design-error charts must be carefully interpreted.

Their main utility is in an evaluation of the sensitivity to design errors

of one velocity diagram as compared with another. Secondarily, for a

mean-radius condition where the local specific mass flow (pVz) 2 can rea-

sonably be assumed constant at a given annular mass flow, the values ob-

tained from the charts can be combined to yield uncertainty intervals in

blade-element performance.

The precautions concerning the interpretation of numerical values of

error terms, such as those listed in the table_ are partly involved with

the fact that some of the design variables can be considered independent

only for blade-element flow. In actual compressor operation, the condi-

tions of radial equilibrium and continuity impose a dependence between

local specific mass flow and deviation angle and loss. Therefore_ sweep-

ing conclusions cannot be drawn from any one chart (one chart represents

only one term of formula (7)).

An example of the dependence of local specific mass flow on devia-

' = 0.90 At this Mach number, the localtion angle occurs for the case M 2

specific mass flow is very near its maximum value. A quite small increase
!

in _2 can cause a choking-flow condition, and any additional increase in

!

_2 will necessarily be accompanied by a decrease in the value of (OVz) 2.

The tabulated values of error terms show that the effects of an increase

in _ and decrease in (DVz)2 are opposite in sign and therefore tend

to nullify each other to some extent.

' is smaller than expected, the choking-flow con-If the value of _2

dition will not arise, but, even in this case, the value of (pVz) 2 will

' on the radial-probably change because of the effect of the error in _2

equilibrium condition. No method is available for estimating this effect

without recomputing the entire flow field for a specified set of errors
at all radii.

The foregoing discussion indicates that, to ensure the achievement

of design mass flow, deviation angles near the upper limit of their un-

certainty intervals should be employed for high Mach number designs.

Trends exhibited by sample design errors. - The trend most apparent

from an examination of the tabulated values of design error is that, for
' = 0.90case 1 (the tip operating condition), a Mach number level of M 2

is accompanied by error terms much greater in magnitude than those for
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M_ = 0.75. This difference in magnitude is a consequenceof the term
that the

various errors would tend to cancel out; but it would apparently be ad-
vantageous_ in the design of transonic rotors_ to hold the value of M'2
as low as is consistent with reasonable values of diffusion factor D
and_ of course, to employ the highest possible degree of design control in
the choice of the design variables. It would probably be warranted to
employ the continuity condition in the design calculations for the choice
of r 2 because of the large effects indicated in the table for an assumed

error in r 2 of i percent. The results also indicate no error in per-
formance parameters at station 2 due to error in inlet local specific mass
flow (pVz)1 for the case _i = 0, except for a very small effect on dif-

fusion factor D. However3 errors in (pVz)1 do cause errors in
hence in incidence angle. For high Machnumberswhere the low-loss range
of incidence angle might be narrow, this effect can lead to design errors
in _' and deviation angle.

Trends exhibited by sample measurement errors. - For many of the

parameters_ the effects of measurement errors are greatest at low Mach

numbers. This trend is especially evident for the loss parameter _'

and is caused by terms like 1/M 2 and 1 in the measurement-error

Pl
1

Pi
f

formulas. Case 2(b), for an inlet Mach number M 1 of 0.70, shows an

error in _' of -0.056 due to an assumed error of 1 percent in the meas-

urement of stagnation pressure P2" This trend shows that the accurate

determination of e' from low-speed data requires very precise measure-

ment of stagnation pressure (and temperature).

o_

_o

Use of Design-Error Charts

Suggested uses of the formulas and charts which were obtained from

the analyses of design and measurement errors are outlined in this section.

For the preliminary velocity-diagram calculations, a common practice

is to assign r 2 at the same proportion of the passage depth as the cor-

responding rl9 or_ perhaps, r 2 is located so that the same proportion

of flow area is contained between r 2 and the hub as between the corre-

sponding rI and the hub. After the calculations are made, r 2 can
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C_

_D

easily be determined as a function of rI by application of the continu-

ity condition. The charts of the formulas for design errors in r 2 can

then be employed to determine whether an iteration with the new values of

r 2 is warranted.

Similarly_ the preliminary radial-equilibrium calculations may neg-

lect the effects of entropy gradient on the radial distribution of axial

velocity. The order of magnitude of the consequent design errors in

axial velocity can be estimated from the results of the investigation

reported in reference 5. The design-error charts can then be consulted

to determine whether the blade-element losses should be included in the

radial-equilibrium calculation.

Certain refinements in the design calculations (such as the inclu-

sion of blade-element losses in the radial-equilibrium calculation) may

appreciably change the values of D factor. These new D factors will

lead to changes in the design values of _', and, again, the charts can

be consulted to determine whether an iteration is warrantedwith the new
m

values of _'.

For any general blade element, the formulas and charts can be em-

ployed as a test of the sensitivity of a particular velocity diagram to

design errors and manufacturing tolerances. Thus, the appropriate degree

of design control can be applied to the problem 3 and, in some cases, the

sensitivity to design errors and manufacturing tolerances can be employed

as one of the criteria by which choice among several otherwise suitable

velocity diagrams can be made.

The charts can be employed by the research worker in the analysis of

data. Discrepancies between actual and design performance of an experi-

mental compressor that cannot reasonably be accounted for by measurement

errors are caused mainly by design errors of the type herein analyzed.

(Some of these discrepancies are undoubtedly caused by simplifications

introduced into the equations of motion on which the design system is

based, such as the assumption of axial symmetry.) The approximate con-

tribution of the design error in each design variable to the measured

discrepancy in a performance parameter can be obtained from the charts.

The sum of these terms (formula (ib)) can be compared with the measured

discrepancy between actual and design values of a performance parameter.

Such comparisons may serve as an additional means of evaluating

measurement errors and may indicate just which phase of the design prob-

lem requires the highest degree of design control.

Within certain limitations_ the design-error charts can be employed

by the compressor designer to estimate an interval about the design point

within which the performance of a given blade element should lie. The

limitations on this procedure are iuvolved with the estimation of un-

certainty intervals in local specific mass flow.
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Estimation of uncertainty intervals. - Local specific mass flow:

The uncertainty intervals in local specific mass flow are caused by blade-

element design errors. As evidenced by the radial-equilibrium equation_

the radial distribution of flow is a function of flow angles and blade

losses at all blade elements. Discrepancies between actual and design

values of these quantities lead_ therefore_ to discrepancies between ac-

tual and design values of local specific mass flow.

Unfortunately_ no method is known for relating uncertainty intervals

in local specific mass flow to uncertainty intervals in blade-element de-

sign data. This fact restricts the applicability of formula (7). How-

ever_ at the design mass flow 3 the actual and design values of local spe-

cific mass flow must necessarily agree for at least one blade element.

It would appear reasonable to assume that this blade element would be

near the mean radius.

Loss parameter: A set of mean-radius loss data reported in chapter

VII (ref. 2) was employed in an investigation of the uncertainty intervals

in loss parameter _' The design values of loss parameter _' for each• d

observation were obtained by the use of the loss-correlation method of

chapter VII_ and the quantities (_' - _) were calculated. Frequency

ratios for increments in (_' - _) of 0.02 were calculated and are plotted

in figure 22 as an approximate frequency-distribution curve. The frequen-

cy ratio plotted in figure 22 is the ratio of the number of observations

within an increment in (_' - _) of 0.02 to the total number of observa-

tions. For instance, the value of 0.152 plotted at (_' - _) equal to

-0.02 denotes that 15.2 percent of the values of (_' - _) fall within

limits of from -0.05 to -0.01. The total number of observations for this

set of mean-radius loss data was 68.

The curve of figure 22 indicates that the discrepancies between the

design and measured values of _' plot in a rough approximation of a

random distribution_ although there is some bias in the direction of posi-

tive errors. These mean-radius data indicate that an interval of from

-0.05 to 0.05 in (_' - c_)(an uncertainty interval of 0.06) contains

82.A percent of the observations_ the corresponding odds for this inter-

val are 4.7 to 1.0.

The data of figure 22 represent a combination of measurement errors

and design errors_ thus_ the uncertainty interval for design errors only

corresponding to odds of 4.7 to 1.0 would be less than the value of 0.06

obtained from these data.

Deviation angle: An approximate frequency-distribution curve for

mean-radius design errors in deviation angle was prepared in the same way

O_
>-

_D
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O_

as the corresponding curve for loss parameter. The resulting curve_ which

was prepared for intervals of i°, is plotted in figure 25. For these data,

89.1 percent of the observations were within an interval in (5 ° - 52) of 5 °

(-1.5 ° to 1.5°), which corresponds to odds of 8.2 to 1.0. As was the

case for design error in loss parameter, this interval for the quoted odds
in design error only would be smaller than 5° .

Radius to blade element: Design errors in the choice of r 2 as a

function of r I are involved with the radial-equilibrium condition and

are mainly systematic errors that depend on the design flow distribution

and the compressor configuration. It can probably be assumed, therefore,

that the uncertainty interval for random errors in r is negligible
2

compared with the other errors introduced.

Calculation of uncertainty intervals in performance. - For the esti-

mation of the limits in blade-element performance near the mean radius_
formula (7) is employed.

Use of Measurement-Error Charts

The charts for the analysis of measurement errors can be employed in

several ways: (i) for the calculation of uncertainty intervals in per-

formance parameters corresponding to estimated uncertainty intervals in

the measured data, (2) for the evaluation of measured data based on the

consistency evidenced by plots of performance parameters, and (5) as an
aid in planning instrumentation.

Uncertainty intervals in performance. - For measurement errors of

the random type, the procedure outlined in reference 4 can be followed.

Intervals are estimated for each measured datum within which the same

odds (b) can be quoted that the true value will lie. The uncertainty

intervals in a performance parameter due to errors in each measured vari-

able are then obtained from the charts and are combined by means of for-

mula (6). The final result will be an interval in the performance param-

eter for which the odds are b that the value of the performance param-
eter will lie.

Evaluation of data. Plots of performance parameters against mass

flow or incidence angle can sometimes be employed, along with the charts_

to evaluate the accuracy of measured data. For instance, figure 18 shows

that the calculated values of _' are ver_y sensitive to errors in P

and T. If, therefore, a plot of rotor _' against incidence shows only

a slight scatter from a smooth curve, the measured values of P and T

can be considered very consistent. Also, figure 20(b) shows that the

calculated values of stagnation enthalpy (or stagnation temperature) by
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change of moment of momentum are sensitive at high Mach numbers to meas-

urement errors in flow angle 9. Even if a discrepancy of 2° F were

observed between the measured stagnation temperature and the value ob-

tained by change of moment of momentum, this could be accounted for by a

measurement error of less than i° in flow angle (for the conditions

M 2 = 0.643 92 = 25°_ _ = 50°). This example illustrates the difficulty

of checking the measurement of temperature at high Mach numbers by the

temperature calculated from the change of moment of momentum across a

rotor. At a Mach number of 0.53 the effects of errors in flow angle and

static pressure on change of moment of momentum would be approximately

the same; at lower Mach nu_nbers, the static-pressure errors would have

the greater effect (figs. 20(a) and (b)). For many conditions of veloc-

ity diagram, an error of i percent in static pressure would cause an

error in change of moment of momentum equivalent to approximately i° F in

temperature rise. Since 1° F is also a reasonable error to be expected

in the direct measurement of temperature_ no advantage in accuracy is

indicated either for the direct measurement of temperature or for the

calculation of change of moment of momentum at low Mach numbers.

Instrumentation. - The charts can be used as a guide in choosing in-

strumentation of sufficient accuracy for the expected test conditions and
! !

combinations of flow parameters. The relative air angle _i or _2 is

an important parameter in the correlation of data_ since these flow angles

determine incidence, deviation 3 and turning angles. Figures 16(a) and (c)

show that measurement errors in static pressure (or stagnation pressure)

can cause greater error in the calculated value of _' than would a rea-

sonable error in the measurement of absolute air angle _, especially at

low Mach numbers. Thus, the necessity for careful design and calibration

of static-pressure probes is emphasized.

CONCLUDING R_gL_KKS

An analysis was performed of effects of design errors on compressor

performance parameters, and of effects of measurement errors on calculated

values of performance parameters. The following results were obtained:

1. Formulas and charts were prepared and presented from which the

changes in blade-element performance parameters caused by design errors

and the errors in calculated performance parameters due to measurement
errors can be determined.

2. The use of the design-error charts during the design calculations

and in the analysis and interpretation of data is discussed. The charts

can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of a given velocity diagram to

design errors, to determine whether iterations of design calculations are

warranted, and, to a limited extent, to calculate the uncertainty inter-
vals in blade-element performance.
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3. The measurement-error charts can be employed along with the pro-

cedure devised at the Gas Turbine Laboratory of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology for the estimation of uncertainty intervals in calcu-

lated performance and can also be of assistance in the evaluation of data

and in the planning of instrumentation.
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APPENDIXA

ACCURACYOFFORMULAS

The accuracy of the design-error and measurement-error formulas for
reasonable magnitudes of errors was spot-checked by meansof sample cal-
culations for various combinations of Machnumberand absolute and rel-
ative flow angles.

Design-Error Formulas

A sample calculation of the actual effects (within the limitations
of the design system) of certain assumeddesign errors was madeas fol-
lows: A transonic-inlet-stage rotor design was calculated. The rotor-
outlet air angles _J were then increased by I ° and a direct-problem

Z
calculation of the rotor performance was made. The consequent changes
in various performance parameters were then comparedwith the correspond-
ing results obtained from the charts. Similarly_ the design values of
rotor _' were increased by 25 percent, the rotor performance was again
calculated, and appropriate comparisons were madebetween the changes in
performance and the predictions of the charts.

It should be pointed out that_ in a direct-problem calculation of
this type_ the specified error in _ is propagated through the radial-
equilibrium calculation and causes changes in local specific mass flow.
Thus3 the calculation yields the combinedeffects of errors in _ and
(pVz)2 on the performance parameters. These combined effects cannot be
obtained from the charts alone; the charts provide no meansfor obtaining
_(pVz)2 as a function of _6_ because in blade-element flow _ and
(pVz)2 are treated as if they were independent. The values of A(pVz)2
obtained from the calculation were therefore employed along with the
specified error of 1° in _ to obtain the chart predictions of changes
in performance. The values obtained from the charts for effects of errors
in _ and from the charts for effects of errors in (pVz)2 were added
algebraically, as specified by formula (ic).

The design assumptions were as follows:

(i) M_= i.i0 at rotor tip.

(2) _ = 60° at rotor tip, 91 = 0° at all radii.

(5) (rl/rt) h = 0.5.

(_) H2 - HI varied linearly from 500,000 ft-lb/slug at hub to
400_000ft-lb/slug at tip.

o_
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o_

_D

An approximate calculation of density ratio was made to determine

the annular-area ratio for no change in average axial velocity. This

calculation yielded a value for (r2/rt) h of 0.6.

The radial-equilibrium calculation was based on simplified radial

equilibrium including entropy gradient (ref. 5). An arbitrary assumption

of _' was made, varying from O.0AO at the hub to 0.i00 at the tip
(nonlinearly).

The following table lists values of performance parameters obtained_

the range given is the variation from hub to tip:

_2

P2/PI

15.61 ° _ 48.52 °

A0.9A ° _ 54.19 °

0.512 - 0.752

0.659 - 0.605

1.096 - 1.128

1.565 - 1.445

The direct-problem calculation, employing values of _ increased
by i° at all radii, resulted in small changes in the local specific mass

flow at the different radii of from -1.2 to 0.8 percent because of the

propagation of the assumed error in _ through the radial-equilibrium
calculation.

The changes in blade-element stagnation-pressure ratio were analyzed.

The pressure ratio was reduced by the assumed decrease in turning angle,

together with the consequent changes in (pVz)23 and the net decrement in

pressure ratio obtained from the charts agreed very closely with the cal-
culated values, as follows:

Radius ratio_

rl/r t

0.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

Net A(P2/PI) due to 2481 = i°

and to consequent A(pVz) 2

Calculated

-0.0104

-.0145

-.0186

-.0256

-.0278

-.0316

From charts

-0.0105

-.0141

-.0185

-.0255

-.0278

-.0518

The assumed increase in _' for the second phase of the check cal-

culation also caused small changes in local values of (pVz) 2 of from
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-1.6 to 1.2 percent. The net effect of these changeswas a general
decrease in pressure ratio, and good agreement between the calculated

values and those obtained from the charts was observed:

Radius ratio, Net _(P2/PI) due to 2_'/_' = 0.25

rl/rt and to consequent A(pVz) 2

0.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.O

Calculated

-0.0061

-.0093

-.0118

-.0146

-.0168

-.O181

From charts

-O.O065

-.0096

-.0125

-.0157

-.0159

-.0189

It is believed that the foregoing calculation verifies the applica-

bility of the design-error formulas_ for the given range of Mach numbers

and flow angles_ to the uses suggested in the text.

A limitation of the design-error formulas containing the term 1 - M2

in their denominators is that they are inaccurate for Mach numbers in the

neighborhood of 1.0. Sample calculations indicate that the accuracy of

such formulas is good for Mach numbers up to at least 0.75.

(n

_O

Measurement-Error Formulas

The measurement-error formulas were checked by means of sample cal-

culations and_ in a few cases, by comparison with the exact formula.

Local specific mass flow. - Calculations were made to compare the

actual and chart values of A(pVz) caused by changes in static or stag-

nation pressure of 1 percent. The following values were obtained:

M

0.5

.7

M

in pV z for Ap/p = 0.01Percent change

Calculated From charts

-2.63 -2.14

-.83 -.74

Percent change in pV z for AP/P = O.01

Calculated From charts

2.88 5.15

1.67 1.74

0.5

.7

Formula (mA-iii,vii) 3 which gives the effect on pV z

ment error in T_ contains the approximation that

of a measure-
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_o

c_

i
c_

o

1 IAT

2 T

Substitution of ZMT/T = 0.01 into the left side yields a value of

-0.00496. Thus 3 for AT/T = 0.013 formula (mA-iii3vii) yields a result

only 1.009 times the correct value.

Similarly_ formula (mA-iv_viii)_ which gives the error in pV z due
to a measurement error in _3 contains the following approximation:

(tan p)Z_8 • cos _ - cos(p +Z X8)
COS

For the range 0° _p _ 60°_ the degree of approximation decreases as

increases. For the worst case (p = 0°), where formula (mA-iv3viii) indi-

cates no error in pVz3 a measurement error of Ap = 1° would actually

cause an error of 0.015 percent in pV z. This discrepancy is clearly

negligible. For p = 60o_ the discrepancy between the values of A(pVz)

obtained from formula (mA-iv_viii) and from the exact calculation is

only 0.0015 percent of pV z.

Relative air angle. - The following table presents a sample compar-

ison of calculated magnitudes of changes in _' with the corresponding

values obtained from the charts (formulas (mB-i3v) to (mB-iv;viii)) for

the specified assumed measurement errors:

M

(p = 30°,
p' = 40°)

I 'I,deg
_p
-- or -- = 0.01
P P

Actual From charts

0.5 1.55 1.36

•7 .69 .71

_T
-- = 0.002
T

Actual From charts

O .O5 0 .O6

_ = 1O

Actual From charts

0.52 0.51
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APPENDIXB

DERIVATIONOFFORMULAS

Design-Error Formulas

The derivation of formula (dF-v) is presented here as an example
of the general procedure. The error in axial velocity Vz,2 due to an
error in the rotor loss parameter must be found for the condition of
unchanging local specific mass flow. A formula for Vz_2 is as
follows:

Vz,2 C (_ %)1/2= - cos _. (14=)

The relative stagnation enthalpy H i is not affected by an error

in _'; and, for this derivation_ _ is held constant:

(- @ (_.- h2) cos _ -"_--T/ (BI)

The condition of constant (pVz) 2

of (_h2/ck_') :

__i

y P_ (H_,) Y-1 1/2(PVz)2: r - l _' C (H_- h21
2

provides a means for evaluation

cos_ (20)

B

Differentiation of formula (20) with respect to co' yields the following:

i

"r l _P_. h2 i/2 ,
o : r - i FI _ \_2/ dT (F/- h2) cos_2+

O")I

_,O

•r P_ l

y -iH_y- i

i

_/
1 8h2 h2) 1/2 ,'_-7_ J_- (_ - cos _,. +

(B2)
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C_

CO

Rearrangement of (B2) yields

o: (_Vz)2p-__ + --
1 1 _h2 (PVz)2 _

r - z (PVz)2_ _ v,2 _,

The relative stagnation pressure P_ is a function of
• ! l f

relative enthalpy ratio H2/HI, and pl/Pl (or _):

,

Substitution of (B5) into (B5) and rearrangement yield

(B3)

Pi' _' ' the

(_)

_-T: -

i - (_)2

Finally, (B6), (B4), and (BI) yield the following:

8Vz 2 cos _.

-Np-- = v_ (v_)2

Pl
1

Pi

(B6)

-))
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Therefore,

where

IAVz, 2_ o

R = -l=
P:.

For some of the subsequent formulas of series d_ Vz_ 2

(23)

r : }

was used as

an intermediate variable. The derivation of the formula for error in P2
is presented as an example:

r_i_

P2 = q \_i I - _, \%ii d
(B7)

r---!l-i

_P2 _7_2__
_q_ -_

id

r__

L \ 2/±d\

1 3H2

P! _ -

q

[.-,,.

['0

Therefore,

Pl

(Bs)
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_D

The term (LkE2/E2) v is obtained as follows:

H2 = H1 + _2 - U2Vz,2 tan 6_ - UiVz, 1 tan 61

_H2 8Vz_ 2

_-T=-uz tan6_

(B9)

Therefore 3

_[_-) _ tan'_'_-_

Combination of (BIO), (B8), and (dF-v) yields the following:

AP(x______) y UzV _ sin 6_ (AVz,2. _ 2] (AVz,2]

(BI0)

= _ r _ sin 6_ cos 6_(tan 62 + tan 6_) (AVz32h

l+•f--_ _ \Vz,_1_ V'.,_/v

_I J T(M_) 2 sin ' cos 6_(tan 62 + tan 62 )

v I 1 + _ (_)2 cos26_ sec262 z,2 /v

(l-v)

Measurement-Error Formulas

The derivation of formula (mA-i) is presented to illustrate the calculation of

the series m formulas. Formula (mA-i) gives the error in pV z caused by a measure-

ment error in Pl:

I-i f

pVz

_(ov_)= _r
r-:

: (_Vz)- :

2- -

co_ _ (BI:)

L _Vz J:
(mA-i)
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Figure 4. - Continued. Effect of design errors on axial velocity upstream
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(a) Stagnation pressure (eq. (dF-i)).

Figure 8. - Effect of design errors on axial velocity
downstream of rotor.
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Figure 8. - Continued. Effect of design errors on axial

velocity downstream of rotor.
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Figure 15. - Effect of measurement errors on calculated value
of local specific mass flow. (A large working copy of thls
figure may be obtained by using the request card bound in
the back of the report.)
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Figure 19. - Effect of measurement errors on calculated value of blade-element

efficiency. (A large working copy of this figure may be obtained by using

the request card bound in the back of the report.)
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CHAPTER XVll

COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE MATCHING

By James F. Dugan_ Jr.

SUMMARY

In order that compressor operation can be found for specified flight

conditions and a mode of engine operation 3 methods are presented for re-

lating the compressor to the other components of four types of gas-

turbine engines - the simple turbojet_ the afterburning turbojet_ the

turboprop with coupled power turbine_ and the turboprop with free-

wheeling power turbine.

The method of superposing component matching maps to obtain one-

and two-spool gas-generator performance is discussed_ as well as simpli-

fied methods for obtaining gas-generator performance. The simplifica-

tion results from assuming constant turbine-inlet equivalent weight flow

and an approximate relation for turbine efficiency. Compressor operation

can be found from the gas-generator performance alone for a range of

flight conditions when the mode of engine operation is specified by as-

signing values of mechanical speed and turbine-inlet temperature.

Procedures are also discussed for (I) combining the gas generator

with the other components of gas-turbine engines so that compressor op-

eration can be found for a range of flight conditions when the operating

mode is specified by assigning values of mechanical speed and exhaust-

nozzle area; (2) locating a constant-exhaust-nozzle-area equilibrium op-

erating line on the compressor performance map of a one-spool nonafter-

burning turbojet engine operated at static sea-level conditions; (5)

matching the components of a one-spool simple turbojet engine during

transient operation for a specified flight condition, a specified tran-

sient path on the compressor map, and a fixed exhaust-nozzle area; (4)

finding the compressor paths during a transient for a nonafterburning

two-spool turbojet for which the exhaust-nozzle area and inner-turbine-

inlet temperature are maintained constant; and (5) calculating the time

required to accelerate to a higher engine speed for both one- and two-

spool turbojet engines.
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INTRODUCTION

An axial-flow compressor is designed so that at a specific rotative
speed and weight flow the desired value of total-pressure ratio is
achieved at a high level of efficiency. As a componentof a gas-turbine
enginej the compressor is required to operate over a range of pressure
ratios_ weight flows_ and rotational speeds during steady-state and
transient engine operation. To illustrate this point_ engine operation
is related to the compressor performance mapof pressure ratio plotted
against equivalent weight flow with equivalent rotational speed as a
parameter. During engine acceleration prior to takeoff when the com-
pressor speed increases from zero to the takeoff value_ the compressor
may operate in a region characterized by severe blade vibrations caused
by rotating stall. Accelerationmay even be prevented by compressor op-
eration outside the stable operating region boundedby the compressor
surge- or stall-limit line. For subsonic flight in the stratosphere_
the compressormay operate in a low-efficiency region at high values of
compressor equivalent speed. At supersonic flight speeds_ the compres-
sor surge- or stall-limit line maybe encountered or operation maybe
required in a region characterized by low compressor efficiency or dan-
gerous blade vibrations°

The purpose of this chapter is to present matching procedures so
that compressor operation can be found for specified flight conditions
and a modeof engine operation. (The matching procedures also yield
the operating points of all the other engine componentsand data from
which engine performance can be calculated.) Such methods are useful
in selecting engine design values for compressor pressure ratio and
weight flow. After the compressor performance map is estimated (see ch.
X (ref. i)), it maybe evaluated by employing matching procedures to
find the region over which the compressor will be required to operate for
the desired modeof operation and range of flight conditions. Besides
permitting an evaluation of compressor performance maps_the matching
methods presented herein permit calculation of the effects of compressor
changeson engine performance. The methods of chapter X maybe used
to estimate the effect on compressor performance of changes involving
interstage bleed_ passage flow area_ or blade-setting angles. With the
new compressor performance mapand the matching procedures, the effect
of the compressor change on engine performance maybe found.

In order to find where on its performance mapa compressor will
operate as part of an engine for a specified flight condition and mode
of engine operation_ the engine componentsmust be matched. The follow-
ing three approaches maybe used to accomplish componentmatching. Re-
gardless of the approach_ four relations involving continuity of flow_
power balance_ speed of rotation_ and pressure ratio are available.

_o
uo
_o
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In one approach, the conventional compressor and turbine perform-

ance maps are employed. For an operating point assigned to one of the

component maps, the corresponding points on the other component maps

are found by satisfying the four matching relations. Such an approach

is discussed in reference 2 for the turbojet engine and in reference 3

for the turboprop engine.

In a second approach, the performances of the turbine, tailpipe,

and exhaust nozzle are combined. The conventional compressor perform-

ance map is retained; and, for an operating point on this map, the cor-

responding operating points of the other components are found through

the use of the combined performance of the turbine_ tailpipe, and ex-

haust nozzle. This approach is used in reference A for the one-spool

turboprop with coupled power turbine and in reference 5 for the one-

spool turbojet without afterburning.

In a third approach, the combined performance of the compressor,

combustor, and turbine is found. In place of the conventional compres-

sor and turbine performance maps, matching maps are used. All possible

match points are determined by the superposition of these matching maps.

When the operating mode is such that the mechanical speed and turbine-

inlet temperkture are specified, this approach is especially useful.

For this type of problem, the compressor operation can be found from the

combined performance of the compressor, combustor, and turbine, inde-

pendent of the inlet, tailpipe_ or exhaust-nozzle performance. The

idea of superposition of component maps to achieve matching is used in

references 6 to 8 for one-spool gas-turbine engines and in references 9

and iO for two-spool gas-turbine engines.

Procedures for matching the components of one- and two-spool turbo-

jet engines during transients are presented in references ii and 12,

respectively. The equations and procedures in reference 13 facilitate

the computation of part-load and off-design-point internal performance

by the use of automatic computing machinery.

Much of the material in this chapter is derived from references 5,

8, and l0 to 12. General and simplified methods are given for matching

compressor and turbine components of one- and two-spool jet engines for

equilibrium operation (refs. 8 and lO) o Procedures for combining the

performances of the compressor 3 combustor, and turbine components to

yield gas-generator performance are explained, as well as the way com-

pressor operation can be found from the gas-generator performance for

a range of flight conditions when the mode of engine operation is speci-

fied by assigning values of mechanical speed and turbine temperature.

In order that compressor operation can be found when the exhaust-nozzle

area is specified, procedures are discussed for combining the gas-

generator performance with that of other components such as an inlet, a

propeller, an afterburner, a free-wheeling power turbine_ and an exhaust

nozzle. A simplified method for locating a constant-exhaust-nozzle-area
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equilibrium operating line on the compressor performance map of a one-

spool turbojet engine operated at static sea-level conditions is dis-

cussed (ref. 5). The combined performance of the turbine, tailpipe, and

exhaust nozzle is related to compressor pressure ratio and weight flow

in several charts. Desired operating lines can be located on specific

compressor performance maps through the use of the charts. A method is

discussed whereby the compressor and turbine of a one-spool turbojet en-

gine may be matched for a specified flight condition_ a specified tran-

sient path on the compressor map_ and a fixed exhaust-nozzle area (ref.

ll). For a two-spool turbojet engine (ref. 12), procedures are discussed

for finding the compressor paths during a transient for whichthe exhaust-

nozzle area and inner-turbine-inlet temperature are held constant.

_O

UO
_O
_O

A

m

A

B

Cp

Fj

f

g

H

I

J

K

M

N

P

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this chapter:

area, sq ft

A8 (___) w4area parameter equal to _4 4 _88

ratio of bleed weight flow to weight flow at compressor inlet

specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(°R)

jet thrust, lb

fuel-air ratio at combustor inlet

acceleration due to gravity, 52.17 ft/sec 2

total or stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lb

moment of inertia_ (lb)(ft)(sec 2)

mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft-lb/Btu

constant

Mach number

rotational speed, rps

total or stagnation pressure, lb/sq ft
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-- P3 P4 PI P0
P pressure-ratio parameter equal to ....

P1 P3 P0 P8

power for propeller and/or accessories, Btu/sec

p static or stream pressure, lb/sq ft

Qxs excess torque, lb-ft

R gas constant, 53.35 ft-lb/(lb) (OR)

T total or stagnation temperature, OR

T4
temperature parameter equal to (i - B3)(1 + f) _l _adsChad,T

U rotor speed, ft/sec

V air velocity# ft/sec

w weight flow, ib/sec

_ ./Cl- B3)C1+ f)w8A1Wl_

w weight-flow parameter equal to _ h:d_C_d,T W_ A 8 51A 1

air angle, angle between air velocity and axial direction, deg

ratio of specific heats

5 ratio of total pressure to NACA standard sea-level pressure of

2116 lb/sq ft

had adiabatic efficiency

e ratio of total temperature to NACA standard sea-level temperature
of 518.7 ° R

density, lb/cu ft

time, sec

turbine pressure coefficient, (V sin _)/U

Subscripts:

P

C compressor
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i inner spool

o outer spool

PT power turbine

T turbine

Station numbers shown in figs. 1 and 2:

Two-spool notation

0 ambient conditions

1 outer-compressor inlet

2 outer-compressor exit_
inner-compressor inlet

3 inner-compressor exit,
combustor inlet

combustor exit, inner-
turbine inlet

5 inner-turbine exit,
outer-turbine inlet

6 outer-turbine exit

6a uncoupled power-turbine exit

7 exhaust-nozzle inlet

8 exhaust-nozzle exit

Superscript:

* critical flow conditions

0ne-spool notation

compressor inlet

compressor exit,
combustor inlet

combustor exit_
turbine inlet

turbine exit

exhaust-nozzle exit

GENERALDISCUSSION

The four types of gas-turbine engines discussed in this report are
the simple turbojet, the afterburning turbojet, the turboprop with
coupled power turbine, and the turboprop with free-wheeling power tur-
bine (fig. 1). Commonto all four engines is the gas generator, which
maybe either the one- or two-spool type (fig. 2). This chapter is
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chiefly concerned with the compressor of a one-spool gas generator and
the outer and inner compressors of a two-spool gas generator when op-
erated as componentsof any of the four gas-turbine engines.

Q

C_
O_
(n

In the section GENERAL METHODS FOR EQUILIBRIUM OPERATION# a match-

ing technique for the superposition of component maps is employed. A

procedure for obtaining the performance of a one-spool gas generator is

followed by an explanation of the way compressor operating points for

various flight conditions may be found from the gas-generator perform-

ance alone when engine operation is defined by setting values of mechan-

ical speed and turbine-inlet temperature. The discussion of the two-

spool gas generator parallels that for the one-spool. In order that

compressor operatioumay be determined when engine operation is defined

by setting values of exhaust-nozzle area and rotative speed_ methods

are discussed for matching the gas generator with the other components

for each of the four engine types shown in figure 1.

In the SIMPLIFIED METHODS FOR EQUILIBRIUM OPERATION, turbine-inlet

equivalent weight flow is assumed to be constant for all operating con-

ditions and turbine efficiency is assumed to be a function only of the

ratio of the rotative speed to the square root of the enthalpy drop.

Methods for obtaining the performance of one- and two-spool gas genera-
tors are discussed.

A matching technique involving the use of the combined performance

of the turbine_ tailpipe, and exhaust nozzle is used in the section

EQUILIBRIUM OPERATING LINE OF 0NE-SP00L TURBOJET. An approximate method

is discussed for locating a constant-exhaust-nozzle-area equilibrium

operating line on the performance map of a compressor that is part of a

one-spool turbojet engine operated at static sea-level conditions. The

charts of reference 5, which are needed to accomplish this, are included.

In the section METHODS FOR TRANSIENT OPERATION_ conventional com-

pressor and turbine maps are used_ and matching is achieved by satisfy-

ing the thermodynamic relations and the imposed conditions. A method

is discussed whereby the compressor and turbine of a one-spool turbojet

engine may be matched for a specified flight condition_ a specified

transient path on the compressor map# and a fixed exhaust-nozzle area.

For a two-spool turbojet engiue_ procedures are discussed for finding

the compressor paths during a transient for which the exhaust-nozzle

area and inner-turbine-inlet temperature are held constant.

GENERAL METHODS FOR EQUILIBRIUM OPERATION

In this and the following main section 3 which discusses simplified

methods for equilibrium operation, it is convenient to think of a
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gas-turbine engine as composedof a gas generator and other components.
Sketches of one- and two-spool gas generators are shown in figure 2.
The addition of other componentssuch as an inlet, a propeller, an
afterburner, a free-wheeling power turbine, and an exhaust nozzle re-
sults in either a turboprop or a turbojet engine (fig. 1).

In the discussion of the one-spool gas generator, the component
performances are plotted in such away that the mapsmaybe superposed
to satisfy the matching relations of continuity, power balance, and ro-
tational speed. A similar discussion appears in references 6 to 8. In
the discussion of the two-spool gas generator, two procedures are pre-
sented for matching the inner spool with the outer compressor and tur-
bine, the inner-spool performance having been found by the procedures
for the one-spool gas generator. Two-spool matching methods are dis-
cussed in references 9 and lO. The sections on compressor operation
from gas-generator performance discuss the procedure for finding com-
pressor operating points when engine operation is specified by assign-
ing values of mechanical speed and turbine-inlet temperature. When
exhaust-nozzle area and mechanical speed are assigned# compressor oper-
ation can be found for turbojet and turboprop engines as discussed in
the section Matching Gas Generator with Other Engine Components.

LO
_O

0he-Spool Gas Generator

In order to match the compressor and turbine of a particular gas

generator, the performance of the compressor_ combustor_ and turbine

must be known. Typical compressor and turbine performance maps are

shown in figures 3(a) and (b)# respectively. In figure 5(a)_ compres-

sor total-pressure ratio is plotted against equivalent weight flow with

equivalent speed and adiabatic efficiency as parameters. In figure 5(b)_

turbine equivalent specific work is plotted against a flow parameter

with equivalent speed, total-pressure ratio# and adiabatic efficiency

as parameters. The performance of a typical combustor is nearly con-

stant for a wide range of operation. In this chapter the combustor

total-pressure ratio P4/P5 is taken equal to a constant. When fuel-

air ratios are calculated, combustor efficiency is also taken to be a
constant.

Matching relations. - In matching the compressor and turbine_ three
of the four matching relations are available:

(1) The air weight flow into the compressor minus the air weight

flow bled from the compressor exit plus the fuel weight flow added in

the combustor equal the gas weight flow into the turbine.
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(2) The power output of the turbine is absorbed by the compressor
and the accessories.

(3) The mechanical speeds of the compressor and its driving tur-
bine are the same.

For simplicity, the three matching relations are expressed in terms

of equivalent performance parameters as follows:

Continuity:

(I - B3)(I + f) wiN wAN

P3 PA : B-_--

PI P3 81

(1)

Power:

H 3 - HI

(1 - B3)(1+ f) _2
+

(l - B3)(1+ f) WlN2 Nz
(2)

Speed:

(3)

Matching maps and their superposition. - Compressor and turbine

matching is achieved by graphically satisfying equations (1) to (3).

The performance of the compressor is plotted as (H3-H1)/N2(1-Bs)(l+f)

against w_N/5 A for constant values of N/%_l (fig. _(a)). The com-

pressor variables are computed from
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(1- B3)(I+ f)Wl_-_l

P3 P4; 81 _i

P1 P3

H3 - HI

(1 - B3)(l+ f)N2 =

YC- I ]I( I
518.7 Cp,Ct\Pl / - 1

%d,C(1_ B3)(l+f>/_ _2

(s)

(/9
UO

For the purpose of this conversion_ it is usually sufficient to assume

constant values of fuel-air ratio f, compressor-exit-bleed ratio B3_

specific heat at constant pressure Cp_C, combustor pressure ratio

P4/P3, and TC. (The variation of Cp_ C and rC with total tempera-

ture may be accounted for by using charts such as those presented in

ref. 14.)

The turbine performance is plotted as (H4 - H6)/N 2 against

w4N/54 for constant values of N/_ as in figure 4(b). The ordinate

is computed from

H4 - H 6

H& - H 6 e_
(6)

The components are matched by superposiug figures _(a) and (b) so

as to satisfy the continuity and power relations (eqs. (1) and (2)).

The abscissas are superposed directly_ while the ordinates are offset

by the value of the accessory power term in equation (2). In many in-

stances the accessory power term is so small that it can be neglected.

Sometimes the value of the accessory power term computed for one engine

operating condition is assumed to prevail for all other operating condi-

tions. With the compressor and turbine matching maps overlaid, each
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point commonto both maps is a possible match point for the gas gener-
ator. At each such point_ the turbine-inlet to compressor-inlet tem-
perature ratio T4/T1 may be calculated by using equation (3) and the
values of equivalent speed read from the overlaid maps.

Component parameters. - For each match point_ the pressure and tem-

perature ratios across the compressor and turbine may be calculated or

read from appropriate component maps. The compressor pressure ratio

and temperature ratio could be read from plots of these variables against

w4N/84 with N/_l as a parameter. After the turbine equivalent spe-

cific work is calculated from the values of (H4 - H6)/N2 and N/_#__

the turbine pressure ratio can be read from the conventional performance

map (fig. 3(b)). The turbine temperature ratio may be calculated from

T 6 H_ - H 6 1

1 Cp,T s18.7 (71

The value of Cp_ T can be calculated from

(8)
Cp =- _ 1J

The value of _ is usually based on the design values of fuel-air ratio

and the arithmetic average of the turbine-inlet and -outlet temperatures.

If more precise calculations are warranted, the charts of reference l&

may be used to find values of T6/T_.

For matching purposes 3 the value of f is usually assumed to be a

constant (its design value). Once the compressor and turbine are

matchedj however 3 the equivalent fuel-air ratio f/e I at each match

point may be found by using the values of T3_ 1 and T_l_ an assumed

fuel_ a combustor efficiency 3 and combustion charts such as those pre-

sented in reference l_. There is no need to rematch the compressor and

turbine, because the term (1 + f) changes only slightly. The compressor

equivalent weight flow Wl_l/S1 maybe calculated by using equation

(4). The turbine-outlet equivalent weight flowmay be calculated from

86 = 51 P3 P_ P6

P1 P5 P_
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The performance of the one-spool gas generator_l be presented asplots of T4/T12 P6/P12 T6_l, f_12 P2/P1, and wI /81 against

w6_6/86 with N/_l as a parameter (fig. 5).

Compressor operation from 6as-6enerator _erformance. - Compressor

operating points for various flight conditions m_ybe found from the gas-

generator performance alone if engine operation is defined by setting

values of mechanical speed N and turbine-inlet temperature T 4. For

a particular flight condition (altitude and Mach number), values of TI

and el can be found. From figure 5 and values of T4_I and N/_,

a value of w 6_6/86 is read. Then 2 from values of w6_6/86 and

N/_I , values of P2/PI and Wl_i/81 are read. Thus, for each

flight condition the compressor operating point can be located.

0he-spool matching methods are applied to specific equilibrium prob-

lems in references 1S to 19.

Two-SpoolGas Generator

A schematic of a two-spool gas generator is shown in figure 2(b).

The outer compressor and outer turbine are mounted on a common shaft.

Hereafter, these components are called the outer spool. The inner com-

pressor and the inner turbine are mounted on a second shaft which is not

coupled mechanically to the shaft of the outer spool. In airplane en-

gines, the outer-spool shaft is inside of and concentric with the hollow

shaft of the inner spool. Between the inner compressor and inner tur-

bine is the combustor; taken together, these components comprise the

inner spool.

In matching the components of a two-spool gas generator s it is con-

venient to match the components of the inner spool and then match the

inner-spool with the outer-spool components. The inner-spool components

are matched according to the procedures for matching the components of a

one-spool gas generator. Notice that engine stations 12 32 42 and 6 for

the one-spool gas generator are replaced by 2, 52 4, and 5 for the inner

spool of a two-spool gas generator (fig. 2). The manner in which inner-

spool performance is presented is determined by the method employed to

match the outer-spool components. Two procedures are discussed for

matching the outer- and inner-spool components. In the first procedure s

an inner-spool operating point is assigned and matching with the outer

compressor and outer turbine is achieved directly. In the second pro-

cedure 2 which involves a trial-and-error step, an outer-compressor op-

eratlng point is assigned so that the gas-generator performance for con-

stant values of outer-spool equivalent speed results.
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Direct method of matchin 6 outer and inner s_ogls. - The two-spool

matching problem bec_nes one of matching the outer spool with the inner

spool. Because of the aerodynamic coupling between the two spools 3

specifying two independent conditions determines the operating points

of all the ccmponents. If an operating point is assigned to the inner

spool, outer-spool matching is achieved directly. For this approach it

is convenient to express the power and continuity relations with regard

to the outer compressor and outer turbine, respectively, as

- rrl I rls-

° (i- B2)(I-B3)(I+ f)+ --Wl(l - B2)(I - BZ)(I + f) No2 No2

WlN° I
log-_-2 = log 1

P2 wsNo

- B2)(I - B3)(I + f) + log-_- s

(io)

(11)

Constant values of compressor bleed at stations 2 and 3 and fuel-air

ratio maybe chosen. The matching map for the outer compressor is shown

H 2 - H1

in figure 6(a). Here N_(1 - B2)(1 - BS)(I + f) is plotted against

log (WlNo/52) for lines of constant equivalent speed No/_/_ and con-

stant equivalent weight flow w2_2/82. For the matching map of the

outer turbine, (H5 - H6)/_ o is plotted against log (WSNo/85) with

w5q_5/85 and No/q_ 5 as parameters (fig. 6(b)). In order to match

the outer-spool components with the inner spool, the matching map of

the inner spool is plotted as in figure 6(c). Here 3 inlet equivalent

plottedweight flow w2_2/52 is against outlet equivalent weight flow

w5_5/55 with Ni/q_ 2 and Ps/P2 as parameters. Inner-spool opera-

tion is, of course, limited by the equivalent flow that can be passed by
the outer turbine.

With these three matching maps (fig. 6), the match points of the

two-spool gas generator can be found. An inner-spool operating point

is assigned on figure 6(c). The values of w2_/82, wsq_S/_5, and

are noted, andthe value of log[,_ _ ,_5/P2 ..... J is calcu-

lated. The outer-compressor and outer-turblne matching maps (figs. 6(a)

and (b)) are superposed so as to satisfy equations (i0) and (I/L). The

ordinates of figures 6(a) and (b) are offset by the value of the acces-

sorypower term in equation (i0), and the abscissas are offset by the
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I ps/p2 ]calculated value of the term log 1 - B2)(I - BS)(I + f) " The operat-

ing points of the outer compressor and the outer turbine corresponding

to the assigned inner-spool operating point are at the intersection of

_5/85. In usingthe appropriate lines of constant w2_2/82 and w5

this procedurej it has been found convenient to assign several values of

w5_5/85 for each selected value of w2_2/52 in figure 6(c).

Choosing pairs of values for w24/82 and w 5_5/55 in this way

dictates the values of these parameters to be used in plotting lines of

constant equivalent weight flow in figures 6(a) and (b). Use of this

direct method of matching outer and inner spools or of the iterative

methodj which is described in the following paragraphs, is a matter of

personal preference.

Iterative method of matchin_ outer and inner spools. - An alterna-

tive procedure for matching the outer-spool components with the inner

spool maybe employed by assigning the outer-compressor operating point

rather than that of the inner spool. For this procedure 3 the matching

maps of figure 7 are used. The outer-compressor performance is plotted

as (H 2 - H1)/N _ against w2_2/52 with No/_ 1 as a parameter (fig.

7(a)); the performance of the outer turbine is plotted as (H5 - H6)/N _

against w5No/55 with No/_ 5 as parameter (fig. 7(b)); and inner-

spool perform_uce is plotted as w2_2/52 against w5_5/55 for con-

stant values of Ni/_ 2 and Ts/T 2 (fig. 7(c)).

The inner- and outer-spool components may be matched by employing

an iterative procedure in conjunction with the matching maps of fig-
ure 7:

(1) An operating point is assigned on the outer-compressor map

(fig. 7(a)) from which values of w2_2/52, No/_l, and (H 2 - H1)/N20

are read.

(2) The value of (H5 - H6)/N2o is calculated from equation (I0).

(5) The value of T2_ 1 is calculated from

T2 H2 - HI { No _2 1

T-_ = i + N-o2" _i/ 518"7 Cp,oC

(4) A trial value of No/_ 5 is assigned.

(12)
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Because assigning the outer-compressor operating point determines

the operating points of all the other components_ assuming a value of

No/_ 5 is an overspecification and will lead to a contradiction if an

incorrect value is assumed.

(5) A value of w5No/55 is read from figure 7(b) for the values

of - andNo/ .

(6) A value of w5_5/55 is calculated frc_ the values of

(7) A value of T5/T2, which depends on the inner-spool performance 3

is read from figure 7(c) for the values of w2_r_2/82 and w5_5/55.

(8) A second value of T5/T2, which depends on the relation between

the outer compressor and outer turbine, is calculated from

(15)

If this does not equal the value from step (7), steps (4) to (8) are re-

peated until agreement is reached. In using this procedure, it has been

found convenient to assign outer-compressor operating points along lines

of constant outer-spool speed and to first calculate the match_oints

for the higher values of w2_/8 2.__ As lower values of w2_/e2/8 2 are

assigned at a fixed speed No/_i_ higher values of w5 _/5 5 will

result until the critical value is reached. From this point on, all

lower selected values of w2_22/52 _illbe accompanied by the critical

value of w5_5/8 5.

Variable pressure losses in _rimary combustor. - The matching pro-
cedure for the two-spool gas generator may also be applied for the case

of either a one-spool generator or the inner spool of a two-spool gen-

erator when large_ variable pressure losses occur in the primary burner.
For these conditions, curves analogous to figure 6(c) would represent
the combustor characteristics.
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Component _arameters. - For each match point of a two-spool gas

generator, the pressure and temperature ratios across the components

may be calculated or read from appropriate component maps. If the it-

erative procedure is used for matching the inner spool with the outer

components, the following values are known for each match point:

No/d_, _24_2/82,(H_- _)/_, T21_l,_sV_s/8_,_/_2, _d NolV-_s.

The outer-compressor pressure ratio may be read from a plot of

P2/P1 against w2_22/8 2 with No/_ 1 as parameter. Inner-compressor

equivalent speed Ni/_ 2 may be read from figure 7(c). The values of

Ps/P23 T5_23 T4/T23 and P5/P2 may be read from plots of these vari-

ables against w5_5/85 with Ni/_2 as a parameter. The outer-

turbine pressure ratio maybe read from a plot of P5/P6 against

(H5 - H6)/N _ with No/_ 5 as a parameter. Outer-turbine temperature

ratio maybe calculated from

T6 _ H5 - H6 _N ° _2 1 (14)

-z- _ k4_5/518.7°p,oT

The equivalent fuel-air ratio f/e I at each match point may be found

by using the values of T4_ 1 and T_l , an assumed fuel, a combustor

efficiency, and combustion charts such as those presented in refer-
ence 14.

The performance of the two-spool gas generator may be presented as

plots of T4_l, P6/P1, T6/T1, f/el, and w1 _l/S1 against w 6 _6/86

with No/_l as a parameter and a plot of Ni/_ against T4/T 1

with No/_l as a parameter (fig. 8).

Compressor o_eration from gas-_enerator performance. - The outer-

and inner-compressor operating points at an assigned flight condition

may be found from the gas-generator performance if engine operation is

specified by assigning values of outer- or inner-spool mechanical speed

and inner-turbine-inlet temperature. From the assigned flight condition

are found values of eI and T1. From the assigned engine operation,

valuesofNo/d_zor Ni/_ _d _/_l areoalculated.If
No/_l and T4_ 1 are known, a value of w 6_6/86 is read from

figure 8(a). If Ni/_ I and T4/T 1 are known, a value of NO/_ 1

is read from figure 8(d); and then, using the values of No/_ I and

T4/TI, a value of w6_re6"/86 is read from figure 8(a). Values of

%
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P2/P1, wI _l/S1, P3/P2, and w 2 _2/52 are read from plots of these

variables against w 6 _6/86 with No/_l as a parameter. Thus 3 for

each flight condition, the outer- and inner-compressor operating points

may be found. In reference 20_ two-spool matching methods are used to

investigate the effect of design over-all compressor pressure ratio di-

vision on two-spool turbojet-engine performance and geometry.

Matching Gas Generator with Other Engine Components

To determine compressor operation when exhaust-nozzle area and

mechanical speed are assigned, the gas generator must be matched with

the other engine components. For either the one- or the two-spool gas

generator 3 the following gas-turbine engine configurations are possible:

(1) Simple turbojet 3 where gas generator is preceded by inlet dif-

fuser and followed by tailpipe and exhaust nozzle (fig. l(a))

(2) Afterburning turbojet 3 where afterburner replaces tailpipe of

simple turbojet (fig. l(b))

(3) Turboprop with coupled power turbine_ where propeller is geared

to gas-generator shaft (fig. l(c))

(4) Turboprop with free-wheeling power turbine 3 where propeller is

geared to shaft of free-wheeling power turbine (fig. l(d))

Methods for matching the gas generator with the other engine com-

ponents for each of these engine configurations are discussed. By using

these methods 3 compressor operation can be determined for various flight

conditions when engine operation is specified by assigning values of

exhaust-nozzle area and mechanical speed.

Simple turbojet. - The gas generator of a simple turbojet may be
matched with the other components by using three plots 3 one each for the

iulet and the gas generator and a combined map for the tailpipe and ex-

haust nozzle. The performance of a fixed-geometry diffuser inlet is

shown in figure 9(a)j where pressure ratio P1/P0 is plotted against

equivalent weight flow Wl_ll/51 with free-stream Mach number M 0 as

parameter. Gas-generator performance is plotted as log (P6/P1) against

w6_6/86 with No/_ 1 as parameter (fig. 9(b)). The c_nbinedmap

for the tailpipe and exhaust nozzle is showu in figure 9(c), where

log (p6/Po) is plotted against w6_6/56 for a fixed exhaust-nozzle

area.
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From figure 9(a), trial values of Pl/P0 and Wl_i/51 are read

for the assigned flight Mach number. Figures 9(b) and (c) are super-

posed: the ordinates are offset by the value of log (Pl/Po) , while the

abscissas are superposed directly. The value of w6_6/5 6 is read

from the overlaid maps at the intersection of the fixed-exhaust-nozzle-

area curve and the appropriate constant-speed line. (The value of

No/_ I maybe calculated from the assigned values of M0, altitude,

and No. ) A gas-generator plot of Wl_l/81 against w6_6/86 with

No/_l as a parameter yields a value of w1 _l/S1. If this value of

Wl_l/81 is not equal to the trial value 3 the process is repeated.

When the two values of Wl_l/81 agree 3 the gas generator is matched

with the other engine cQmponents for the assigned flight condition and

mode of engine operation. The outer- and inner-compressor operating

points may now be found by reading values of P2/P1, PJP2, and

w2_/52 from plots of these variables against w 6 _6/56 with

No/_ 1 as a parameter.

Afterburnin 6 turbojet. - The procedures for the afterburning turbo-

jet are the same as for the simple turbojet. The combined map for the

tailpipe and exhaust nozzle is replaced by the combined map for the
afterburner and exhaust nozzle.

Turboprop with coupled power turbine. - When the propeller is geared

to the compressor shaft of a one-spool gas generator or to the outer-

spool shaft of a two-spool engine, the propeller power must be added to

the accessory power in equation (2) or (10) before the gas-generator

performance is obtained. For each value of propeller power, a distinct

set of gas-generator performance curves will be obtained. Compressor

operation can be found by assigning values of flight Mach number_ alti-

tude, mechanical speed, exhaust-nozzle area 3 and propeller power. The

procedures for matching and for obtaining the compressor operating

points are the same as those for a simple turbojet. 0ne-spool turboprop

problems are discussed in references 21 to 23.

Turboprop with free-wheeling power turbine. - For a turboprop with

a free-wheeling power turbine, a procedure is discussed for finding the

compressor operating points when the following are assigned: flight

_ch number and altitude, propeller power _, shaft speed of power tur-

bine NFT , and exhaust-nozzle area. The discussion is for a turboprop

having a two-spool gas generator; the procedure is essentially the same

for a turboprop having a one-spool gas generator.

(i) Values of TI, 81, and PO are found for the assigned M 0

and altitude.
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(2) A trial point is assigned in figure 9(a) for the assigned M03

and values of P1/Po and w l_l/S1 are read at this point.

(5) A value of w6_6/56 is assumed. Over much of its operating

range_ the power turbine operates at a fixed value of w6_6/86.

(4) A value of No/_l is read from figure 8(f) for the values

of w8 vJ% and w1¢e'Jh"

(5) Values of P6/P1 and T6_ 1 are read from figures 8(c) and

(e) for the values of w 6_6/56 and No/_l.

(6) The power-turbine equivalent speed NpT/_6 is calculated
from

NpT 1 1
-- (15)

(7) The power-turbine equivalent specific work is calculated frcm

H 6 - H6a
(16)

% w6_ P6PI p0
66 PI P0 2116 q_l

(8) A value of w6NpT/66 is read from figure 10(a) for the values

of NI_f/_ 6 and (H 6 - H6a)/06.

(9) A value of w6_6/5 6 is calculated from

w6 _6 w6Np2 I
---- (17)

56 86

If this does not equal the assumed value of w6-_/_6/8 6 (step (5)), steps

(5) to (9) are repeated until the two values do agree.

(i0) A value of P6/P6a is read from figure 10(a) for the values

of N_T/_6 and (H 6 - H6a)/06.
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(II) A value of T6a/T6 is calculated from

T6 - 1 - e6 s18.7 %,z_ (18)

(12) A value of P6JP0 is calculated frc_

P6a PI P6 P6a

P7 - PoP1P6 (19)

(13) A value of (w_/8)6 a is calculated fr_n

8 /6a P6a

P6

(2o)

(14) A value of (wq_/8)6 a is read from figure 10(b) for the cal-

culated value of P6a/P0 (step (12)). If this does not equal the value

from step (13), steps (2) to (14) are repeated until agreement is
reached.

(15) The compressor operating points can be found by reading values

of P2_I, Ps/P2j and w2 _2 from gas-generator plots of these vari-

ables against w6 _6/56 for constant values of No/_ 1.

Turbojet- and turbo_rop-en6ine performance. - After the gas gen-

erator has been matched with the other turbojet-engine components, the
air flow, the pressure, and the temperature at the exhaust nozzle are

known. The jet thrust Fj can be found from the following equations

(ref. 24)# which relate Fj/w to PJPo:

Fj = K2,V,_8 (1 + f) (21)
W"

g

For a complete-expansion nozzle,

(22)
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and for the convergent nozzle at supercritical pressures 3

PO

A graph relating K 2 to the nozzle pressure ratio is given in figure ll

of reference 24. Net thrust is found bydeducting the momentum of the

inlet air from the jet thrust.

Fuel flow can be computed by multiplying air flow by fUel-air ratio.

The fuel economy expressed as thrust specific fuel consumption is simply
the ratio of fuel flow to thrust.

After the gas generator has been matched with the other turboprop-

engine components, the shaft power, jet thrust, and specific fuel con-

sumption can be calculated from the equations derived in appendix D of
reference 4.

SIMPLIFIED METHODS FOR EQUILIBRII_ OPERATION

In this section 3 simplified methods are presented for obtaining the

performance of one- and two-spool gas generators. The simplification

consists in making several assumptions regarding turbine performance.

The equivalent weight flow at the turbine inlet is assumed constant for

all operating conditions. This implies that the turbine nozzles are

choked. Most one-stage turbines operate at nearly constant equivalent

weight flow for all turbine pressure ratios greater than 2.0, while many

multistage turbines operate at nearly constant equivalent weight flow

for all turbine pressure ratios greater than 2.5. Only during starting

conditions are turbines normally required to operate at pressure ratios

less than 2.0 or 2.5. The accessory power is assumed to be zero. Nor-

mally it is so small that negligible error is introduced by considering

it to be zero. The turbine efficiency is assumed to vary according to

the following equation:

(w )2_ad--a+b N _ c (24)

where

a

b

design value of turbine efficiency

-a/c 2
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designvalueof\___/_/_

This approximation is quite good over much of the turbine per-

formance map. Near limiting loading, however, actual turbine efficien-

cies are much lower than those calculated fram equation (24). Once the

gas-generator performance is obtained, the matching with the other en-

gine components is achieved as described in the preceding section.

0he-Spool Gas Generator

Design point. - From a given compressor performance map, the com-

pressor operating point for the engine design conditions is selected.

The design value of turbine efficiency is specified as well as the de-

sign value of turbine to compressor temperature ratio T4/T I. Design

values of w4_4/54 and N/_H 4 - H 6 are calculated from

_4_ Wl_ (1- B3)(1+ f) _
- (25)

54 _l P3 P4
P1 P5

N

_H 4 - H 6

N

,V,_e.i,J(z- B3)(z' + f)
= (26)

_Cp,c sis 7 (_ l)

Constant values of BS, f, and P4/P5 are usually adequate. The

w& 9_4/54 value from equation (25) is assumed to be constant for all

operating conditions. The N/_H 4 - H 6 value from equation (26) is

equal to the constant c in equation (24).

0ff-desi6n points. - For each compressor operating point, the cor-

responding turbine operating point may be found by the following steps:

(i) A value of T4/T 1 is calculated from equation (25).

(2) The turbine temperature ratio is calculated from

T 6 Cp'C (T_ - iI

T4 - i - T4

Cp,T (I + f)(1 B3)

(27)

-.9
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t_

(5) A value of N/_H 4 - H6 is calculated from equation (26).

(4) A value of _ad, T is calculated from equation (24).

(5) The turbine pressure ratio is calculated from

TT

P6 " _44
(28)

The gas-generator parameters

fated from

w 6 IV/'_6166., P6/PI, and T6/T I are calcu-

86 - 54 P6

P4

(29)

P6 P3 P4 P6

PI - PI P3 P4

T 6 T4 T 6

As discussed previously# the equivalent fuel-air ratio f/e I may be

found from values of T_T 1 and T4/T1, an assumed fuel, a ccmbustor

efficiency# and combustion charts such as those presented in reference 14.

Thus, for a range of weight flow Wl_l/81 at each compressor

speed N/_l _ the values of w6 _6/863 T4_I, T6/TI, P6/PII Ps/PI, and

f/e I maybe found. The gas-generator performance can be represented by

plots of wI _l/S1, T4/T1, T6/T l, P6/PI# Ps/PI# and f/e I against

w6_6/86 for constant values of N/_l (fig. 5).

Two-Spool Gas Generator

The outer- and inner-compressor performance maps are given, and the

compressor operating points for the engine design conditions are selected.
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The design value of turbine to compressor temperature ratio T4_ I

specified as well as the design values of outer- and inner-turbine

efficiency.

is

Inner-spool matching. - The performance of the inner spool is ob-
tained as described previously; engine stations 13 33 4, and 6 for the
one-spool gas generator are replaced by stations 23 33 43 and 5 for the

inner spool of the two-spool gas generator. The design value of

wSqr_/85_ is read from the inner-spool performance plot for the design

valueo_PS/P2andNi/_ Thisvalueof wS4_5/8_isassumedto
to be constant for all operating conditions.

Because the inner-spool-outlet equivalent weight flow w5 _5/55

is assumed constant 3 inner-spool performance may be presented as plots

of w2 _2/82, P3/P2, P5/P2, T5_2, and T4_ 2 against Ni/q_2 for

the d_sign value of w5 q_5/85.

Outer-spool matching. - The outer-spool ccmponents are matched with
the inner-spool performance by first assigning values of Wl_/51 at

each speed No/_. At each point 3 the outer-compressor performance is

known. The equivalent weight flow w2_2/52, which is common to the

outer compressor and inner spool, is calculated from

52
wive1 (32)

: (1- B2) 51 P2
PI

From the inner-spool performance curves, values of Ni/q_ 2 and T5_ 2

are read.

The outer-turbine temperature ratio T6_ 5 is calculated from

T6 WlCp, oC -
--= 1- (33)
T5 T5 T2

WSCp,oT T 2 TI

where ws = Wl(l - B2)(I - B3)(I + f). From the design value of _ad, oT

and the design value of NJ _H 5 - H6, which is calculated from

_a

0-
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uj

N O _

- V(1 - B2)(1- Bs)(1+ f)
NO

the constants of equation (24) can be evaluated for use with the outer

turbine. Outer-turbine efficiency may be calculated from equation (24)

after No/VH 5 - H 6 is calculated from equation (34). 0uter-turbine

pressure ratio is calculated from

ToT

P5 = _ad, oT/
(_s)

From the component operating points, the two-spool gas-generator per-

formance maybe calculated and plotted as in figure 8.

If the assumption that outer-turbine-inlet equivalent weight flow is

constant for all engine operation does not appear to be valid, an approxi-

mation such as that described in EQUILIBRIUM OPERATING LINE OF ONE-SPOOL

TURBOJET may be used. One of the curves representing the variation of

turbine-inlet flow with turbine total-pressure ratio is selected. The

value of equivalent weight flow at the outer-turbine inlet that is used

in the matching procedures must agree with the value read from the se-

lected curve and the calculated turbine pressure ratio. If this approx-

imation is used for the outer turbine, then the inner-spool performance

must be presented as plots of w 2 _2/82, P_2, Ps/P2, T5/T2, and T4_ 2

against Ni/_ for constant values of w5_/55.

EQUILIBRIUM OPERATING LINE OF ONE-SPOOL TURBOJET

A method is given in reference 5 for locating a constant-exhaust-

nozzle-area equilibrium operating llne on the performance map of a com-

pressor that is part of a one-spool turbojet engine operated at static

sea-level conditions. In this method the performance characteristics

of the combustor, turbine, and exhaust nozzle are simplified in order to

obtain charts from whichan equilibrium operating line can be obtained

for specified design conditions and the compressor map.
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The charts of reference 5 are shownin figures ll to 14. In fig-
ure 11, turbine pressure ratio P4/P6 is plotted against

(Ps/P1)(P4/Ps)(P1/P0)(p0/P8) with P8/P8 and (A8/A4)(w'/w)4(w4/w8) as

parameters. This represents the combined performance of the turbine,

tailpipe, and simple convergent exhaust nozzle. For this chart a tur-

bine polytropic efficiency of 0.85 was assumed, and the total-pressure

drop in the tailpipe was assumed to vary according to

P6 - P8 = K 2--_- (56)

The value of K was set by assigning

at the exhaust-nozzle exit.

_4 and YS"

P6/P8 = 1.05 for sonic velocity

A constant value of 4/3 was assigned to

In figure 12, which relates the compressor with the rest of the en-

gine, (1 - Bs)(1 + f)(T4/T1)_ad, C_adjT is plotted against compressor

pressure ratio P#P1 with (AJA4)(w*/w)4(w4/w8) , PJP8, and P4/P6 as

parameters. The bearing losses and accessory power are assumed to be neg-

ligible. The pressure ratio P1/P0 was taken equal to unity, and the

combustor pressure ratio P4/P3 was taken equal to 0.97.

The compressor weight flow is related to the compressor pressure

ratio and the performance of the combustor, turbine, tailpipe, and ex-

haust nozzle in figure 13, where PS/P1 is plotted against

_(i - BS)(I + f)/nad, Cnad, T (w#w4)CAI/Asl(wI_I/81AI) with

(i - BS)(I + f)(T4/TI)NadsCNad, T, A_A 4 (w*/w)4(W4Ws), P4/P63 and P_P8

as parameters.

In order to establish the compressor equilibrium operating line at

pressure ratios less than design, it is necessary to estimate the varia-

tion in (w/w_)4__ with turbine pressure ratio P4/P6- If actual turbine

data are available, a good approximation to the variation in (w/w')4

with turbine pressure ratio ____P4/P6can be obtained by computing the

value of (w/w*)4 for each value of P4/P6 at the best efficiency point.

If turbine data are not available, a reasonably good approximation can

be obtained from the curves of figure 14. The multistage curve repre-

sents the equation

4
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The two single-stage curves are theoretical variations computed for two

values of the turbine parameter _T_ad3T/sin2_4 of 1.5 and 2.0. Operat-

ing lines for two- or three-stage turbines would be between those for the

single-stage turbine and that for the multistage turbine.

Use of Charts for Design Point

The following procedure may be used to find the design values of

AB/A A and A 8 once the design conditions are specified:

(i) Design values are selected for P3/PI; Wl_i/51_ T4/TI, w4/w8,

_ad_T3 B3_ and f.

(2) Compressor efficiency _ad_C is read from the compressor map.

(3) The design value of T : (i - BS)(I + f)(T4/Tl)_ad, C_ad, T is

calculated.

(4) The design value of _ = A8/A 4 (w*/w)4(w4/w8) is read from fig-

ure 12 for the known values of T and Ps/PI.

(5) The design value of _--_(i- B3)(I + f)/_ad, Cqad, T (wdw4)

(AI/A 8) (wI _I/61A1) is read from figure 13 for the known values of

and PdPl.

(6) A value of P is calculated assuming p0/P8 = 1.0.

17) If the point read from figure ii for the known values of

and P lies to the left of the line Ps/P8 = 1"853 a value of P4/P6

isread at this point.

If the point read from figure ii for the known values of A and

lies to the right or on the line Ps/P8 = 1.853 a value of P4/P6 is

read for the design value of A along the line Ps/P8 = 1.85.

(8) The design value of (w/w*)4 iS read from the proper curve in

figure 14 for the design value of P4/P6.

(9) The design value of A8/A 4 is calculated from known values of

A, (w/w)4, and w4/w 8.
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(i0) The design value of A8 is calculated from knownvalues of
[(l-Bs)(I+ f)], ad,C ad,T,(wJw4), wl / l.

Use of Charts for 0ff-Design Points

The following procedure may be used to locate equilibrium operating

points on the compressor map for operation with the design values of A8

and A8/A4 at compressor pressure ratios higher or lower than design:

(i) A value of Ps/PI is selected _.

(2) A trial value of _ is chosen. Although the values of A8/A 4

and w4/w 8 are known, the value of (w/w*)4 is not known.

(5) A value of P is calculated assuming p0/P8 = 1.0.

(4) If the point read from figure ii for the values of A and

lies to the left of the line P8/P8 _ 1.85, a value of P4/P6 is read

at this point.

m

If the point read from figure ll for the values of A and P lies

to the right or on the line Ps/P8 = 1.85j a value of P4/P6 is read

for the value of A along the line Ps/P8 = 1.85.

(S) A value of (w/w*)4 is read from figure 14 for the value of

P4/P6 •

(6) A value of A is calculated from the values of A8/A4, w4/w8,

and (w/w*)4. If the calculated A does not equal the trial value of

from step (2), steps (2) to (6) are repeated until agreement is

reached.

(7) The weight-flow parameter _ is read from figure 15 for the

known values of Ps/P1 and A.

(8) A value of _ad_C is estimated from the compressor map for

the known value of PJPI"

of

(9) The compressor weight flow Wlq_i/81 is calculated from values

w, [(i- BS)(I + f)], _ad, C_ad, T, (w_w4), and A 8.
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(10) A value of _ad3 c is read from the compressor map for the

values of PJP1 and Wl_l/81. If this does not equal the estimated

value of _ad, C from step (8), steps (8) to (10) are repeated until

agreement is reached.

(ll) The desired equilibrium operating point can be located on the

compressor map from the values of P3/P1 (step (1)) 3 and w 1 _l/S1

(step (9)).

METHODS FORTRANSIENT OPERATION

Two problems are treated in this section. A method is discussed

whereby the c_npressor and turbine of a one-spool turbojet engine may be

matched for a specified flight condition 3 a specified transient path on

the compressor map3 and a fixed exhaust-nozzle area (ref. ll). For a

two-spool turbojet engine, procedures are discussed for finding the com-

pressor paths during a transient for which the exhaust-nozzle area and

inner-turbine-inlet temperature are held constant (ref. 12).

0he-Spool Turbojet

Up until now, compressor operation has been found for a specified

flight condition and mode of engine operation. For a given flight con-

dition, the compressor equilibrium operating point was fixed by assign-

ing two quantities such as mechanical speed and turbine-inlet tempera-

ture or mechanical speed and exhaust-nozzle area. Now# compressor

operation is scheduled. During a transient 3 the power-balance relation

no longer is valid_ so that three quantities must be assigned. For a

given flight condition# the desired transient path on the compressor map

is specified by assigning values for mechanical speed and compressor

pressure ratio. The exhaust-nozzle area is assigned to be constant dur-

ing the transient; this accounts for the third quantity.

At each speed# the excess torque is calculated after the turbine

operating point has been found for the assigned compressor operating

point. For known values of moment of inertia and excess torque at each

speedj the time required to accelerate (or decelerate) along the speci-

fied path ma_ be calculated. Such calculations indicate whether the

specified path on the compressor map is acceptable with respect to

transient operation. If 3 for a given engine configuration 3 the time to

accelerate is found to be excessive, various schemes may be tried to im-

prove the engine accelerating characteristics. These schemes will in-

volve changes in component performance or a rematching between the com-

pressor and turbine, or both. The effect of these changes on the engine

accelerating characteristics may be calculated by rematching the com-

pressor and turbine.
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Compressor operation. - The steady-state compressor and turbine

maps are assumed to be valid during transient operation. The aerody-

namic adjustments are assumed to occur much faster than the mechanical

adjustments. An acceleration is considered such that the compressor

operates along the path abcd shown in figure 15. At a given speed

N/_l , the compressor operating point is known, so that the value of

w4N/54 may be calculated from

w4N Wl_l

84 Bl

N (1+ f)(l- B3)

q_l P3 P4
PI P3

(38)

where the fuel-air ratio and combustor pressure ratio are usually

assumed constant.

Turbine operation. - At this point in the procedure, one turbine

parameter is known. The second turbine parameter required to define

turbine operation is found in an indirect manner. At the known value

of w4N/543 several values of turbine pressure ratio P4/P6 are se-

lected from the turbine performance map (fig. 16). For each P4/P6

selection, values of N/q_4 and (H4 - H6)/% are read.

ing calculations are made:

H4 - H6

T 6 e4

T 4 Cp, T 518.7

The follow-

(39)

w4N

64 N
(40)

T 4

T 1

I N\ 2

(41)

The nozzle equivalent weight flow is calculated from

58

_T46 T_T_ P4w4q_4 P6

54 P8

P6

(42)
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C_

The values of Ts/T 6 and Ps/P6 depend on the performance characteris-

tics of the tailpipe and exhaust nozzle. A simplification that is

satisfactory for many applications results from taking T8/T 6 = 1 and

P8/P6 = 0.95.

The exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio is calculated from

P8 PO P1 P_ P4 P6 P8

P_--PO PO PIPS P4 P6 (43)

The value of P0/P0 is known from the specified flight Mach number.

Inlet performance yields a value of P1/P0. For all values of P8/P0

less than or equal to the critical value = \_-2--_ J' _0 = P8'

and the effective area of the convergent exhaust nozzle A8 is found
as follows:

(i) M 8 is found from

(2)(w_I_A)8

P (i +_!M2) Y-I

is found from

(44)

w_/'e 2116 cos _AI_ rg
5A = '_a 518.7

. _(_+l)

( _-I 2)_M 1 +--/-M (45)

(5) Exhaust-nozzle area is calculated from

\SA&

(46)

When P8/Po is greater than critical, the critical value of w_/SA

is used in step (5). Nozzle area is plotted against turbine pressure

ratio_ and the value of P4/P6 for the assigned A8 is read. Thus 3

the turbine operating point can be found for each compressor operating

point along the assigned acceleration path.
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Time to accelerate. - At each point along the assigned acceleration

path 3 the excess torque available for acceleration maybe calculated fr_n

The actual values of weight flow and speed are obtained from the equiva-

lent values and the values of 81 and 51, which are known for the

assigned flight condition and inlet performance.

The time to accelerate along the path b to c (fig. 15) is found
from

c l____c -_b = 2_I Qxs dN
(_8)

where the moment of inertia I is a physical constant of the engine.

The acceleration of a high-pressure-ratio one-spool turbojet engine as

determined from cc_ponent performance characteristics is investigated

in references ii, 253 and 26.

u

Two-Spool Turbojet

For a two-spool turbojet engine_ procedures are discussed for find-

ing the compressor paths during a transient for which the exhaust-nozzle

area and inner-turbine-inlet temperature are held constant. The compo-

nent performance maps for equilibrium operation are assumed to be valid

for transient operation. For equilibrium operation of a two-spool tur-

bojet, the specification of two quantities fixes its operation. For

transient operation, four quantities are required, as the power-balance

condition for each spool is no longer valid. At the beginning of a

transient, the outer- and inner-spool equivalent speeds are assumed to

be the equilibrium values. These values of speed_ together with the

assigned values of inner-turbine-inlet temperature and exhaust-nozzle

area 3 fix the operation of each of the components. The excess torque

acting on each spool can then be calculated. The outer- and inner-spool

speed increments occurring during a small time interval are found from

the excess torque and moment of inertia for each spool. The new values

of outer- and inner-spool speed, together with the constant values of

inner-turbine-inlet temperature and exhaust-nozzle area, determine the

operation of each of the components at the new time. The process is re-

peated until the desired end value of outer-spool speed is attained. It

is a step-by-step procedure 3 then, and iterations are part of each step.

Thus, for a specified flight condition and assigned values of

inner-turbine-inlet temperature and exhaust-nozzle area 3 the transient
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paths on the compressor maps and the time required to traverse these

paths may be calculated. From such calculations one can estimate whether

or not an acceptable compromise can be reached between surge-free opera-

tion and time to accelerate for a given two-spool turbojet engine.

Compressor operation. - For a specified flight condition 3 initial

values of No/_13 Ni/q_l, T4_ and AB, and the specification that T4

and A8 are maintained constant during an acceleration_ the following

procedures maybe used to find the outer- and inner-compressor operating

paths and the time required to accelerate to a higher engine speed:

(1) Values of No/_l , Ni/_l , T4, and A 8 are specified.

(2) A trial value of w2_2/82 is selected.

(5) A value of T2/T 1 is read from a plot of T2_ 1 against

w 2 q_2/52 for constant values of No/q_l"

(4) A value of Ni/_2 is calculated frc_ values of Ni/q_l and

T2/T 1 •

(5) A value of Ps/P2 is read from a plot PJP2 against

w 2 q_2/52 for constant values of Ni/_2"

(6) A value of T 4 is calculated from

T4 = T1 2
P2 Ps_T1

w 2
(i-  9(i + f)

The value of T I is found from the specified flight condition. The

assumption of constant values for BS, f, and P4/P5 is usually ade-

quate. The value of w4q_/8 4 is assumed to be the design value.

(The validity of this assumption maybe checked when the inner-turblne

operating point is found.) If the value of T4 calculated from equa-

tion (49) does not equal the assigned T4 value (step (1)), steps (2)

to (6) are repeated until agreement is reached.

(49)
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Turbine operation. -

(7) A value of Nil_ 4 is calculated from values of Nil_ 1 and

T4/T 1 •

(8) A trial value of P4/P6 is selected. If the proper value is

chosen, the value of exhaust-nozzle area calculated later in the pro-

cedure will check with the specified value of A 8.

(9) A trial value of P4/P5 is selected.

(i0) A value of T4/T 5 is read from a plot of T4/T 5 against

Ni/_ 4 for constant values of P4/P5"

(ll) A value of No/_ 5 is calculated from

(12) A value of P5/P6

N o No T_5

is calculated from

P4

P5 P6

P6 P4

P5

(5o)

(Sl)

(13) A value of wsNo/85 is calculated from

w5N ° w2_/_2 NO (i - BS)(I + f)

85 82 P3 P5P2 P5 P4

(52)

(14) A value of wsNo/85 is read from a plot of wsNo/85 against

No/_ 5 for constant values of Ps/P6. If this does not equal the

value of flow parameter calculated from equation (52) in step (13)_

steps (9) to (14) are repeated until agreement is reached.

(15) A value of T6/T 5 is read from a plot of T6/T 5 against

No/_ for constant values of P5/P6.
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(16) A value of exhaust-nozzle area is found from the values of

nozzle equivalent weight flow and nozzle equivalent specific weight flow

as discussed for the one-spool turbojet. If the calculated value of A8

does not equal the specified value, steps (8) to (16) are repeated until

agreement is reached. When the selection of P4/P6 is found to be com-

patible with the specified exhaust-nozzle areaj the operating point of

each of the two-spool components is known at the initial time.

Time to accelerate. - From the component operating points 3 the ex-

cess torques available for accelerating the outer and inner spools can

be calculated. The specified flight condition and inlet performance

yield values of 01 and 51 which can be used to convert equivalent-

speed and equivalent-weight-flow values to actual values. Outer- and

inner-spool excess torque are calculated from

778.2w 1

Qxs,o - 2_N o + f)(l - B2)(I - B5)Cp, oTT s - -Cp, ocT I -

Qxs, i = 2_Ni i + f)(l - Bs)Cp, iTT4 - _-_$41-Cp,icT 2 -

(54)

Speed increments in N o

defined by

and N i for a specified time interval are

1

I_- Qxs, o
d'_

= i [_b

( i)b- (Ni)a2-  ila Qxs,i

(55)

(58)

Because the continuous variations of Qxs,o

not known, an approximation is introduced.

N i are defined by

and Qxs,i with time are

Trial increments in No and

Z_N 0 = _ AT
2_I o

(_7)

Z_Ni Qxs,i_
= 2_ii

(58)
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The time increment &_ is selected so as to result in reasonable

speed increments. If &_ is made too large 3 the procedure becomes in-

accurate as evidenced by large irregularities in the points that define

the transient paths on the compressor maps. If A_ is made too small 3

more points will be calculated than are necessary to define the transient

paths. In reference 12_ time increments of O.1 and 0.2 second were used.

At the new time (the initial time plus the time increment)3 trial values

of N o and N i are defined to be equal to the initial values of N o

and Ni plus the incremental values calculated from the initial values

of Qxs3o and Qxs, i and equations (57) and (58). For these trial

values of No and N i and the specified values of T_ and A83 the

matching procedures are repeated to yield component operating points and

excess-torque values. The actual increments in No and N i occurring

during the time interval are approximated by substituting in equations

(57) and (58) average values of Qxs_o and Qxs_i3 which are defined to

be the arithmetic means of the values corresponding to the iuitial and

trial values of No and Ni. The actual values of N o and N i at the

new time are equal to the initial values plus the actual speed increments.

The transient paths on the outer- and inner-compressor performance

maps are found by repeating the matching procedures until the end value

of engine speed is attained. The time required to reach this speed is

found by summing up the time increments considered. In reference 123

the component operating trends during acceleration and deceleration of

two hypothetical two-spool turbojet engines are discussed.
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Figure 9. - Matching maps for simple

turbo Jet.
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Figure I0. - Matching maps for turboprop with free-

wheeling power turbine.
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Figure 14. - Effect of turbine presmure ratio on weight flow

Cref. S).
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Figure 16. - Turbine performance map.
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